CHAPTER 7:

Towards a Critical Pedagogy for Teacher
Professional Development in the Caribbean

Introduction
How we understand processes of teaching and
learning shapes our work as educators.
(Boyce, 1996)

Countries in the Caribbean like those in the rest of the developing world
appear to aspire to the same educational goals as those of the developed
nations of the world. At least the jargon is the same. It is therefore not
uncommon to hear the following popular terms which are used in the
developed countries being bandied in the smaller countries as well viz.

education for all, lifelong learning, on-going teacher professional development,
inclusion and the like. Though the average teacher in the developing
countries may not have a contextual understanding of these terms, they
are swept into the euphoria of the jargon by the mass media, senior
administrators and politicians.

In this chapter, I will explore the philosophy which I have embraced as a
researcher-educator involved in Teacher Professional Development in the
Caribbean. I will argue that the way forward is through the adoption of
a critical pedagogy which can lead to social transformation and the true
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emancipation of the people.

This would include the fostering in our

tutors and students a level of intellectual curiosity.

From infancy, colonised people are trained to depreciate themselves.
They repeat the language of the coloniser as their own and as the
language changes, new images are conjured up so the force of the
coloniser is ever present. These patterns are readily transmitted through
the various media of capitalist society and is encountered in the various
social and natural geographies. For example, in many countries in the
Caribbean, persons with fairer skin and light coloured eyes are treated by
many others within the community as well as the wider region as being
more attractive than those with darker skin tones and darker eyes.

Critical pedagogy has challenged the traditional VIew of teacher
education and adopted a position whereby teachers are helped to develop
alternative strategies and styles for engaging with their students'
learning.

Those exposed to such pedagogies recognise that there are

probably as many ways to teach as there are to learn.

Freire's Legacies
Although as teachers, we may strive for a more liberatory approach to
teaching, we need to acknowledge that inherent in our competence as
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pedagogues, is the notion of authority. Freire has argued that this
authority should never degenerate into authoritarianism and if he was
alive today, he would probably insist that this authority should rest on
the strength of humility and love (Mayo,1997), I would argue authority
should be translated into responsibilihJ for promoting the empowerment of
others and respect for and valuing of diversity and difference. If as educators,
we require our students to become critically active citizens of the
Caribbean, then we need to recognise the relationship between power and
knowledge and to acknowledge that power lies in the guises of race,
gender and class. This is part of our colonial heritage and it is not going
to disappear unless we learn to unpack and de-construct these labels and
the attendant practices which support their perpetuation in a negative
manner.

It is through his philosophy of hope that Freire has firmly established
himself in the international history of education and left the peoples of the
world a legacy of radical thoughts on education and social justice.

His

approach to adult education also referred to as the problem-posing
approach (Wallerstein, 1986) and the liberatory approach (Shor & Freire,

1987) was based on the cultural and personal experiences of learners in a
humanist philosophy which echoes Marx .
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This philosophy revolves around lithe ontological vocation of humans to
become more fully human" (McLaren & Leonard 1993: 3). This is visible
in his correspondence to literacy teachers in Chile advising them that:
To be a good liberating educator, you need
above all to have faith in human beings .... You
must be convinced that the fundamental effort
of education is to help with the liberation of
people, never their domestication. (Freire 1971
as quoted in Shor 1993: 25)

If education is to be meaningful to a people, it must be contextualised and

learning should be initiated out of the very real experiences of the learner
through dialogue which is developed around themes of significant
importance to these learners. Learners have their own history and culture
which impinges on their learning and so the voice of the learner must be
situated within an historical and cultural context because it is moulded
by their experiences. This should be the starting point for any educative
process which seeks social transformation as its goal.

The role of the

educator is not to accept the 'stories' of the students without question but
to enable students to reflect on their various situations and be able to
critique their own experiences. In this way, they could begin to identify
the various imagery which has been created by the ideological hegemony
to domesticate the masses.
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For example, the second cohort of M. Ed. Students in St. Lucia has been
asked to explore the impact of colonialism on their lives as people
growing up in St. Lucia and to identify one situation which continues to
make a significant impact on their lives as teachers today. This collection
is being compiled as narratives with discursive elements of critical
reflection, which will be used with this group and other successive groups
of students as learning points.

Dialogue
Though, the syllabus of the very first course which developed in
collaboration with lecturers from the University of Sheffield, may have
been 'strung together' based on the need for Special Educators in Trinidad
and Tobago, I can remember that some of the potential students and
lecturers sat on the committees that established and determined the
direction of the course. The various stakeholders had a voice and topics
and themes were discussed and their positions negotiated. As with any
new programme, there have been some flaws and some setbacks from
1987 to the present time. This type of dialogue and negotiation continue
to take place and has encouraged growth and development not only in
the area of teaching but also research. Dialogue has been and continues to
be a signature of the various collaborative engagements of the
programme.
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At the time, this was a political stance because the perpetrators
recognised that" ... education is politics!" and that the entire activity of
teaching and learning (education) is indeed political (Freire & Shor 1987:
46).

There was a need for specialist teachers in Special Education.

Neither the Ministry of Education of Trinidad and Tobago nor the local
University was addressing that need and an educational revolution was
taking place among the teachers who sought to address that unfulfilled
need. The level of dialogue which took place in the 1980s was linked
directly to a transformation that could not have taken place within a
'political vacuum' (Freire and Shor 1987: 102). Freire states that " ... to
achieve the goals of transformation, dialogue implies responsibility,
directiveness, determination, discipline and objectives."

Dialogue

encourages collaborative learning by limiting "teacher-talk".

It allows

people to name their experience and encourages them to find their voice
within the context (Shor, 1992).

Learning Theories and Culture
All humans are nurtured within a culture - so there is a starting point to
learning about other things.

As an adult educator, it is important to

remember that people do not all see or even experience the world in the
same way and that all individuals bring multiple perspectives to any
learning situation as a result of their gender, age, class, ethnicity,
disability, sexuality and so on.
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Jean Piaget the Swiss biologist and psychologist who was well known for
his contribution to learning theories, suggested that learning took place as
a result of making connections between what is known or facts and new
information resulting in a 'new' understanding in students. Therefore at
all levels, educators need to use the experiences (inclusive of culture) of
the students as a springboard in order to make that critical link to the new
information.

According to the model of 'social cognition learning' as proposed by
Vygotsky, culture is the prime determinant of the individual's
development.

Therefore in the teaching process, one cannot simply

divorce a learner from his culture.

Though constructivism supports the use of reflection to 'construct' a
unique understanding of the world, I would contend that this
construction can only take place within the context of culture. Like Freire,
constuctivists support the view that the purpose of learning is the
construction of an understanding of life not merely the regurgitation of
'banked' information which is usually someone else's interpretation of
the world. Habermas (1972) argues that all human knowledge is a social
construction that is corrupted by the various ideologies which serves
various interest groups and individuals. Therefore, engaging in critical
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thinking around the various interests and being able to discern the
limitations and potentials of the various kinds of knowledge is desirable
and could lead to empowerment and creation of new knowledge. Thus
the strength of critical pedagogy is the application of critical social science
to education.

It is through the action and the reflection on that action that "... knowledge

emerges [and it is]

only through intervention and re-intervention,

through the restless, impatient, continuing, hopeful enquiry!! ( Freire,
1972: 46) that men become truly human.

Praxis therefore, is about

reflection which embodies the qualities of respect for the personhood of
others, a never-ending quest for the 'truth' and a commitment to the well
being of humans. Carr and Kemmis (1986:190) acknowledge that this is a
tricky situation because it requires a person to make "wise and prudent
practical judgement about how to act in this situation."

Reflection within a Freirean context would begin with the recognition of
educational dilemmas or emotional discomforts resulting in a cyclical
process where information circulates, and is acted upon, analysed and
revised until meaning is arrived at. Of course, this would need to be
explored within a framework of respect and commitment.
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Freire argued that too much education (if there can be such a thing)
involves 'banking', which means that the learner is taught in a passive
mode and so receives deposits of pre-selected, approved knowledge from
an educator. He strongly believed that education was the pathway to
permanent liberation, and that liberation resulted in empowerment.

Traditionally, tertiary education was delivered by the academic within
the hallowed walls of the university. This person was perceived by all as
being the ultimate expert and responsible entirely for the delivery of
education. He / she structured his/her teaching to suit his/her particular
style and delivered the lecture in the relatively intimate setting of the
classroom or lecture theatre. Freire has suggested that the lecture format,
where the teacher regurgitates knowledge and either pours that
knowledge into the students' waiting heads or allows the students to
absorb the information possibly through osmosis, should be replaced by
the "culture circle" where teachers and students are able to meet one
another and discuss issues of concern or problems in their own lives,
discuss their causes, and propose actions that could be taken to solve and
or resolve them (Freire, 1970, 1973; Wallerstein, 1983).

He emphasised

that:
... to know how to teach is to create
possibilities for
the construction and
production of knowledge rather than to be
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engaged simply in a game of transferring
knowledge.
(Freire 1998: 49)

Through his writings and his face-to-face interactions, Freire encouraged
stakeholders in education to participate in dialogue as 'co-learners'. This
is where people grapple with their 'culture' and through conscientization
or critical thinking they are able to recognise that they make decisions
which shape their lives and are able to participate in transforming their
lives either individually or collectively.

Culture and Distance Learning in the Caribbean
Culture which can be interpreted as a non-static, dynamic process of
transformation based on the individual and collective choices made by
individuals and communities, forms the root of Freire's pedagogy. Shor
(1993: 30-1), a disciple of Freire defines culture as:
... the actions and results of humans in society,
the way people interact in their communities,
and the addition people make to the world
they find. Culture is what ordinary people do
everyday, how they behave, speak, relate and
make things. Everyone has and makes a
culture, not only aesthetic specialists or
members of the elite. Culture is the speech and
behavior in everyday life, which liberating
educators study anthropologically before they
can offer effective critical learning.
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I would like to think of teacher education at a post-graduate level as a
collaborative effort between the student and the lecturer/tu tor. It is a
negotiation for space for the contestation of ideas and the sharing of
ideologies. It is a space where the 'new' environment supports learning
for both the student as well as the educator.

Michael Apple (1996:33) has argued that:
A democratic curriculum and pedagogy must
begin with a recognition of the different social
positionings and cultural repertoires in the
classrooms, and the power relations between
them.

This is equally applicable to the cultural repertoires within which
collaborations around teacher education are situated and the power
relationships between students and lecturers, host countries and service
provider countries all of which provide both a historical and a political
context for those collaborations and in some measure even define them.
Though at the post graduate level we tend to explore themes according to
disciplines, we would notice that even between themes, there arc areas of
overlap which all come together as a whole - at that point the whole
becomes greater than the sum of its parts. As such, assessment, which is
seen as part of the learning process, should not be comprised simply of
the regurgitation of isolated facts or bits of information, it should provide
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students with avenues to explore the application of concepts in a
meaningful exercise.

In the education of adults, a lot is dependent on the philosophy of the
providers of the service as well as the philosophy of the participants of
the programme. Terms such as reflective practice, humanistic education,
empowerment, quality education, constructivist approaches which are
currently trendy in the educational circles need to be re-defined and
clarified for all those who are participating in the process of change.
Learners and educators need to engage in dialogue about difference
rather than in controversies about difference. As part of the critical
citizenry, they are "... not only required to read texts but to understand
contexts" (McLaren, 1996).

This liberatory aspect of Freire's philosophy can be

particularly

significant for the management of distance learning programmes where
local tutors and adult learners can exercise significant control over the
direction of present and future educational activities. The role of the local
support tutors is critical. If Freire is to be taken seriously, then tutors are
to engage in problem-posing dialogue with the students in an effort to get
them to reflect on their particular professional circumstance(s) within
their culture. The students would be encouraged to adopt a reflective
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stance by becoming critical examiners of their experiences, as they
question and constantly engage in re-interpreting life. (Shor 1993: 31)
Emerging from a culture of colonialism, they would need to grow into the
understanding that lecturers and tutors are not fountains of pure
knowledge and so should not be expected to pour quantities of
information into waiting heads.

As stated before, the culture of the Caribbean is based to a large extent on
the oral tradition and the regurgitation of knowledge. However, drawing
upon Wedemeyer's theory of independence (1973) and Moore's theory of
autonomy (1973), it would be desirable to use the vehicle of distance
education to develop the qualities of independence and autonomy while
still being able to acknowledge the power of the group.

The learner

through the experiences of the various courses would be on the road to
being self-directed and should be encouraged to become "co-investigators
/ researchers" on the way to creating knowledge.

In this quest for knowledge, the learners' souls are laid bare and their
needs, hopes, fears and expectations are examined and reflected upon as
part of the educative process.

Fears are transcended and creativity is

given some space in which to grow. The development which takes place
is now political and people-centred. The learners through their various
experiences

become empowered and self-reliant.

Through their
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engagement with themselves, their country, their history, their culture
and their ideas they are able to create education. Some of this is done by
using the potential of research to understand and resolve educational
challenges.

It is through the exploration of research questions that dialogue continues

and the "culture of silence" which is so much a part of the colonial
heritage is broken.

Research as a Catalyst for Development
The provision of "good education demands good teachers" says Perraton
(1993:1). But, what is good education? Is it education for adaptation or is
it education for self-development? Development is not about donations
from the developed nations and benevolent organisations but, in general
terms, it implies levels of economic prosperity. However, this cannot take
place in a vacuum but must be linked directly to the growth and
advancement of the peoples of the society in which the development is
taking place.

Therefore if development is to be meaningful, there must be a direct
improvement in the skills and capacity, creativity, discipline, intellectual
freedom and material well-being of the population (Rodney, 1972: 9).
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This requires 'good teachers I who are able to engage critically with the
material presented to them via the various publications and be able to reinvent the world in which they live using the available tools of research.

Pat Ellis, a Caribbean researcher, observes that:
(I)n the Caribbean, there is not a well
developed research culture and to the many
the very mention of the word research conjures
up pictures of a difficult activity that is
demanded of those pursuing academic studies
at a university, and generates fear,
apprehension and doubt about the ability of
non-academics, ordinary people to do research.
(Ellis, 2001:1)
A large part of this problem is the way in which universities and other
traditional institutions of higher learning present the components of
research - it is mainly advertised as the domain of the intellectual. It is
not presented as an essential part of everyday life which people already
use to some extent in order to make informed decisions.

As such, when

students arrive at the level where they are called upon to conduct their
own research, they are filled with great trepidation as a result of the
programming which has long been engraved in their consciousness.

The Trinidad and Tobago Education Policy Paper (1993 - 2003:29)
acknowledges that:
(t)o date in Trinidad and Tobago, we have
been relatively strong on philosophical
orientations or judgements about education,
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but relatively weak on the use of empirical
evidence.

In the Caribbean generally, the positivist approach is held in high esteem
while qualitative approaches are generally treated with scorn and
described as 'soft' , meaning not very serious. In fact, it would appear
that very little thought is given to the various types of research
methodologies which could to applied to different situations. There is
the misnomer that if research is to be respected and serve its ultimate
purpose of enlightenment, the research process must be intricate, difficult
and painful.

Unfortunately, this is part of our colonial heritage.

However, while the British and the French have moved on to include
other research methodologies, we remain stuck in the past and are caught
up in the false sense of power which is embedded within quantitative
epistemologies.

With regard to this, the University of Sheffield with their team of British
and Caribbean educators have been able to make some inroads into
dispelling some of the myths surrounding research and a positive impact
on the psyches of the teachers. Teachers from Trinidad and Tobago who
completed the M.Ed. in Educational Studies in July 2000, commented
that:

This course has helped me to do much more reading
and research than I am accustomed to.
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This course has provided the framework that has
resulted in a comprehensive development of my
critical thinking skills and has encouraged me to
explore and investigate educational areas llsing
research.

Many educators would agree that the traditional teacher education which
was practised in these developing countries was often based on
adaptation and non-interactive pedagogies.

This type of education

cannot provide the learners with the tools which would allow them to
engage critically with national development but would produce passive
and dependent learners.

Assessment, which is seen as part of the learning process, should not be
comprised simply of the regurgitation of isolated facts or bits of
information, it should provide students with avenues to explore the
application of concepts in a meaningful exercise.

For example, when we were seeking approval for the Masters of
Education Course in Educational Studies from the Ministry of Education
in St. Lucia, they had a particular interest in furthering its research
capacity and felt that a compulsory module focusing on 'Methods of
Educational Enquiry' be built into the programme. We recognised the
urgency of the request and genuinely believed that it was a worthwhile
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meaningful not only to them at this stage of their development but also to
other educators within that region. I shared my views on this with the
teaching team and six months later, when we returned to teach Research
Methods, we suggested to the students, that they collectively write this
history from a 'life historical' perspective.

Recognising that this would not suffice the University requirements for
assessment, we asked them to critically review their group research
project and reflect upon the experience of the research process in which
they engaged (See Appendix 4). It was the teaching team's intention to
provide them with an opportunity to reflect upon the process of research
as well as the issues and challenges that researchers face in designing,
conducting, analysing and disseminating research. Upon reflection, it
was only through respect for the various cultures involved and valuing
the contributions of the other in spite of differences, that we were able to
collaborate with those students in the development of such a bit of work.

Through dialogue and a critical engagement with educational issues we
were able to enter into a genuine partnership with the students using
research as the vehicle. The book when published by the UniverSity, in
its series Teachers Voices from the Caribbean will make an important
contribution to academic literature in St Lucia and also to the lives of the
students who engaged in the research.
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collaborate with those students in the development of such a bit of work.

Through dialogue and a critical engagement with educational issues we
were able to enter into a genuine partnership with the students using
research as the vehicle. The book when published by the University, in its
series Teachers Voices from the Caribbean will make an important
contribution to academic literature in St. Lucia and also to the lives of the
students who engaged in the research.

Feedback from St. Lucia
Thirty-six participants completed evaluation questionnaires at the end of
that second study school in St. Lucia.

When asked about their

expectations for the study school, they seemed intrigued a bit fearful of
the notion of research.

As was expected, they were also expecting

feedback from their first assignment. One participant explained:

Honestly, my expectations were of a mixed type.
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Fear - what would the assignment be this time was n
question that overpowered all expectations. I wanted n
clear and detailed explanation of the nssignment.
Another indicated quite explicitly:

I honestly had no expectations. What 1 know 1 did not
want was lectures steeped in theories or resenrclz
methods.
Though they had participated in only one previous study school students
were able to link teaching with research. For example, one explained that
they expected:

(t)o obtain relevant information on research methods and
prepare me to participate in research which would bllild
me up as an educator and also help in initiating chnnge
in the education system.
Some were quite bubbly about their explanations and others indicated in
'question one' whether their expectations had been met. The feedback
given under are examples of these:

I expected a very fulfilling experience nnd tlmt 1 got. 1
am happy that 1 didn't have to do things like standard
deviation and margin of error. The evolution that led to
the formulation of the assignment was revealing.
The study school was organised according to my
expectations. Lecturers were well prepared and the
information was given in a clear manner (It is difficult to
be lost). All three lecturers are very helpful.
Other students remarked thus:

I expected it to be of a high standard since tlze first study
school was. My expectations were met. I was 'uenJ
excited to begin the second study school. I also expected
the content of this module to help me dez 1elop better
professionally and in some way enhance the teaching
learning environment.
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The remaining responses were very encouraging because it gave the
impression that the study school had been well received. A few of these
are quoted under:

Much has been provided in terms of information,
encouragement and support, so that 1 am more
confident about the assignment now. However, in
spite of all information gi'ven, 1 'm still not quite
certain how to go about it. However, the support
and encouragement have been my guide and drive.
Adequately. This is because the lecturers really took
time to expose me to e.g. methodology and its
importance. My understanding of the importance of
Research was also made clear.
I have to do research! I am pleased to be a group
participant.

There will always be a body of knowledge which would need to be
transferred and disseminated to all.

Examples of these are research

methods, language and mathematics. Students would probably also have
to negotiate their positions with educational institutions.

However,

when some measures of fluency have been achieved, then dialogue can
take place so that they would able to analyse the material being
presented.
relationship"

Teaching according to Freire (1996:119) is a
where

11

11

democratic

dialogue is the opportunity available to [the

teacher] to open up the thinking of others".

This approach to teaching

the research methods module and developing the framework for the
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assignment seemed to have paid off based on the comments of the
following students:

I was pleased about the approach employed in this
study school. The content and issues disclIssed
were defined largely by participants i.e. students.
The idea of a practical approach to the learning of
methods of educational enquinJ is acceptable and
intriguing.
There was a full discussion for the preparation of
the assignment - forming the groups and discussing
the methods and procedures for research.
The study school was quite productive.
A
significant amount of the course involped engaging
in a process which enabled participants to llse their
experiences and experiences of their colleagues to
analyse the education system.
Expectations have been met - in fact more so as my
cup is now full and overflowing! I was not
expecting such a challenging exercise, bu t if I am
able to accomplish this one, I dare say that there
won't be anything else I won't be able to cope with.
Directives, information and discussions were
uplifting and interesting.
Lots of materials were pro'l'ided on the topic:
Research Methods in Education. The lecturers
worked hard and helped me to understand many indepth areas on the topic.

The first Course Director of the first M.Ed. Course in Trinidad, Dr. Peter
Clough who had a penchant for writing expressive pieces in the dialect of
the Trinidadian people wrote:
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Dis research is not what Bell an' Thompson an' Clollgh does do
Dis research ting does start an' end wit YO U.
13th July, 1993 - Dr. Peter Clough to M.Ed. Students
at Valsayn Teachers' College
I

These words are as applicable to students today as it was to the first
cohort of Masters students in Trinidad and Tobago in 1993.

Education as a Fonn of Intervention in the World
Freirean education is a symbiotic process of reflecting upon and
developing insights into the students' evolving culture.

Freire describes education, as a:
... specifically human experience, is a form of
intervention in the world. In addition to
contents either well or badly taught, this type
of intervention also implies both the
reproduction of the dominant ideology and its
unmasking,
The dialectical nature of the
education process does not allow it to be only
one or the other of these things.
(Freire, 1998: 90-1)
The use of a critical pedagogy being emancipatory in nature, would
attempt to empower educators and learners alike, de-mystify language
and unmask mainstream pedagogic claims to democracy and critical
enquiry.

It recognises "curriculum as a form of cultural politics [and

acknowledges] the overriding goal of education as the creation of
conditions for social transformation" (McLaren & Giroux 1995: 38).
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Over the years (1972 - 1998) his ideology became less rigid. He willingly
practised his own philosophy of reflection and was able to critique even
his own work and identify shortcomings in his previous insights. To
Freire, the re-creation of language to suit the changing needs and times
was part of the possible dream of a change of the world" (Freire, 1996:
11

67).

In his final writings he observed that:
As men and women, we are not simply
determined by facts and events. At the same
time, we are subject to genetic, cultural, social,
class, sexual, and historical conditionings that
mark us profoundly and that constitute for us
a center of reference.
(Freire, 1998: 91)

Mixed Reviews
Freire has had mixed reviews far and wide. Admittedly there are many
who unlike his faithful followers, find Freire's writings and dialogues
vague and lacking in focus and to some extent one can easily understand
why the somewhat controversial writings of Freire can be difficult to read.
His life's work reflected a somewhat esoteric, metaphysical slant to life his constant search for Utopia and his pedagogy which is a continuous
process moving along a continuum in search of the ultimate Utopian
product.
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Freire (1985) has discussed the nature of the history of colonialism and
viewed the inequality of knowledge production as evidence of a 'culture
of silence'. Freire's argument however, seems to focus upon:
institutional relations of power and does not
adequately address the complexity of conflict
within the dominant societies and how this
opens up the possibility of new alliances being
forged across cultures through engagements
that challenge the culture of silence in both
dominated and dominant societies.
(Armstrong & Namsoo, 2000:211)

While it is acknowledged that there is a hegemonic aspect to globalisation,
where there are tendencies among institutions within dominant societies
to lock those with less economic power into a dependency syndrome, it is
indeed foolhardy to make such sweeping generalisations without
carefully examining the character of specific interactions and alliances.
His argument assumes a homogeneous First World ideology and does not
make any allowances for instances where the work of educators based in
the first world was a genuine engagement across different geographical
locations rather than a negatively globalising interaction. These sorts of
assumptions would only serve to undermine the role of teachers who
enter into such alliances to shape their own professional identities.

In spite of this Freire was full of 'unrepentant utopianism' and naIve faith
in the future, that I am able to gather a joyful hope for the possibilities that
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abound for Caribbean countries in the present. Freire recognised that
decolonisation was an on-going process - a life long struggle that required
injections of a critical intervention which would include compassionate
dialogue, honesty, a willingness to be creative and insightful, common
sense understanding with praxis (McLaren, 1999: 52). Though not clearly
offering guidelines on the transitions from critical thought to critical
practice, I refuse to be daunted because, it is exactly this space that allows
me to be creative in my endeavours regarding teacher professional
development - this helps me to recognise that I, like Freire can be a cocreator of paths to critical research and pedagogy.

It can be argued that Freire's model can be applied not only with adults in

a third-world context but in any educational programme throughout the
world simply because if properly implemented it can be contextualised
within the culture and personality of groups and sub-groups of people.

To my mind, Freire's philosophy transcends the boundaries of time and
geography, socio-political and economic status. Concepts that are now
considered politically correct and refer to issues on human rights can
establish real links with Freirean philosophy. Clear examples of these are
issues related to the voicing of difference, feminism, socially and
economically marginalised groups, disabled groups. His failure to fully
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articulate his position on current issues of oppression under the banners
of ethnicity, class, sexual orientation and religion again allows me the
freedom to explore the works of others, which in itself is an education.

If a critical pedagogy results in critical consciousness, then the goal of

education, would be to prepare citizens to think holistically and critically
about their particular situation; feel empowered to think and act on the
conditions to effect change; and, be able to contextualise those conditions
within the wider contexts of power within society. These to me have been
the successes of the courses conducted by the University of Sheffield in the
Caribbean.

Students from the 1998 - 2000 cohort from Trinidad and Tobago suggest
that the graduates felt that their time and money were well spent. They
announced that they were happy that [they] chose to pursue this course of study

and would recommend this programme to other teachers willingly. This to me is
the most effective form of advertisement, because quality sells itself. The
advertisements in the newspaper is simply to inform those who are
interested about the dates and times of the course.

The strategies of

engaging in dialogue and praxis and the de-mystification of research
prompted the graduates to make the following comments:

Generally, I believe that this programme benefits
all educators who seek to improve our education
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system. All tutors and format of the COllrse all
developed and delivered.
Relevant, well organised and well presented course.
The content, structure and methodology was well
suited to adult education and the payment plan
allowed for working parents to finance studies.
An enriching experience.
Excellent Programme. I was impressed that the
texts provided in 1998 were 1998 texts whilst tile
recommended texts in 1999 were 1999 texts. Keep
it up
Both local and Sheffield tutors paid great interest to
the needs of the learner.
In embracing the practice of critical pedagogy, the Sheffield facilitators
(British and Caribbean) have literally gone against the status quo by
attempting to re-define education from the perspective of the sub-ordinate
people, the teachers in the education system.

Conclusion
Agreeing with Apple (1993:180-1) it would be folly to suggest that in
moving forward, one should simply embrace Freirean ideology as a
"transportable technique" without modification to suit the needs of the
particular situation.

Though a substantial part of my work is rooted in

the developing world of the Caribbean, the other substantial part of my
work is rooted in the developed country, Britain. The countries of the
world do not exist in a vacuum as entities unto themselves. Rather, they
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negotiate for 'space' in the global village which has shrunk considerably
over the last ten to fifteen years because of satellite communication and
the information superhighway or World Wide Web.

As such, not only

should the participants of the various programmes be able to articulate
their particular situations from a 'home grown' perspective, they must
also be able to articulate these same situations with the added
understanding of inclusion and exclusion. In so doing, they can begin to
have a voice in negotiations involving educational reform.

I think it would be folly to even assume that adopting a Freirean
Approach to education would serve as an antidote to the socio-cultural ills
of society. Rather, efforts in that direction could serve to enlighten and
empower the citizenry by giving new meaning to the world and to
education practices at large.
[W]hat I have been proposing from my
political convictions, is a profound respect for
the autonomy of the educator. What I have
been proposing is a profound respect for the
cultural identity of students - a cultural
identity that implies respect for the language of
the other, the color of the other, the gender of
the other, the class of the other, the sexual
orientation of the other, the intellectual
capacity of the other; that implies the ability to
stimulate the creativity of the other. But these
things take place in a social and historical
context and not in pure air. These things take
place in history.
(Freire, 1997: 307-8)
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CHAPTERS:

Understanding the Learners

Introduction
Countries in the Caribbean like those in the rest of the developing world
appear to aspire to the same educational goals like those of the developed
nations of the world. At least the jargon is the same. It is therefore not
uncommon to hear the following popular terms which are used in the
developed countries being echoed in the smaller countries as well viz.

education for all, lifelong learning, all-going tellcher

I'rc~t{)ssioI1171 dl'l'cloplIll'l//,

inclusion and the like. The average teacher in the developing countries
does not have a contextual understanding of these terms but is swept into
the euphoria of the jargon that is skilfully and persuasively used by seninr
administrators and politicians.

The education plans within this Caribbean region all speak about the
provision of quality education to the children; but, the provision of "good
education demands good teachers", says Perraton

(199~:1).

Good teachers

are those who are able to engage critically with the material presented to
them and take positive steps towards re-inventing the world in which
they live.

When countries of the English-Caribbean began to gain their political
independence from Britain, the demands on education increased
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considerably. New schools were built and teachers who may not have
been adequately qualified were placed in them to teach the nations'
children resulting in a "... lack of confidence, knowledge and skills to
teach more than they were themselves taught, or to teach in a different
way" (Penaton, 1993: 1).

In some instances the qualifications needed for entry into the teaching
service were as low as three subject passes at the Secondary Level. The
status of the teaching profession was poor and the monetary
remuneration was not attractive. It became even less attractive in some
countries like Trinidad and Tobago when the teachers salaries were cut
by 10 percent in the late 1980s. Teachers were becoming demoralised and
some of the more educated ones left the country for greener pastures.
This resulted in class sizes becoming larger and fewer teaclwrs being
hired.

The quality of education provided in the school system began to decrease.
Very often the increase in class size was fixed to loan agreements between
international lending agencies and governments of the developing
nations who were eager to show progress in the form of new school
buildings and perhaps some teacher sensitisation programmes.
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Some of those teachers who have experienced these afore-mentioned
social and economic changes have been students on our courses and in
the future, others from that era may also become students on our courses.
Knowing who your learners are, and understanding their various
backgrounds are crucial if designers and administrators are to effectivcly
develop and/ or modify their programmes to accommodate and support
their learners.

In this chapter, I have developed profiles of the distance learner on the
University's courses in Trinidad and Tobago and St Lucia and identified
some of the issues pertaining to those students. The data reveal that
understanding the gender-related issues, the general challenges that may
occur in distance learning courses and the raison d' etre

behind the

students' enrolment on the various distance learning courses are crucial
to providing adequate support in such locations.

The data also draws

attention to the need for strong pre-enrolment counselling and/ or a
mandatory induction programme where potential students are briefed on
the nature of the model of distance learning which is to be used on the
course to which they wish to be enrolled.
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These Are My Students
Trends in Trinidad and Tobago

On the very first course which involved the Universitv of Slwffidd in
Trinidad and Tobago, at least 86 percent of the students were '.',lomen. I
remember clearly that babies were born on that course and students took
turns in child-minding. This trend in high female participation continued
throughout the life of the diploma courses varying between R5 to 9~
percent in every cohort. When the Masters Courses were introduced, the
same tendency prevailed.

I have modified a model developed by

Rowntree (2000) and adapted it to suit the distance education course in
Trinidad. In doing this, I have produced the following Table (H.l) on the
implications of knowing my learners in Trinidad and Tobago:

Table 8.1

Understanding the Profile of the Learner in Trinidad

My learners ... This means that I must ...
are mostly women
differ in their types and level
of learning expertise

•

may have very high
expectations based on
feedback from graduates of
the programme
will have to get access to a
variety of equipment and
facilities

•

•

•

•

acknowledge this
make the sessions and course material as
varied and as interesting as possibl<:
be honest and open in my dealing with
them not make promises that I cannot
keep.
be aware that some will be
uncomfortable using the computer and
may have some difficulty
communicating via ('-mail.
persevere and establish on-going
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My learners ... This means that I must ...

are in most cases, paying for
the course themselves

•

live and work in various parts
of the island and some may
even come from the sister isle
of Tobago

•

•

•

•

•

communication with them llsing till'
technology.
ensure that they get value for their
money.
understand that some may have
problems with access to library facilities,
therefore adequate provision must be
made to accommodate those students.
understand that they may be
occasionally late for class if study school
sessions are held after regular (HA) work
hours because there are terrible traffic
jams along the major routes in Trinidad.
understand that classes may have to cnd
fairly early because of the lack of
availability of reliable public
transportation after 8:30 p.m.
some may have to go to the airport to
catch a plane to go back home to Tobago
understand that women fear for tlwir
personal safety if they have to use public
transportation alone after 8:30 p.m.

Emerging Trends in St. Lucia

When the M.Ed. course was introduced in St. Lucia, the same trend
seemed to apply.

Forty students enrolled in that first Certificate/

Diploma/Masters Course in July 1999.

At least 25 of the 33 persons who

responded to the question on gender were female with 8 being male. The
majority of participants (26) were between 30 and 45 years old with the
majority of male students (7) falling into that category. See Table R.2
below.
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Table 8.2

Age * Gender Crosstabulation - Cohort 1 St. Lucia
Total

Gender
Age Range

Age

18 - 24
25 - 30
30 - 35
36 -40
40 -45
46 - 50

Total

Male

Female

0
0
3
3

2
3
4

2
3
10

1
1

7
6
3

8

25

33

7
7
4

At the final study school which was conducted in January 2001, tlw
enrolment on the course was 35 with 6 of the students being male. Using
an adaptation of the previously used Rowntree (2000) model to suit the
distance education course in St. Lucia, I have produced the following table
(8.3) on the implications of knowing 'my' learners in St. Lucia. This has
been a very important exercise, because I have been able to acknowledge
that the characteristics and the necessary support action vary somewhat.

Table 8.3

Understanding the Profile of the Learner in St. Lucia

My learners ... This means that I must ...

are mostly women
differ in their types and level
of learning expertise

•

may be apprehensive about
relating to tutors from a
foreign university

•

•

•
•

acknowledge this
make the sessions and course material as
varied and as interesting as possible
be honest and open in my dllaling with
them
not make promises tha t I cannot keep
ensure that any induction programme
answers their questions and allays tlwir
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My learners ... This means that I must ...

will have to get access to a
variety of equipment and
facilities

•

•

Are paying for the course
themselves

•

live and work in various parts
of the island

•

•

fears as far as possibk> without lwing
patronising
be aware that some will be
uncomfortable using the computer dnd
may hav(> some difficulty
communicating via e-mail.
persevere and establish on-going
communication with them using the
tec1mology.
ensure that they get value for their
money.
understand that they may have prohlems
with access to library facilities.
understand that they may he
occasionally late for class or may have to
leave about half an hour earlier than
everyone else because of the lack of
availability of public transportation after
dark and the ruggedness of the St.
Lucian terrain.

Gender and Distance Education in the Caribbean
... Caribbean people are among the most
modern in the world.
They are Indians
without caste, Chinese without dynasties,
Lebanese without militias, Africans without
tribes and Europeans without class! They have
lost the distinctives that identified and defined
them in the Old World societies from which
they originated.
(Miller, 1991 :66)

In the Caribbean, women experience life differently from island to island.
Though Afro-Caribbean women in the Caribbean

may share similar

experiences with other black women in the diaspora however, these
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women are NOT identical. Caribbean women of East Indian descent also
have different experiences and understandings of the world and so too do
women of mixed heritage. Added to this are the variations of l'xpl'rienCl's
that one can have as a result of skin colour, eye colour, class, political
views, religion, physical ability or disability, the level of eduGltion
acquired, sexual preference, the geographical location of the home on the
island (urban/ rural/ suburban) (Colc, 1997:5).

In spite of these

differences, and whatever, her place in society, the woman is usually the
primary care-giver whether it is actually looking after the physical aspects
of the home or the emotional needs of the household.

Generally, the Caribbean is known as a matrifocal society because of the
variety of female headed households which abound. While this may be
the experience for many of the black and perhaps mixed women of tlw
society, this label does not extend to most women of East Indian or 'white'
or 'Lebanese/Syrian' parentage because the majority of those households
are patriarchal. However, the education outcomes are the same as those
of the Afro-centric families. The females are out-performing males in the
secondary school system and in fact, " .. .women's enrolment in higher
education has surpassed that of men in the Caribbean .... Although
enrolment levels are still below 20 per 1,000 for women and for men
(United Nations Statistics Division, 2000: onlinc}." A similar situation is
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true for Western Asia whilst in South America, the number of women
enrolled is equal to the number of men enrolled (United Nations Statistics
Division, 2000: online).

Until the end of the nineteenth century, the world pattern in literacy was
one of male literacy surpassing female literacy Miller (1991: 74). This was
likewise the norm in the Caribbean (ibid).

However, the pattern starkd

to shift in the 1920s when women began catching up and surpassing the
men (ibid). The vehicle that was used for upward social mobility was the
school system - the public high school for the upper classes of society' and
the teachers' colleges for the lower strata. What began as a 'bias' in favour
of the males in the nineteenth century evolved into a 'bias' in favour of the
females in the twentieth century.

Miller (1991 :76-7) draws attention to

the shift by explaining:
In the nineteenth century teachers' college
enrolment was considerably male biased. By
the first decade of the twentieth century this
and had shifted to a slight female bias ... In the
last decades of the twentieth century teachers'
college enrolment is as female biased as it was
male biased in the nineteenth century.

According to Miller (1991: 74), the Caribbean was one of the few regions
of the world where girls enjoyed a higher level of literacy than boys
between 1921 and 1975.
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In spite of this increased access to and success in the education arena, few
women are allowed to graduate to the commanding heights of the society.
Though some are allowed to enter the inner sanctum of traditional mall'
occupations and participate at senior levels, many work in traditional
'womanly jobs' such as nursing and teaching.

International statistics reveal that though women comprise the majority of
teachers in the world, "with rare exception, [they] arc seriously ... underrepresented in senior teaching and management posts" (ILO, 1996 - 20(2).
This is not so in the Caribbean where the majority of teachers and senior
teachers are women. What you do find within this region is the underrepresentation of women in senior positions in the Ministries of Educ.ltion
and the Teachers' Unions.

One of the arguments put forward about the

teaching profession therefore, is its 'highly feminized nature' has resulted
in a negative impact on the salaries and other conditions of service (I LO,
1996 - 2002). This of course contributes to a vicious cycle where males
seeking higher wages and high quality females are not attracted to the
lower wages offered to teachers, eventually resulting in a lower quality of
education for both sexes and fewer male role models for boys.

Learning at any age for anybody
resources.

requires support, space, time and

However, gender inequalities or sole-leadership in the
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household can impede learning opportunities for women turning it into a
real struggle. Though distance learning has created opportunities for all
sorts of people in all walks of life to access courses of their ('hoin', \-\'onwn
remain a group at risk.

In this respect, distance education has an

important role to play in the lives of women in today's society and
continues to make an important contribution. As a result of their level of
participation within society, women experience:
... constraints of time, space, resources and
socio-economic disabilities ... It gives them a
second chance to step into the main systems of
education ... enabling them at the same time to
earn and learn as well as to fulfilling family
responsibilities.
(Trivedi, 1989: 21)

According to Evans (1995), women experience several barriers to
participation in education which can be broadly classified as cultural,
attitudinaI, qualifactory, situational and institutional, which tend to vary
in significance according to the age of the woman, the local cultural
context and the level of education which is envisaged. I will use these
classifications to highlight some of the challenges which women have
faced while pursuing University of Sheffield courses in Trinidad and
Tobago and St. Lucia.

The following discussion is based on stories that

have been shared with me since the inception of the programme. The
faces behind the stories were both male and female but the subjects were
the females on the various courses and their struggles with life to pursue
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their dream of professional development. In many
I

CdSl'S,

we have had to

cover' for each other and find ways to support each other in the less than

friendly environments in which we found ourselves.

Cultural and Situational Barriers
If women live in a very traditional community, then they may be inhibited

to participate in further education based on the' guidance' of the elders.
These elders can be either male or female or a combination of both but the
power of tradition is exercised in such instances. In the Caribbean, this
may be experienced in very rural communities where life is very insular
and there is a tendency to perceive the outside world (towns and cities) as
potentially 'evil'. Distance from the venue can be another deterrent
especially if there is no reliable public transportation available during the
period when that service is required.

An added challenge occurs when male partners are insecure, suspicious
and jealous and resort to ridiculing their wives at the very suggestion of
further or higher education (Ellis, 1990).

Sometimes it does not mattl'r

whether the woman is earning her own income or earning more than her
partner. The partner, whether he resides in the house or not, has the final
say. Sometimes when the woman goes against the wishes of the partner,
it could result in serious marginalisation of that woman in the household.
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There have been instances where women on the Sheffield courses
experience physical and/or psychological abuse as a result of

the

insecurity of their mates.

Attitudinal Barriers

Socialisation in the home and the family which has been re-inforced by
the school system and the career counselling services have played a vital
role in determining the self-confidence of women. Though the patterns
are changing now, the women who sign up to do the Masters Degree in
Educational Studies are two or even three generations removed from the
teenagers and young adults of today.

Thev have been moulded bv the
"

-

old school of thought where it was understood that a woman's place was
in the home. Our post-graduate students want to believe in themselves
and their own ability to succeed but that in itself is a struggle. They may
mask their discomfort about a situation by being aggressive, petulant or
loud.

However, as soon as they are challenged they retreat and return

with an apologetic explanation at the end of the session 'in camera' with
the lecturer.

Qualifactory and Situational Barriers

There are limited opportunities for continuing higher education in
developing countries in the Caribbean. As a result of this, many women
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teachers register for Masters Courses without the basic entry requirement
of a First Degree. They probably feel that it is an easier route to higher
education and are willing to try anything to get" fll/otlIer

cl1l7llce

ilt

SIICCCSS".

They explain that most of the courses which they wish to pursue are fulltime and overseas and that would mean leaving their jobs and their
families behind.

Many arc not prepared to take that risk.

When the first study school was conducted with the first cohort of .... 0
students in St. Lucia, most of them (33) had no significant problems with
the course. The two female candidates who cited problems spoke about
things which were specific to their ability to adapt to their new learning
situation. For example, one stated that " ... the pollmlc

during the stlldy school WflS enormous".

of rClldillg dClI/flllried

Another person had challenges

adjusting "to the le'uel of new terminologies". Yet another was grappling
with the subject matter itself.

These students were part of a pilot group

who had not quite achieved the full qualification for admission directly
into the Masters' Course. They were admitted at Certificate level on the
condition that they could be up-graded to Diploma and then to Masters'
Level if their performance was at a certain level. All the participants had
considerable teaching experience and had shown evidence of pursuing
some form of higher professional qualifications. Though the comments
were all presented in a positive manner, they revealed that the students
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did not fully comprehend the enormity of the task ahead. Even at that
early stage, each person was individually interviewed by a member of the
course team and the depth and breadth of the course explained. One can
only assume that in their eagerness to be accepted, they agreed to
everything that was explained without adequately digesting thl'
information given and associated the impending course

with their

previous Teachers' College experiences or their on-line Certificate Courses
which were conducted by the University of the West Indies.

Segregation and discrimination also reared its head during that first study
school. One person who chose not to identify their gender felt that "it is

unfair for teachers who have attained a higher leut'! ofacilicl'ellu'llt to he tretlled lIS
students who are at the base line reqllirement." This statement suggests that
either the person did not properly understand that the structure of the
course provided an equal opportunity for all corners to succeed and that
no one (even those with graduate qualifications) was guaranteed an
automatic entry to the Masters level OR the person was incensed that
others with" lesser qllalifications" were allowed to begin at the same level
as someone "who had a higher level of qU(lI~ficatiotl". That comment seemed
to have its genesis in an old colonial understanding of education and
hierarchy.
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Situational Barriers

In her qualitative study among women distance learners in the United
States, May (1994) revealed that women had little control over what was
perceived to be their domestic responsibilities in the home and this
impacted negatively on their study schedules resulting in '\louble duty".
Mothers rescheduled their studies to a much later period at night when
their children were asleep and other women fit their studies around their
household chores.

Both sets of women were 'grateful' that distance

learning was an option which allowed them to fulfil their familial
responsibilities while engaging in professional development.

This

sentiment has been repeatedly echoed in the Caribbean. One student, in
state of exasperation commented, 11 It is so

d~fficult,

d

tryillg to do eZ 1erytltillg lit

the same time."

Very often courses like these put a strain on romantic relationships and
students require and expect extra support from the partners who me not
studying. Men have been prone to 'straying', when their wives or women
folk have pursued this new interest in learning.

In fact, there have been

at least four women who have been divorced from their husbands before
the completion of the two year course.
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General Discussions on Gender and Ethnicity
Having been involved in the professional courses for educators in tlw
Caribbean conducted by or supported by the University of Sheffield since
1987, I am able to say that to date that more than HO percent of the
participants have been women of varied ethnicity and background.
Participation in these courses at undergraduate and postgraduate levels
has been a significant achievement for them as it was a vcry real example
of them taking charge of their lives and empowering themselves with
knowledge and skills.

One student from one of the Trinidad courses remarked:

1 am now doing work in the area of progYfl1ll11le
planning for botl! clzildren and adults. 1/1111 a parftime worki1lg mother and hm 1e a kecn intat'st in
gender studies.

This woman felt empowered as a result of her participation in the cnurse
and felt that she was now in a better position to contribute to socil'ty.
Another student, from that same programme, ever the mother said that
the experiences from the course would "il1lpr071C tile q/lality

(~f

the

educatio1Zal provision I make for my childrell."
Those who had family commitments looked after the physical needs of the
household as well as the emotional needs.

Those without children

supported those who had, by baby-sitting from time to time, taping
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lectures and sharing literature. There have been several instances where
students brought their babies, toddlers, pre-teen and adolescent children
to lectures and tutorials because they needed to care for them and did live
in an extended family setting. They also did not have that level of support
from their men nor did they have the financial wherewith all to hire a
child minder.

The East Indian women because of their wage earning abilities since tIll'
days of indentureship had

developed some bargaining power within

their families and some were allowed to pursue

their professional

development. In spite of this extra commitment to self, they were still
expected to fulfil their normal household duties and support the family
emotionall y.

Of course, the more economically secure women were allowed to buy in
domestic help to assist in household duties like cooking, washing,
cleaning and ironing. Ethnicity was not an issue here: financial resources
made the difference. This did not mean that husbands were emotionally
supportive. Some were still perturbed that their wives were out 'late at
night', about their own business.

Some women reported that their

partners felt excluded because they did not share that part of their wives
lives.
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Tile Motivatiolls of tile Students
Trinidad and Tobago
The situation in Trinidad was and continues to be a bit different fwm that
in St. Lucia. Since 1989, there has been a steady stream of preparatory
undergraduate Certificate-Diploma courses which have been run as a
franchised programme with the Trinidad and Tobago Unified Teachers
Association (T&TUTA).

These courses have acted as feeders for the

Masters Level Courses being conducted by the University of Sheffield. As
a result of this gateway, one student commented that:

(h)aving

completed

the

Diploma

ill Special
and sell/illars,
(she) felt the need to expalld (her) kllOll'il'dgc ill
(her) field.

Education flnd rUflllY otller collrses

Others cited :
The .flexibility
. (time).

No commitment to reglllar classes.
It was also available at the right time", said another who had recently
11

decided to pursue an MSc. but changed her mind when the Sheffield
course was advertised.

Some persons were experiencing a thirst for

professional development and for realising their potential.

Always interested ;11 doing Masters by resetlrch.
After 20 years as a teacher, 1 chose to de/7,t' deeper
in the field.
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To become 1II0re edllCt7ted ill a spec~fic arell. To
1IIake a difference in the 1('1 1'1 of ed/lcntioll all10ng
the less fortul1ate in my commll1zity.
1

As a teacher it is of benefit to me for persollal
growth. I mn able to rellezl'ing i/~fomIt7tiol1 I1nd
rel1lt7 i 1l ClI rren t
I /zape a ch{ll1ce to furtizer Illy education - a 1/1I7Jor

reaSOl1 for c1lOice.

The students who participated in the Masters of Education programme in
Trinidad and Tobago during the period 1998 - 2000 were motivL1ted to
participate in the programme because of its structure and content. They
also acknowledged that the University Sheffield was chosen because of

"the intemational reputation of tlzis institlltiOlz" and" t/ze (ertU/catioll jiml1 tilt'
course would have il1ternational currC1lcy". Students were also motivated by
the relevance of the courses to their jobs.

St. Lucia

Question 3 of the evaluation questionnaire given to the first cohort of

st.

Lucian students in July 1999 addressed the reasons for enrolment on the
programme.

Participants were encouraged to tick as many responses as

were applicable to them. They identified several reasons for participation.
The most common reason cited was to gain more professional kl1011 11edge wi th
37, followed by to gain higher qualifications with 24. Seven were motivated
by the prospect of a promotiol1 and 8 persons felt that they

had

1711

opportunity to meet 1lew people. In the open-ended section, other reasons
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cited included that of cOIwenience. The course was being offered locally
and candidates saw it as a chance to enhance their teaching learning
expenence without having to travel abroad for study schools and
tutorials.

The seeming relevance of the course to their job was another motivator for
joining the programme. When the St. Lucian students were asked about
the relevance of the course to their jobs, their responses were as follows:

Shollld assist me in del'eloping cllrriculll/1/ tlwt is
r('lepant to needs and pedt7gogicl1l1y ej/;'ctil'c.
Improve my skills techniques as a tminer.
The areas of stlldy are quite appropriate to 111(' in lily
school. I am aware of the deficiencies of the systelll
and I try to implement what I hat1e been exposed to
on this course.
Clarification of educational iSSlles and eJlgagi Ilg ill
the debate is undoubtedly interesting.
As an edllcator,

this course assists ill the
disseminatio1l ofkn07111edge to students. Furtizering
my professional depelopme1lf status.

The re'llelations gained in this course will greatly
assist me in making pupils wzder my etlre become
more literate. It is hoped that when this happens,
the !!Ome would eventually become a lnore literate
and informed one.
During our last recruitment (April 2001) for the Masters' of Education
Course in Educational Studies in St. Lucia, we were looking for 40
students. One hundred and thirteen turned up. Eighty-five percent of
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them were women who begged for 'a chance'. Some came openly and
said:
Miss, 1 know 1 don't hm'£' tile correct qlll1l~fiCt1thH1s,
bllt cOllld YOIl rul1 (l COllrse for 1nl' to bring 1111' 111' to
tlIe [eI'el? I know i1 lot of people 7/'/1011'011/ d be
i1lterested.

When asked why they wanted to do the course, at least half of the women
said that they were" ... husy seei1lg about /tlle;r] families mid .fi>lt tlInt illUlls

ti1lle to see abollt [ti1e11lselpesj".

Those who have been through the

experience said that:

The course has given me a chance to refresh my
knowledge as well as to gain new kll07plerfgl' ill the
field of education.
Teachers in tlze Caribbeall are stan'ed for lWOll'lcdge
education. If there is an (wen/le Opi'll (pllere
teachers do not izmll! to lea pe their IzOlllcll7lld, they
will grasp at it.

ill

Based on the various feedback from students of both locations (St. Lucia
and Trinidad and Tobago), I recognised that some people signed up
because they wanted a flexible education system, and fulltime enrolment
based at an academic institution would not have suited them at all.

Analysing the Success of the Programme
The reality of emerging technologies is forcing institutions of higher
learning to redefine their approach to teaching and learning in higher
education, especially if they are faced with students who demand greater
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access.

Undoubtedly, moving away from face-to-face interactions will

involve a drastic change to the traditional culture of universities.

Whilst

this may appear daunting to some staff within traditional universities, it
may be readily accepted by students who have an avid interest in
computers and have grown up within a rich multi-media environment.
These students may have a degree of open-mindedness which has not yet
been cultivated by their lecturers. Technology has therefore becon1l'

il

two edged sword which provides opportunities on the one hand and
challenges on the other.

The increasing tendency for universities to be

managed like businesses and the impact of competition between
universities in the

marketplace, may force the hand of the traditional

system to use the learning technology to redefine the way they operate
and deliver courses.

As a result of these market forces, higher education, explains Duguet
(1995: online) is faced with three challenges:

... to provide good-quality instruction adapted
to the 21st century, to supply it to every young
student and adult who requires it, and to
deliver it as cost-effectively as possible.
In the Caribbean, the University of Sheffield has taken the idea one stl'P
further by accommodating the culture and degree of transition of the
various countries within that region. While students are encouraged to
use the technology to access internet and library resources and e-mail, the
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University has capitalised on the strength of the oral tradition and till'
transitory state of the islands, hence the use of the multi-modal approach
of face-to-face sessions supported by the technology. Students who do
not have computers are not disadvantaged and those who do, shore their
resources so that their colleagues can have access to email facilities and
the internet. This builds on the strengths of the Caribbean community
and encourages the acceptance of modern facilities at the same time.

Over the years the students who registered on

the vanous courses

offered in the Caribbean did so because they provided opportunities for
them that were not available from other institutions. Generally students
felt that the courses provided: opportunities for them to ati'l'f7ll(l' tlieir cllrea

through promotions; follow altemate career paths; nJrcsll their skills

to retll rn

to their career; meet their personal goals; meet the goals that their .fi1ll1ilies htld
for them; contributed to the economic stability of their family.

Some felt that their prior degrees had placed them to be in a position
where they could accept the concept of distance learning. One student
explained:

My first degree has placed me aptly.
This
programme must certainly l1ape pre-requisites of t1
relatively high level. One who has not been exposed
to tertiary eduCfltion even at a basic level luould
certainly have difficulty 11l pUrSllltlg this
programme.
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Students on distance learning courses have to juggle their academic
commitments between families and jobs.

Unfortunately, this new

schedule would not fit in with the conventional hours of a traditional
course.

In the Caribbean there is little choice with regard to the

institution of higher learning. Though some persons may want to pursue
their higher degree with the local university, a number of them live
and/ or work a considerable distance away from the campus. This results
in a problem of the location of teaching, if one has to attend regular classes
every week.

One of the students explained that:

The opportllnity prese1lted itself for my professiollal
deveLopment (it's something that I always wanted
to do). It was difficult to pllrsue at UWI (the [oml
university).

In both countries, some students also had negative experiences and very
unpleasant memories of schooling. These had sufficiently eroded their
self-confidence to the point where they felt alienated from institutions
which to them, represented traditional learning.

Some learners were attracted because the courses have been approved by
their Ministry of Education as was the case in St. Lucia and the learners
were willing to 'take a chance' on a programme which has been sold as
supporting the national agenda. As mentioned earlier in Chapter:\' S0111e
students are also attracted by the international currency of the
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certification and the

transferability of academic credits on the

international arena.

The University of Sheffield is not in competition with the University of
the West Indies because the courses that are offered by the University of
Sheffield are not available at the local university. For this reason, the
students feel that they have another option to explore and feel free to
make choices based on their current needs.

Students, regardless of their age, ethnicity and/ or gender appreciate the
ability to earn a 'normal' income as they continue to learn. This puts
them in a position where they could maintain their families and attend to
their financial commitments while pursuing their educational interests.

Distance education in some of the first world countries has now become
highly acceptable and even trendy. It is no longer considered to be a
fringe dweller on the margins of education. In other quarters, like the
Caribbean, it is gaining acceptability with some caution. Concerns do
exist, and rightly so, about the quality of the courses being offered and the
academic rigour contained therein.

When distance learning courses are

new to a particular location, persons who could be considered as potential
students

are

sceptical

about

participating

in

distance

learning
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programmes, thinking them to be of lesser quality than
classroom-based university course.

Cl

traditional

Students of the first cohort of

students in St. Lucia confirmed this.

They were amazed at the

overwhelming response from interested persons for the new intake (2001
- 20(3) and explained that they were waiting to see the outcome of the
first course before they committed themselves.

The mode used in the Caribbean has paid off in terms of affecting
motivation of new students.

While distance education courses

internationally, have a higher attrition rate than campus-based courses, at
the University of Sheffield, the courses in the Caribbean have the highest
retention and completion rate than any of the other distance learning
courses in the University.

Based on the feedback from students, we recognised that at a glance,
courses via distance education could give the impression of being a quick
and

relatively uncomplicated way to acquire a degree qualification.

When participants become truly involved, they realise that it is not so.
Indeed, students' personal characteristics and learning styles play a major
part in the success achieved by the distance learner. A lot depends on the
student's ability to organise time and resources.
Trinidad were

As students from

approaching the end of the course in July 2000, they
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commented that time mallagement, poor networking alld poor orgallisatioll

were tile l11ajor c1l1711ellges that they experienced during the course.
Sometimes potential students are so keen to participate that they very
often underestimate the time commitment required and the need to make
appropriate family or work arrangements to facilitate and complete their
studies.

They do take some time before they fully realise that they have

to more fully accept the responsibility for their learning because there is
no 'lecturer' who will be meeting you in a classroom next week and
urging you to continue (Burge, 1989:online).

Over the years, the Directors of the courses in the Caribbean recognised
that some students needed to see the faces of their support person(s).
With their primary need addressed, they were then ready to continue the
interaction via other means.

It seems as though, those periodic face-to-

face interactions helped to dissipate the miles of water which separate
countries - then the distance seems not-50-far. They are then better able
to appreciate the 'wonderful invention' of electronic mail. When an idea
is new for a certain group of people, managers need to be patient with
them and seek to develop creative methods of supporting them through
their periods of transition.
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Planning to Reduce Further Barriers
There are several hurdles which one can encounter as a distance
education provider.

Some of these can be addressed through careful

planning and some of the planned items further highlight the need for
greater support for students.

The majority of our students in the Caribbean come into distance
education 'cold-turkey'. The data point to the need for greater support
through a briefing programme which I would call pre-enrolment
counselling.

Students need a forum where they can be informed about

what is happening and what the course is about. One way of proving
such an interface is through some sort of 'pre-enrolment activity or
experience'.

This can be provided through interview sessions,

the

telephone, video presentations, a special group session, pamphlets
and/ or other materials.

Like traditional courses, students need to be fully informed about the
prior knowledge needed for the course as well as any specific entry
requirements; the duration of the course; course fees;

attendance at

residential sessions or study schools and whether these are compulsory or
optional; how the delivery system works and generally what is expected
of them over the stipulated time period of the course.
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Students, before they commit to a distance learning course, need to
understand the differences between traditional courses and the type of
distance learning course that is being offered.

It is easy for course

providers to overlook this element, because they already know what their
programme is about.

It's in their head.

sometimes set about implementing it.

They developed it and

However, the two modes arc

different in terms of delivery and support structures. Students need to be
thoroughly briefed on these.

As distance education and new technologies become more popular, it is
important that educationalists begin to 'develop a culture of self-directed
learning' among the

students within the general school system.

As

Lennox Bernard, the Co-ordinator for the School of Continuing Studies at
the University of the West Indies shared in an interview in August 1999:

students need to become comfortaMe within 11
culture of self-directed learning so that it is
maintained when they reach to the adult scellorio ...
if they aren't they will be forel1er begging for tile
tutors to be there ... in the transitioll, there l1lay be
rz need to have more tutorirzl sessions in developing
the self-instructional mode, but you can gmdunlly
begin to release them to tllemsel'lles.
Most distance learners have had no prior experience with this form of
learning. Many are adults who left school a long time ago, and their
education was for the most part conducted in traditional settings.

SOJ11L'

were even underachievers in their earlier education. If students are to be
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successful using a distance learning mode, then they need to be inducted
into the culture and taught the skills required for this form of study. My
experience in the field as well as the feedback from present and fOrIl1l'r
students, suggest that the most important study skills

includl~

tinw

management as was previously mentioned; the efficient use of reading,
video, radio and television broadcasts, the internet and other materials
(particularly television broadcasts); efficient listening at study school
sessions; effective group participation whether or not the lecturer is
present, and especially in the absence of a lecturer ; and effective
techniques for

taking notes, writing essays, and

preparing

for

examinations.

Such skills may be taught at induction sessions before a course begins or
through remedial assistance during the course, as deficiencies become
apparent. Courses on study skills may be taught in face-to-face settings
or, more usually, through self-study packages. Induction sessions should
focus on advising students on the various ways they could best benefit
from distance learning courses.

Students need to appreciate that it is a

serious step to engage in such endeavours and they can take steps to
ensure that they get the most of their learning experiences. Providing
what might seem to be obvious guidelines such as identifying a support
team because there are many sacrifices to be made are simple but
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important considerations.

Family and friends who are supportive

prepare the way for support. If students are not able to get that sort of
support, and they decide to pursue their objective, then they should
recognise that the experience is going to be particularly trying because it
is going to a 'singular' effort.

Students should be encouraged to make every effort to actively
participate in

a peer group.

Those groups usually provide support,

because each member would be having similar experiences of being on
the course. Those types of systems work well as study groups where
students could engage in dialogue about educational issues. They could
also use that forum as a c1earinghouse for sharing literature.

This system worked very well in the early years of the franchised
Certificate -Diploma Programme in Trinidad and Tobago (1989 - 9<12).
Former students of that course who are now students of the Remote
Location PhD. in the Trinidad and Tobago were reminiscing about how
"lls~ful

those sessions were to (their) development". They all agreed that they

"provided an enormOllS amount of support" and worked well at that time
because they "transcended geographical boulldaries.

relationsizips which were formed then continue to be strong

Strollg mzd 1l1stillg
C7'm 1l(Jl1' "

within

the evolving landscape of education in Trinidad and Tobago.

The
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formation of study groups is recommended in all our courses in that
region and in St. Lucia, persons choose groups to work with towards the
completion of a piece of local research. This also helps to build morale
among the students.

Learning only becomes real when it can apply it to real life situations.
Students should therefore be encouraged to embrace every opportunity to
apply the learning from their involvement on the course to their current
situations.

Timetables are also massively important. Schedules should

be developed every step of the way and taken very seriously. Students
should endeavour to stick as closely as possible to their plans and put in
extra work if time is lost some where along the line. It is very easy to
procrastinate and fall behind. A plan is only effective if it is consistently
followed. This has been tried and tested generally through the course,
but more specifically through the co-ordination of the hands-on research
project, the local tutorial system and the preparation for dissertation
strategy where lecturers, local tutors and students are called upon by each
other to account for their contribution throughout the various stages.

Having been through all the data, taught on several study schools and
having been a student on some of the courses, I would surmise that the
'human' clement is the most important element of all. Remembering that
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whatever position you hold within the wider system, as a distance
education provider, you are

gomg to be interacting with 'humi.1ns'

regardless of the mode of application.

As such, the more noble hUmi:1l"l

qualities are to be encouraged and supported.

Not all students are

intrinsically motivated and opportunities should be embraced where
students are encouraged so that they keep on the right track. Timely and
unambiguous feedback on assignments help to calm anxious nerves zllld
encourage students further. Also, making the time to chat with students
about their concerns when you are in the country for study schools helps
to keep the experience real for them.

One of the students who was

experiencing both psychological and physical abuse, could not bring
herself to write about her situation via email or a formal letter.

Though

she knew that she had to notify the 'authorities', she waited until there
was face to face communication before doing so.

Students as a rule do not read manuals if they are left to do so on their
own. However, if they are required to do so as in order to engage in
discussions around a topic, it provides the impetus to do the required
reading.

That strategy works very well and encourages creative and

active thinking, student participation and the reading of manuals.
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Conclusion
Continuing to consider cultural and regional differences as the courses
develop is of crucial importance.

1 would therefore suggest that

Cl

diversity policy is necessary. Learning is different in traditional societies.
One must recognise the importance of the oral tradition and the tradition
of face-to-face contact in any systems that arc set up to support students.
This approach has been and continues to be, useful in the continued
development of the Sheffield programme. Students appreciate it when
conscious efforts are made by lecturers to understand the culture.
they say in the Caribbean "this is a ticklish situation - if is /lot

As
liS

straightforward as it seems".

I would argue that answers lie in the philosophical underpinning of the
entire programme.

What images do students conjure up when they

hear the appellation: 'University of Sheffield'? Do they have positive
images of hope, respect, opportunities, democracy, and commitment or
do they have negative images of disillusionment,

neglect, banking

education and disrespect? The former would seem to be the case and the
reason that the programme continues to grow is as a result of the high
quality student testimonies that are shared among the population at large.
The University has never launched a massive public relations campaign
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within the region. The quality of the programme speaks for itself through
the voices of the participants thus:

1 am happy tlzat 1 chose to pllrsue this

(011/'5/' (~r

study. 1 would recomlllend this distilI/O' leflrl/illg
progmmme to other teachers willillgly. (Trillidad)

Distance

learning is lIIade interestillg 7l'itll
edllcators like you at the other end (~r the
communication system. ( St. Lucia)
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Chapter 9:

Supporting the Learners

Introduction
Using the feedback from students and tutors, this chapter explores the
importance of local tutorial support from these two perspectives within a
local cultural context.

It will be argued that the data

points to the

absolute necessity of ensuring that adequate library provisions are a
fundamental aspect of the structure of any course and that this provision
needs to be in place before teaching begins.

As stated earlier in Chapter 5, Focus Group Sessions were conducted with
the 1998 - 2000 cohort of students from the Masters' of Education in
Special and Inclusive Education and in Educational Studies courses
conducted Trinidad.

For the most part these students were very satisfied with the
programmes. They felt a sense of pride in their work and appreciated the
fact that Lecturers from the University of Sheffield actually came to
Trinidad to 'lecture' them. They were also appreciative of the comments
made by lecturers, who indicated that they were not only there to support
students in their learning but also to learn themselves.

At first the

students were flabbergasted but the University lecturers explained that
there must be some exchange of ideas and information if the trips across
the Atlantic were going to be worth their efforts.

This notion of 'an
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exchange of ideas' enhanced the students' self-esteem enormously and
every effort was made to engage with the material presented and to enter
into debates about current issues, using both local as well as international
perspectives. Most participants were able to improve their practice in
their field of work and their participation in the course encouraged them
to be more tolerant and supportive of others with whom they came into
contact.

Local Tutorials
In the Caribbean, the University of Sheffield has developed a system
whereby they hire a team of local (Caribbean) tutors, some of whom are
graduates of previous University of Sheffield courses, to provide face-to
face tutorials for each module using guidelines prepared by the lecturers
on the courses. The understanding is that these tutors are there as critical
friends and advisors to the students and should not be seen as
'dispensers' of knowledge.

When students have been through an

education system, like that in many Caribbean countries, where they have
mastered the art of being passive learners, it is very easy to continue that
trend throughout their life.

The Sheffield course philosophy is one which cautions both tutors and
students against the use of 'banking' education.

Tutors have been
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encouraged to be as innovative as possible in generating activities which
illustrate or enrich the objectives of the modules and they are expected to
encourage the students to think critically by discussing journal articles or
other pieces of writing. They provide guidance in developing assignment
plans, etc., and provide encouragement when the going gets rough and
students feel stressed and demotivated.

Their role is to encourage the

students to accept responsibility for their learning and to guide them in
actively participating in their learning. For further support students are
encouraged to contact their University lecturers and Course Co-ordinator
by whatever means suits them ( letters through the post, fax, email,
telephone). Students are also encouraged to use computers whenever
possible because notices, web-based articles etc are forwarded to them
periodically.

During the semester, pastoral support, is provided in the first instance by
the local tutor who is usually able to bridge any cultural gaps that may
exist and guide the students in thinking creatively about their situations.

The Students' Perspectives
Tutorial Support - Trinidad (1998 - 2000)

Students were asked to comment on the various aspects of the
programme including the study school and local tutorials. The study

::\::\3

schools were considered to "be a chance to interface with SllefJicld

personnel. ... It helped to clarifiJ issues and to gather Hew information frol1l
informed sources."
Students enjoyed the face-to-face aspects of the programme. That made it
culturally relevant because the culture of that region favours the face-toface communication and oracy. One student from the 1998 - 2000 cohort
of the Trinidad programme felt that the study schools were:

Extremely important. Access to professors and foreign
tutors deepens the process, enhances critical analysis of
issues and helps to clarifiJ thorny issues. Also provides
connection with organisation and with other learners,
which for me is important in feelings of belonging to
something.
Another recognised that local tutorials:

assured that we keep on target as far as tIle deadline
of assignments are concerned. They also keep us
informed as to the development of new matters
arising. They were venJ valuable for sllstained
effort. They keep the motive to study alil)e.
However, there was some negative feedback which suggested that the
tutorials support needed "to be de'veloped to be more thought provoking 011 the

various issues. Should provide greater challenges for the mind."

One student felt that there was:

limited effectiveness. Value and effectiveness of
sessions are based on individual tutors. Format of
having persons make presentations at tutorials 'very
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helpful in gammg deeper understanding of
education issues in the local context.
Moreover, another student maintained that tutorials:

Could be of great value but is also dependent
(student's emphasis) is the locallectll rer.

011

who

It would appear that while the majority of the students are satisfied with

the quality of programme being delivered, some have their concerns
about the tutorials. They seem to feel that they lack provocativeness.

Meetings with the local tutors revealed that:

students expect us to lecture at tutorials.
we need further clarification on w/zat to expect
from tutorial sessions with written guidelines if
possible.

Though, the tutors on the current Masters Programme all have their
Masters qualifications, they seem to lack the confidence and

skills

required to support students at this level of tertiary education without
strong backing from the University staff in Sheffield.

Tutorial Support. St. Lucia (2000 - 2001)

Caribbean Tutors also questioned students in St. Lucia about the
effectiveness of the module tutorials led.

Those who participated in

Education for Employment shared the view of the student who said that
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the sessions were "good once [the tutors] can establish a communication link.

At various times, though, that link has been almost impossible, mainly because of
problems related to the communication system used."

As indicated earlier in Chapter Three, there are challenges with some of
the communication systems in small island developing states. In this
particular instance, the tutor for that specialist option lived in Trinidad
and the email server that she used was not functional for approximately
two weeks and the phone systems were also being overhauled. This
situation, though unanticipated, left the student feeling very frustrated.

Another, believed that the sessions were" ... venj effective" and felt "i nspi red

to look at various issues more critically than I did before".

A participant in the Management option acknowledged that the tutorials
were "very thorough" with "very supporti·ve tutors who were comfortable with

what they were doing". Another stated that she could "identifij with the
examples / references made by them.

Their experiences [were] useful."

Challenges with communication again reared its head because some
students, while acknowledging that the feedback was "ven} helpful",
revealed that it was "sometimes untimely".

There was a general

recognition among students that some of the Caribbean Tutors "really
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tried their best to help students. On the other hand, some still need to be a little
more efficient ll •

Tutorial Support for Guidance & Counselling
It seems that the major challenge in the Guidance and Counselling

module was the level of support which they received from their local
tutor.

This has not seemed to be a very positive experience for the

students who felt unsupported throughout.

Some of their comments

were very blunt, as the ones cited below.

Not very helpful at all. No suggestions were givell;
no reference material; questions were not answered
but were re-directed to students with no concillsiue
answer
Absolutely ineffective. There was venJ little almost
no support in guiding students (a) suggestiolls
were not given (b) no reference in terms of books,
journals; questions were inadequately responded to
(c) a strategy for re-directing questions was used.
For this tutorial, the Caribbean tutor was not
prepared and not aware of the expectations of the
assignment. The feedback of tile first draft was not
adequate and comments were few.

Clearly the students were displeased and did not in any way attempt to
soften the blow by being diplomatic.

One student was quick to

acknowledge that while the Guidance and Counselling tutorials were

1I 110

f

that effective -left [them) all confused ll , they also indicated that:
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The first three modules went well but tile last one was
not that impressive. I found the tutor too tight-lipped
where matters concerning individual assigllllle1l ts were
concerned.

Tutorial Support for Dissertation Writing

The students were all very positive about the quality and effectiveness of
the dissertation tutorials led by the Caribbean Tutors.

The following

comments have been selected because they are particularly interesting
and insightful.

VenJ informative and provided much needed
guidance on formulating research questions and
topic. Through the lectures, I felt better able to
address the actual dissertation process.
Couldn't have been better. I left every session
feeling a lot better, knowing that the tutors had
helped me climb o'ver the mountains tlmt I had
erected.
The dissertation was adequately prepared and the
sessions were helpful. However, there is a need for
co-ordination between individual tufors and the
dissertation tutors.
Very effective - and producti7.1e especially tlzose
done by the St. Lucian Team.
Very good overall. I ne'ver thought that nly time
was wasted. There was always something new to
learn - particularly from the last one.
There were a couple of areas which were flagged up by the students
which need addressing.

Some comments revealed criticism of a

particular approach to research methodology on the part of tutors which
reflected the influence on tutors of the more traditional approach to this
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by the University of the West Indies (UWI). While acknowledging the
tutorials were "very good", one student, for instance, commented that
tutors "tend to advance methods and approaches adopted by UWJ". While this
in itself is not a negative practice, it does point out that perhaps more
professional development sessions need to be conducted with the local
tutors so that they can more closely follow the model(s) proposed by the
University of Sheffield. Certainly, there should be more dialogue with
the University team, if tutors wish to incorporate other models into the
local system.

The other area that needs attention is communication between the
provider institution, Caribbean tutors and the students.

One student

observed that though the tutorials were "good" and that" ill terllls of m/wt
is expected of students regarding a Masters dissertation, tlley mere right

011

target" they "usually got information from students not directly from Slzeffield
regarding expectations, dates, library seroice etc. This impacted to an extent on
my level of confidence in them".

To my mind this suggests that there needs to be a definite improvement
in the way information is circulated between the various actors in the
programme, the School of Education and the Caribbean Institute for
Research and Professional Education (CIRPE) as

regional agents
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responsible for co-ordinating the local tutorials, the local tutors and the
students. It is important that when one is managing a programme such
as this that clear messages are sent about the various channels of
communication as well as expectations, schedules and available facilities.

The University should make some sort of investment in staff development
in the Caribbean.

As such, a series of training sessions could be

conducted over a period of three or four study schools to support the
local tutors. It could be run on a similar model as the Post-graduate
Certificate in Higher Education (PCHE), where tutors earn credits
towards

advanced

professional

certification,

after

completing

assignments and submitting portfolios as part of their assessment.

The Tutors' Perspectives
Feedback from the S.W.O.T. Analysis (1996 -1998)

Using a SWOT analysis has proven to be very effective when dealing with
complex situations within a limited amount of time. Strategic planners
have successfully used the concept of the SWOT analysis to provide a
framework for identifying crucial issues, because such a framework
assists them in limiting their focus and their efforts to those issues which
have the most impact on a situation. It is a more organised strategy than
attempting to address all the issues at the same time.
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The object of focus is usually one entity and in this instance it was the
Sheffield programme in Trinidad and Tobago over the period 19961998. This was the second cycle of the course, so it was a relatively new
experience for the local tutors. The analysis which follows is therefore
focused upon the significant strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and
strengths that characterise the situation as it was interpreted by the local
tutors of the M.Ed. Course in Special Education.

Strengths are positive aspects internal to the programme while
weaknesses are negative aspects internal to programme. Opportunities are

positive aspects external to the programme and threats are negatil'c aspects
that are external to the programme.

Table 9.1 maps out in a diagrammatic format the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and threats as they have been identified by the local tutors.
As the chapter unfolds, each of the items will be expanded upon with
explanations where necessary.

Feedback will be given on the steps

which have been taken to address the identified issues.
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Table 9.1

Feedback from the SWOT Analysis

r---------~--~~~----~--------_.--------~~~----~

Strengths (internal)

__

--~~---------~

Weaknesses (internal)

0

Course materials and texts

0

Tardy feedback

0

Capacity building to support the

0

Unscrupulous students

course

0

Library access

0

Communication

0

Colonial heritage

0

Access

to

tutorial venue

and

revision of tutorial groups
0

Students' background / Profile
Threats (external)

Opportunities (external)

o

STUDENTS

Cost factor: Exchange rates of

o

Access to quality education

Trinidad

o

Payment of fees by instalments

against the British Pound

due

to

support

provided

by

o

T&TUTA

Course

and

Tobago

accreditation

by

Dollar

local

body.
o

The changing political climate of

o

Participate in a research-led course

o

Expanding the library facilities

the Trinidad and Tobago Unified

o

Conducting

Teachers' Association (T&TUTA)

useful

supervised

research
LOCAL TUTORS
o

For local tutors to be involved in
an innovative programme and
return to academia

o

Expanding the library facilities

o

Participate

in

seminars

and

debates on current issues
o

Forging new alliances as a result of
pursuing research interests
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STRENGTHS
Course Materials and Texts

When looking at the strengths of the programme, the tutors found that
the course material and texts were always a'uailable aizead of time
IJ

they were

IJ

11

and that

clear, relevant and well packaged, covering a wide rallge of

situations and experiences".

Capacity Building to support the Course

People at various levels were benefiting from the programme. All the
local tutors at that time had either graduated from the first cohort of the
M.Ed. course or were involved in tutoring on it.

Some had even

graduated from the first Certificate and Diploma Special Education
Programmes in 1991. Tutors perceived this as the University of Sheffield
investing in its own product. One tutors felt that:

through the various interactions with Lecturers
from the University of Sheffield during vacation
study schools, tutorials and study group sessions,
they were able to upgrade their knowledge and
understanding of topics, themes and issues related
to special education needs.

During the period being analysed, the local Course Director, supported
by the tutors and the students was very successful in persuading the local
management of the programme (the Teachers' Union) to employ a former
graduate of both the Diploma and the Masters' Programmes as an
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Assistant Librarian.

This person was extremely committed to the

professional development of teachers and from July 1998 when the course
began with the first vacation school, had volunteered her services to the
students after 4:00 p.m. This person has since, herself, become the local
Course Director of the Masters' Courses in Trinidad and Tobago.

Open and Clear Channels of Communication
Several points were made under the heading 'communication'.

During

this cycle of the course both tutors and students felt that the whole group
tutorials sessions were not as effective as they could have been. The
tutors read the evaluations forms submitted by the students, met with
them to discuss their challenges and in consultation with the Director of
the Course in Sheffield, revised the tutorial system. The tutors as well as
the students opted for small group as well as whole group tutorial
sessions so that they could benefit from both types of interaction. Rather
than having the same tutor for each module, tutors were also rotated
around study groups. This ensured that all groups at some point during
the course, had access to each tutor. This was identified as a strength
since:

the rotation of (study) groups among tutors allows
for l)aried perspecti1.)es. Tutors are then able to
identify varied levels of demand for support and
independence among students.
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The tutors also felt that there was" ... a greater sense of 'Ualue with 1II0re

open discussions and interaction through small group sessions. They lend
themselves to allowing more individual comment and participation." The tutors
also felt that the topics which were used as the focus of the tu torials
would" ... improve advocacy among the participants and should open their eyes

to wider issues which they must seek to discuss at their own institutions as wcll
as address in their professional practice". These they felt were the advantages
of the small group tutorials.

There was also the recognition that there were ample support structures
at the 'local end' of the programme. This comprised the Administrators
from the Teachers' Union, a local Course Director and local Tutors. The
following was identified as a strength:

The support of and for the programme i.e.
Administrators, (local) Course Directors (local)
Tutors and the structure for commllnication
between the various groups are definitely positi'Ue
elements.

The student groups had also devised their own communication network
where people shared information through study groups or work groups.
In the early days of the programme, there were insufficient library
resources for the students. However, the students were very determined
to succeed and they developed study groups which they used as
information hubs.

Each study group was a very organised body with
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an identified leader. Students who identified relevant journal articles,
chapters of books and policy documents circulated these among the
groups through the group leaders. There was an on-going fund that
students contributed to and this offset the cost of photo-copying. Groups
met on a regular basis and the students initiated and accepted the
responsibility to hold their own discussion groups. Some of the tutors
were former members of these study/discussion groups and because this
strategy had been so successful, they encouraged the new cohort of
students to establish the same sort of network.

It is extremely important in developing countries to be as creative as

possible in accessing relevant literature. At the time, the best method was
to share what was available among all students. This was the method
that was adopted to establish the first TASETT Library for the University
of Sheffield Courses.

By this time, the tutors and the students had

collected a healthy source of materials and personnel to accommodate research
11

by students. The tutors on the programme made not only tlIemselves, but also
their materials available to students.

11

There were also open communication lines between local tutors, Britishbased lecturers and students. The tutors also felt that the Course Director
readily shared information with them. One tutor wrote:
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there is an open communication between Sheffield
and the Local Project Director which facilitates
quick responses and access to informatioll.
Access to Tutorial Venue and Revision of Tutorial Groups
The official venue for the course, Valsayn Teachers' College was centrally
located and within relatively easy access for students who were coming
from the north west, north east, central and southern parts of the island of
Trinidad. It was also within easy reach of the airport for Tobago students.
Several venues were offered as possible sites for tutorials. Students and
tutors used their networking skills to identify suitable venues where
small group tutorial could be held free of charge and which were
accessible to the students of the group. The Valsayn Teachers ' College
was reserved for whole group tutorials where the smaller groups came
together to share their small group experiences and to engage in wider
debates. These were very successful because students always felt that
they had experiences to share with the larger group.

They felt

comfortable with this exercise, because their views had already passed the
test of the small groups.

Students' Background / Profile
This cohort was comprised of students who came from different levels
from within the education system. At least one half of the 26 students had
a strong foundation in Special Education having completed the
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University of Sheffield's Diploma Course or were employed in Special
Schools.

WEAKNESSES
Tardy Feedback

Though there were several positive aspects to the programme at that
time, there were also some weaknesses which needed to be addressed.
For example, feedback from assignments one and two did not arrive
early enough to make much of an impact on the students' performance on
subsequent assignments.

As a result some were not able to strengthen

the areas in which they had previously experienced problems. It was felt
that the submission dates of assignments should be rescheduled to avoid
the Christmas package rush (December) and hectic Carnival activities
(February) on the Islands.

By unanimous agreement, it was decided that this situation would be
corrected by sending the assignments off to the University by express
mail on the day after the deadline rather than wait for late submissions as
was the custom. Students who submitted late would be responsible for
their own postage. This provided enough time for assignments to be
marked, commented upon and returned to the students by the middle of
January.
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Unscrupulous students

Based on past experiences, one tutor argued that there was a" ... growillg
need to ensure that all requests for transcripts be monitored and sallctioncd both
by the Teachers' Union and the University of SlleffieLd.

They werc being

requested by unscrupulous persons who had either not completed the COllrse
satisfactorily or had not completed full payment of the cOllrse".

The Union was also having a problem collecting fees from students and it
was felt that there was a need to obtain a guarantor for each student to
ensure fulfilment of their financial contract with the Union and that there
were strategies put in place for dealing with defaulters.

The University became more thorough in the checking of the financial
status of any student requesting a transcript. Clearance would have to be
given by the Teachers' Union who was keeping individual student
accounts.

It was also decided that the Teachers' Union would

discontinue the system where students had in effect taken a loan from
them to pay for the course. Subsequently, students were expected to
request loans from proper financial institutions and pay their fees before
the start of every module.
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Library Access

Because the library was housed in a Union Executive Officer's office,
11

there was a problem with accessing the books in the daytime dllring nor1llal

office hours

11

(between 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.).

Though it took a while,

T&TUTA eventually established a proper library in a new location which
was just across the road from the main building.

Colonial Heritage

There exists what might be described as a teacher-culture' which is part of
I

the colonial heritage.

Teachers who attend the Teachers' Training

Colleges are taught through lecturers. When they are placed within the
education system and are assigned their own class, they transfer that
teaching style to that environment - they stand before the class and
regurgitate information. Therefore, when they are later exposed to higher
education, it is not surprising that "they 'expect' to be lectured to".

Students were given more activities through which they were encouraged
to engage in critical thinking.

Though, it was difficult at first, the

strategy eventually began to work; now, it is expected practice and
students look forward to that type of interaction. One such example, was
previously discussed in greater detail in Chapter Seven when the first
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cohort of St. Lucia students had to engage in a piece of research which
focused on the social history of education in St. Lucia.

OPPORTUNITIES
Tutors felt that there were opportunities which were accessible by
students and others which were accessible by themselves.

Students - Access to Quality Education
For the students who otherwise would not have been able to afford the
cost of study abroad, " ... the Distance Learning course presented them with (711

opportunity for Higher Education especially since there were

110

Special

Education programmes at Masters' Level offered at the University of the West
Indies at that time.

The qualifications which they would gain wOllld be

internationally accepted".

Students - Payment of Fees by Instalments
Students were allowed to access education and be facilitated financially.

"The Teachers' Union allowed the students to pay their course fees vil1
instalments". In some cases, direct debit instructions were attached to
their monthly salaries and the money was deducted by the Ministry of
Education and forwarded to the Teachers' Union.

Though some were

unscrupulous as indicated earlier, some were eternally grateful for the
facility and honoured their indebtedness admirably.
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Students - Opportunity to participate in a research-led course

Through the Research Methods Module and the compulsory dissertation,
11

students Jzad the opportunity to conduct supen)ised researclz ill thollgh t-

provoking areas of tJzeir interest. Through their various 'investigations', tllcy
were able to access the sen,ices offered by the Special Education Unit and the
local special educators within tJze system". This provided them with the
confidence to work more closely with their colleagues in schools to begin
pilot projects to support parents and children.

Students and Tutors - Expanding the Library Facilities

liThe Uni'versity of Sheffield was providing multiple copies of additional books
and other resource material

11

and a small location was provided for the

storage of these in the office of the First Vice President of the Teachers'
Union because it fell under her portfolio of Professional Development
matters within the structure of the Trinidad and Tobago Unified Teachers'
Association.

This support benefited all locals connected with the

programme.

Tutors - Seminars and Debates on Current Issues in Special Education

Tutors perceived this course as providing a fantastic opportunity for them
to be in an environment of continued research and exposed to the
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"upgrading of information" where they were able "to compare and assess local
situations with international trends".

It also allowed tutors the opportunity to "return to acadellIia and refoclls

011

Special Education in terms of Models" and to "be able to engage in seminar type
discussions and weigh the advantages and disadvantages of eacl! model". Tutors
seemed highly motivated based on the following comments which were
thrown into the general discussion of the SWOT exercise:

The interaction capitalises on the skill and expertise
of the best talents and brains from two cultures
(Trinidad and Tobago and the UK), working
towards the development of a new future.
The opportunity is always there for tlltors to
continue research and present papers on new issues .
... a great opportunity to develop the resources in
Special Education in Trinidad and Tobago, througll
the building of library resources and investment in
the training of the teachers.
Re-focussing of Special education at tltis time
vital because of concept of inclusivity.

lS

Forging New Alliances

The course also presented the opportunity for "forging new alliances witl!

groups who had similar interests nationally and internationally." For example,
while researching material for sessions, some new and important links
were being established. For examples, links were made with the School
of

Continuing Studies in Trinidad, Education International, Norris
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Haynes who was very instrumental in promoting the Comer Process (a
school development programme in the US) and

the very progressive

Teachers Unions in St. Lucia and Antigua.

THREATS
Cost Factor

Some students pleaded hardship and were not paying their agreed upon
instalments on time. Some even reneged on their payments altogether
and there was the fear by local tutors that this situation would lead to a
lack of financial support from the Teachers Union.
l

There was also a need to increase the course fee in order to meet the basic
operating costs of the course. It was felt that this may have inhibited the
running of future programmes. There was the "possibility of tile programme

being discontinued because at that time, the British Pound was increasingly
appreciating in value against the Trinidad and Tobago Dollar and one pOl/lld was
equivalent to almost eleven Trinidad and Tobago Dollars".

l

Teachers salaries were very low at that time and it was felt that teachers
would not have been able to afford to repay a loan for the amount of
money which was being asked especially since they already had house
and car mortgages to repay. Some of them were single parents and some
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were the victims of divorce. This meant that there was only one small
income available to pay the bills and support the household. In addition,
in 1997, T&TUTA was engaged in a prolonged and largely unsuccessful
industrial action against the Ministry of Education because of derogatory
comments made against teachers by the Prime Minister. This resulted in
some teachers being victimised and in some cases placed in positions of
greater financial hardships.

It was a period of low morale among

teachers.

Course Accreditation by Local Body
In Trinidad and Tobago, the National Institute of Higher Education,
Research and Technology, (NIHERST), was established in 1984 as a
statutory body by the Republic of Trinidad and Tobago Act No. 20 of 1984
with a mandate for the development of science, technology and higher
education in the country. The body operates a college of health science, a
college of nursing, a school of languages and an information technology
college.

Through its Committee on the Recognition of Degrees (CORD), NIHERST
is responsible for assessing and advising on the recognition of postsecondary programmes awards offered by national, regional and
international institutions and providers. Accreditation of post-secondary
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educational programmes is a major concern of the Government, especially
given the growth of the tertiary educational opportunities and the
increase in educational products from abroad, which is a world-wide
phenomenon (NIHERST: online www.niherst.gov.tt).

The accreditation body of Trinidad and Tobago, " NIHERST, had 1I1ade

recent enquiries about the quality of tile M.Ed. Programme offered by Sheffield".
Tutors felt it "necessary to have the Sheffield qualifications recognised by the

local authorising body".

It was also felt that "ALL agreements between the University of Sheffield ami

the Teachers Union must be clearly articulated ill order to avoid

(1I/Y

misunderstanding about the programme".

The Changing Political Climate of T &TUT A

The Officers of the Teachers' Union are elected every 3 years and Officers
are only allowed to serve for two consecutive terms (6 years). At this
point they must step down from office and cannot present themselves as
an election candidate. The Officers at that time had served for two
consecutive terms and tutors were concerned about the

changing

political climate within the organisation which would come about as a
result of up-coming elections. The concern centred on whether the new
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officers would accept the programme and continlle to work with Sheffield,
especially as there were already rumblings to suggest the opposite.

The rumblings proved to be accurate and when the new T&TUTA regime
was installed, the story changed.

Dr. Derrick Armstrong, the former

Director of the Caribbean Programme identified his major challenge as
arising from " ... the breakdown of the relationship between TTUTA mzd

Sheffield" and argued that, "". the break-up with TTUTA in 1998 was a
turning point". He acknowledged that there were also serious challenges
to the programme over the years from within the University of Sheffield
In his reflections about the

and the School of Education itself.
programme, he expressed the view that:

the success of the programme was not really
established in Sheffield before the strategic decision
in 1998 to focus upon the Caribbean as a major
venue for the department's distance learning
activity. Even then there have continued to be
financial challenges.
He identified the period 1996 to 1998 as a crucial time when things were
very much in a state of uncertainty and remembers there being serious
financial and administrative problems which he described as " ... seeming

at times to be endemic to the programme".
With the start of the first term of office of the new T&TUTA executive, the
tutors worst fears were realised.

In his analysis of the situation,
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Armstrong regards the split-up with T&TUTA in 1998 as a major decision
point for the programme. He felt that the situation as it was, forced the
Department of Education into a position where it either had to give its
uncompromising support for the programme by expanding it further,
thereby supporting the group of original collaborators or " .. .cut its losses"
and bring the programme to an end. He surmises:

... on the one hand it was a make or break situation
which could easily have led to the university being
frozen out of Trinidad. On the other hand, the very
strong commitment given to the programme by the
Trinidad team forced the Department s hand.
l

Along with the former Head of the Education Department, Wilfred Carr,
he supported the establishment of a Caribbean Institute for Research and
Teacher Professional Education (CIRPE) and supported the expansion of
the programme to include Masters courses in St Lucia.

CIRPE emerged

as an institution which was established by former graduates of the
Sheffield Courses.

Armstrong felt that this movement away from the

Teachers' Union was only possible as a result of the ... unqualified backing

ofWilfred Carr, Head of the School of Education". Had this support not been
given, the programme would have surely met its demise.

However, once that decision was taken the break up
with TTUTA in many respects opened up
opportunities because the university1s activities
were no longer constrained by the consenJative and
bureaucratic role of the teachers union.
I
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Over a 6 year period from 1996 to 2001, Dr. Armstrong has had several
roles in the Caribbean as Course Director of the Masters in Special and
Inclusive Education 1996-2000; Course Director of the Masters in
Educational Studies 1998-2000; Moderator for the TTUTA Cert/Dip in
Special Education 1998- 2001; and, Director of Caribbean Programmes
1998-2001. During that period, he worked closely with his colleagues in
Sheffield and those in the Caribbean to expand the programme in
Trinidad and Tobago to include non-special education Masters courses,
the Schools Teachers and Action Research (STAR) Certificate Course and
the Remote Location PhD programme. Dr. Armstrong, again capitalising
on the notion of collaboration contributed to the winning of research
funding which he sees (alongside publications) as the key to a serious
engagement with educational issues in the Caribbean. He was also able
to launch the book series 'Teachers ' Voices from the Caribbean", a forum
where Caribbean based research could be given a platform.

Discussion

In my interview with Dr. Thompson from the Sheffield team, He argued
that when working at a distance, the tutorial system would only be able to
work effectively if " ... the value system was quite clear". He reminisced
about the early years of the course in Trinidad where the local tutors were
all either Heads or Senior Teachers of schools in Port-of-Spain or
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academic staff of the Faculty of Education at the UWI Campus.

He

perceived there to be two different models of operation by the two
groups. Model A, where the academics' interpretation of the role of the
tutors was:

It's people individual responsibility to learn. We
are here if people come to us - so we are here as
much as people want us to be here and you do
whatever they want you to do.

On the other hand, there was Model B where "... the Heads and Senior

Teachers organised their tutorials in such a way that people had to deli"ver." He
continued by explaining that there was a very clear split in the
assumption of what the local tutor's role was. It was obviously related to
the background roles that different people had. As a Head, particularly,
your job is to organise things so that they happen without offending the
people that you're working with. My own experience bears testimony to
the fact that if you have an 'efficient' person 'on the ground' as the
'Manager', that person contacts everyone in the group including tutors,
keeps them together and keeps them on task.

Even with an excellent manager, Dr. Thompson thinks that you can get
your value system right either through selection in the first instance, that
is, by choosing successful Head Teachers and/ or by providing specific
induction and training about what the programme is about and what it
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hopes to achieve. Another important point in working with tutors, is
including them on teaching sessions and in brainstorming sessions for
curriculum development. There should be on-going dialogue between
the Lecturer of the Course and the local tutor to ensure that the tutor
understands the material and their role in supporting the students in the
particular module.

Dr. Armstrong thinks that part of the problem lies in the various
perceptions in the role of the tutor:

Should they supply pastoral support and critical
guidance or should they engage in some teaching?
In the Caribbean, both governments and students expect' quality' support
from the University of Sheffield and so quality assurance has to be a
necessary component of its distance learning programme in that region.
The commodification of education, means that learners now have a choice
among institutions which provide distance learning courses and in order
to maintain its competitive edge in the region, the University has had to
ensure that the local tutors have the necessary

post-graduate

qualifications and are also well respected within the local community.
This is a necessary pre-requisite to gaining the confidence of the students
especially since the local tutor is strategically placed between the provider
institution and the students.
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On the other hand, the University while recognising that the local tutor is
well placed to provide the service institution with the necessary feedback
useful for programme development, has never been clear on guidance in
this area. Employing local tutors is a labour intensive intervention which
provides on-the-spot support for students and also enhances the skills
and social standing of the local educators.

One of the challenges which does occur in systems where boundaries are
not clearly defined, is that confusion and uncertainty can arise from the
deliberate attempts to foster a collaborative and empowering structure
between the University staff and local tutors. Some tutors may use the
opportunity to engage in a bit of teaching as it could be seen as
strengthening their position within the community, yet there needs to be
a boundary on the amount of work that is given to someone whose remit
is to provide pastoral support, clarify issues related to the relevant
module and to guide the students in producing an acceptable assignment.

Tutors as part of their role are expected to encourage feedback from the
students on all aspects of the programme ranging from design to the
ability to meet their learning and career objectives.

In the past, both

students

on

and

administration,

tutors

have

made

suggestions

programme

modifications to the course content and/ or general
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logistics. As a result, of this engagement with the issues, the programme
has developed a multiplicity of strands which are ably supported by a
growing local staff.

There continues to be hiccups but that continues to

be part of progress and development.

Library Issues
Over the last 15 years, there has been an enormous increase in distance
learning programmes worldwide.

In the United Kingdom, a library

survey conducted by Unwin, Step hens and Bolton (1998:1) revealed that:
... over half of conventional universities are
currently involved in postgraduate DL
provIsIon.. . more and more 'traditional' ,
campus based universities have moved
towards provision of courses off-campus
through franchising arrangements with
colleges or through DL.

This expansion it has been argued, has been taking place mostly in
relation to post-graduate DL provision probably because students would
be attracted by the support for part-time learning as well as the flexibility
of studying in your own time at

your own pace

11

unfettered by

geographical considerations" within an area which complements your
career choices and further professional development.

(Stephens and

Unwin: August 1997 online)
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At the beginning of the M.Ed. in Educational Studies in St. Lucia, 30 of the
36 participants felt that they would have access to a library while
participating in the programme while 7 were not sure whether they
would have problems with access

or not.

The libraries which they

identified as possible options were: The Hunter Francois Library at the Sir
Arthur Lewis Community College, the Central Library in the centre of
the capital, the UNESCO Documentation Centre, the OECS Infonet
Library, The University of the West Indies Libraries, The Teachers' Union
Library, District and School Libraries as well as Personal Libraries.

Twenty-three candidates felt that they would seldom or never have
difficulties accessing libraries. However the other 11 envisaged that they
would have some level of difficulty especially because the opening hours
of the libraries facilitated those who live and / or work near the capital of
Castries and in some cases, only those who did not work during the
regular daylight hours. Three persons did not respond to this question.
Those who do not live near Cas tries, live at least one hour's drive away
from the nearest library and this also hampers access because by the time
they arrive at the site, the library is either closed or closing. While there is
a library at the Community College, it is in heavy demand by the students
of the College and this limits accessibility by students from other
programmes. The libraries of the University of the West Indies are only
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'legitimately' accessible if you are a graduate of that institution and have
access cards.

The majority of students (29) identified the internet as their main 'other'
strategy for accessing learning materials. Other possible strategies cited
by students included the use of other institutions, networking with
students on the programme, and persons who have done similar
programmes.

One person thought of purchasing books and 2 others

thought of using newspapers/clippings.

It is interesting, that few

students seemed to consider purchasing resource books for their own
use. There was a feeling among students that, as they are already making
a sacrifice by taking loans to pay for their professional development, and
expenditure would be too much of a strain.

As Unwin et al (1998:1) stated:
The very fact that DL students have, in general,
no ready access to campus facilities means that
they present a different challenge to a
university
provider than do on-campus
students.
I should state now that library access for students, be they distance
learning students or not, is not a privilege, it is a right.

The Open

University (1992), in its Student Handbook recognised that:
Using libraries is an essential part of your
education. The most important purpose of a
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university is to teach you to think for yourself.
This implies learning where to find
information, and, in particular, how to use the
literature of your subject effectively. If you do
not have command of that literature you can
neither extend your studies to fields not
covered by the course nor keep abreast of new
developments after the course is over.

After 6 months of studying on the programme, some students
commented on the inadequacy of library facilities and indicated that they
had hoped for "a wider variety of books and other reference material in relation

to the assignment."

One year into the programme, the majority of comments were extremely
positive with high commendations for the course and the teaching team.
However, the library was one area that was seen as needing particular
attention. Students felt, that adequate consideration should be given to
the provision of library services. For example, those who were
experiencing difficulty accessing the libraries in Castries because of the
opening hours, wanted a larger supply of reference books, journals and
copies of dissertations to be placed in a room at the Teachers' Union for
their use. This of course warrants the use of a 'librarian'. The team
suggested that students volunteer their services as 'librarian' and to share
the workload among themselves.

Two students volunteered their
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services. The group developed a working strategy and proceeded to
implement it.

Six months before the end of the course, the library definitely remained a
sore point and many students complained bitterly about the available
library resources.
Hunter

The most popular library for the students was the

J. Francois Library at the Community College. Students in

general said that it was inadequate for their purposes. The following
comments provide an understanding of how the students on the course
experienced the library:

The staff are willing to assist, but they and we are
constrained by outdated materials
If the opening hours of the library can be extended it
would pro'lIe more useful for persons who have to
work during the day. A late closure like 8:00 p.m.
would be appropriate
Material was usually out-dated and sornewJwt
irrelevant.
For some students, the concern is not only the availability of up-to-date
material but also access. Although St. Lucia is a small island, it is very
hilly and driving from one end to the other is both tiring and precarious.
In the evenings the conditions are worse because there are few street
lights.

In spite of this the students were impressed with the staff at the

College Library.
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Very Supportive - went to library and I was given
special treatment. Received a tour of libranJ - got
help in locating information relevant to my
assignment and dissertation.
Good, some information is available and staff is cooperative with students.
One solution suggested by a student was to

11

make more journal articles

available to tire Teachers' Union's Library".
11

Some students in spite of the 'library challenge' were able find adequate
material because they were able to network effectively with their local
tutors. Some tutors, recognising the hardships which students face with
regard to sourcing reference materials in the Caribbean, were extremely
supportive. Students said:

Accessing material from the local libranJ was quite
easy; moreover for the 3rd module re: Special and
Inclusive, my group received a wide range of
materials from tIre tutor assigned.

Unwin (1994: 85) points out that distance learning students are faced with
undue difficulties when they need to gain " ... access to adequate higher
education library services". Unwin argues when traditional modes of
course delivery are used, usually in traditional university settings, it is
expected that the students would use their initiative and engage more
critically with the
recommended

issues by

identifying and reading material

in course reading lists and beyond.

In those
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circumstances, this pursuit of knowledge is supported by the provision of
library facilities.

In the case of St. Lucia, although the library was

physically there on the island and attractive in its outlook, the standard
was not what was required for post-graduate support. The Library is part
of the campus of the Sir Arthur Lewis Community College and so its
primary support function is for the sixth form students and teachers in
training.

It had emerged in Unwin's (1994: 85 - 91) research on post-graduate

distance learning students on Masters Degree programmes that not only
did students find the use of libraries necessary for expanding their
knowledge in specific disciplines, they also saw it as an important
learning space which was central to their lives.

The needs and expectations of distance learning students are different
from those students who are studying in traditional campuses.

Yet

because of the opening hours of the library, it would not always be
possible for distance education students to go into the library. Of-campus
students require a level of support which ensures that there is some
measure of equity to the process - the opportunities must be there to
support these types of students. Services such as inter-library loan access
for students when they become registered are a necessity. It should not
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simply be a case of wanting hefty fees from students but providing them
with adequate support services. In this era of ready access to technology,
the library has a role in being pro-active in their support towards distance
learning students.

Stephens and Unwin (1997: online) argue that:
... unless libraries are encouraged to play a
central role in the learning process and
supported in that effort, distance learners will
face a future in which their experiences as
learners are tightly bound and controlled.

Perhaps if those issues are laid on the table and dealt with, then designers
of programmes would be encouraged to consider inviting discussions
with librarians.

Both parties could engage in creative thinking and

develop workable strategies to support distance learning students before
the courses are advertised to the public.

How can providers expect to promote critical thought and enquiry among
their students, when they provide limited flow of material? One can
understand the good intentions of trying to provide quality post-graduate
education for educators in developing countries and one applauds the
fact that efforts are made to provide some added material. However, if
research-led enquiry is one of the goals of post-graduate courses, then
library support must be improved.
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In the event that students are provided with all the necessary material
that is required to complete the course satisfactorily, it would still be
appropriate for students to have access to a library, in case they may wish
to pursue a topic further. Bernard, the current Head of the School of
Continuing Studies in Trinidad, in his interview with me in 1998
expressed the view that the failure of distance education world-wide is
that universities and colleges have attempted to package material simply
to meet the needs of the module and in doing so, have allowed learning to
be remain 'incestuous' because everybody is learning the same type of
work, the same nature of knowledge. He suggests that distance learning
courses,

especially

at

post-graduate

level,

should

develop

the

programmes to the point where material can be accessed by CD ROM and
through electronic gateway access. Bernard believes that this is what is
needed, in particular, if the University of Sheffield is to establish its
programmes to a point of excellence in the Caribbean.

One way of dealing with 'long-distance' distance education is to establish
relationships with local libraries so that better uses can be made of
available resources and funding. This could be done by providing the
local library with resource material up to a specified amount of money
every year. The library gets the books and the students have improved
access. In developed countries, it is very possible to find local libraries,
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fully equipped and well stocked with librarians who are ready and able to
support visiting students from institutions of higher learning. However,
in developing countries, well-run libraries are a novelty and those that arc
functioning fairly well are usually overstretched with demands for their
services. The School of Education Library at the University of the West
Indies Campus in St. Augustine, Trinidad is one such example where
demand on the few resources are heavy and very often only former or
present students of that University can gain access to their resources.

When the first official course-link was made with the University of
Sheffield in 1989, the Course Director, local tutors and students donated
books to form a library and raise funds to enhance its offerings. Copies of
government documents were made and shared among the 100 students
and the students formed a library committee and volunteered their
services to catalogue and monitor the borrowing of literature. The stock
grew and in August, 1998, the entire collection was donated by the
Association for Special Education of Trinidad and Tobago to the
continuing students of

the University of Sheffield. The library was

housed in the Teachers' Union. Unfortunately, when the relations with
the Union 'broke down', the library was closed and the University had to
begin a new collection of books elsewhere. Such are the challenges which
Universities can face when entering into collaborative ventures with
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organisations whose leadership is political and where new political
philosophies can change every three to five years when different political
parties are empowered.

Students are increasingly using the Web as a primary source of
information. However, they need assistance in developing their research
skills on the net - being able to differentiate between poor quality sources
and appropriate sources of information. Having on-line access to journals
articles is a great facility if one is a student in the same country as the
education provider because one can have access at off-peak times at offpeak rates. However, when the provider is on a different land mass from
the learner, all sorts of difficulties can surface. As a registered student,
though it may be possible to have access codes to the University's on-line
library journals, the rates for access are astronomical because it is akin to
making long distance phone calls for the duration of the time on-line.

At the University of Sheffield, a new service development referred to as
'The Gateway' is currently under trial. It seeks to allow access to intranet
Web resources from the University from external sites. A service account
has to provided by the Library through negotiation with the Course
Administrator and the Internet is used as a delivery platform to give
access to the Library's electronic resources at the cost of a local telephone
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call to the student's local Internet provider.

Unfortunately, certain

Internet providers do not allow flexibility in allowing you to change the
server you use. Also, this is not possible with Internet Explorer Version 6
because the browser does not allow access to the GA TEW AY. On a more
positive note, a recent e-mail from the Deputy Director of the Corporate
Information and Computing Service (Cl CS) indicated that they have
initiated a project to create a Portal which will enable bona-fide users to
log in and get University services via the web from anywhere on the
Internet (so any ISP), induding mail, local resources, electronic library,
Corporate Time, WebCT, and so on. It is expected that this will not come
into effect until sometime in 2002.

The UK's Library and Information Commission identified three areas of
concern in its core policy document 2020 Vision. These were connectivity,
content and competencies. These are equally applicable in the Caribbean

especially if there are leading providers of higher education in that
region. This does not put the entire responsibility in the laps of the
education providers but emphases the need for adequate networking
with governments and non-governmental agencies, so that development
will not be haphazard. These three Cs need to become part of a larger
plan which drives the formation of information policy and the
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development of an information infrastructure which has sustainability as
its primary aim and co-operation and resource sharing as its outcome.

Connectivity

In terms of connectivity, Universities, need to ensure that adequate access
to their libraries is available to all of its distance learning students and
alert governments of the developing countries to the

need for

information networks that are appropriate for local realities. There needs
also to be a strategy which seeks to improve access to key organisations
and groups, including schools, libraries and rural communities within a
networked structure. Within this framework, there should be the
simultaneous creation of a core content of material which is accessible to
everyone.

Content

Certainly, for those who are participating in distance education, there
should be ready accessibility to content provided by the' source' of the
programme.

At the moment, there is a regular under-spend in the

library budget for the School of Education at the University of Sheffield
and every month notices are sent around, encouraging staff to order more
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books and other resources in order to decrease the budgetary variance.
What is needed is a new library strategy for dealing with the situation.
For example, it might be more effective and efficient if a significant
proportion of the University's School of Education budget allowance for
the library was disaggregated into library resources for other locations
especially since a large percentage of the School of Education students are
overseas. The strategy would be to increase the University's collaboration
with other libraries in parts of the world where the University's Courses
are being conducted. A precedent could be set by running a pilot project
as described, with clearly defined guidelines. At the moment, it seems as
though the School of Education pays library costs twice - once out of the
programme budget as a direct cost to the programme and twice as an
element within the University overhead, even though the students receive
limited benefit from it.

Competencies

Finally, it is important to support a basic level of information literacy
within developing societies. Enhanced competencies are assured if
courses continue to support the development of countries such as those
in the Caribbean. Because the world is metaphorically shrinking as a
result of the available technologies, distance will become less of a barrier
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to educational opportunities and the norm in that instance would be
'competition'

from

those who are eager to explore

the

'new'

opportunities.

Getting the three Cs right in itself will not be an easy task, but it will most
certainly be a worthwhile endeavour. The managers of the libraries will
have to begin thinking of their facility as being much larger than four
walls and of the provision of quality service with regard to information
support as a right.
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CHAPTER 10:

Listening to the Learners and Meeting their
Expectations

Introduction
No two students will learn in the same way.
Every individual will take out of the course
what he [sic] feels he wants or needs and will
put into it whatever efforts his capacity and
willingness to learn allow. The [teacher] who is
aware of these differences in learning will
permit different students to use him, and the
material of the course, in their own unique
ways. As long as the student is sincerely trying
to do something with himself and struggling to
learn, he should be permitted to move at his
own speed and on his own level.
(Cantor, 1946)

Distance learning students, are our new consumers who expect value for
their money. They expect that the courses are going to cater to their
individual needs and be relevant to their particular situations. These they
think, are fair expectations for persons who are self-funded. Students in
this era have become more expressive and very readily share their praises
as well as their displeasure about various aspects of the courses which
are self funded.

Though they may not begin a training programme

believing that they have a 'voice', it becomes evident as they progress
through the prescribed programme of work, that they perceive
themselves as partners in learning.
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The information for this chapter is based on four sets of feedback from
students who participated on the first Masters of Education Course in
Educational Studies in St. Lucia. The data was collected over a two-year
period from July 1999 to April 2001.

During this period, I engaged in

various types of interactions with this first cohort of students from St.
Lucia and I have learnt quite a bit about them. I have corrected their
assignments, worked with them during study schools, responded to
countless e-mails, and even spoke to some over the phone.

Understanding your learners is absolutely essential for education and has
far-reaching implications for distance learners especially, because as a
facilitator/lecturer you do not have that constant face-to-face contact,
body language and para-language to guide you through the particular
nuances of a culture.

In this case, the culture is distinctly Caribbean

which is grounded on a very oral tradition.

In this section you will get a flavour of some of the course expectations as
well as the levels of fulfilment of the first cohort of students in St. Lucia
(1999 - 2001).
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The first of 4 evaluation questionnaires was administered to the first
cohort of post-graduate students in St. Lucia in July 1999.

Out of an

enrolment of 40 students, 37 students submitted responses.

Study School 1
Foundation Module

With regard to expectations of the programme, these fell into

several

categories which addressed issues relevant to changes within themselves.
The students expected that at the end of the programme they would be
able to "critically engage with the prevailing educational issues and make

recommendations for the improvement of the system." They also expected to
be equipped " ... with the skills and knowledge necessary to help them to

contribute effectively to the demands of the growing and the changing edllcation
system."

Only two responses referred directly to the programme. One addressed
the expectation of a "high level of professional instruction tllrough contact

with lecturers ... and other effective learning support mechanisms" so that
"students can attain greater professional qualifications through academic
excellence". The other took that theme one step further by indicating an
interest in "joining the Sheffield team in the ven) near future".

This was

interesting because this has been the practice of the University of
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Sheffield since the inception of the programme.

Suitably qualified

graduates who meet the University's criteria have previously been hired
to manage the local administration as well as conduct supporting
modular tutorials for the students.

Study School 2
Methods of Educational Enquiry

Thirty-six participants completed evaluation questionnaires at the end of
the second study school. When asked about their expectations for the
study school, they seemed intrigued and a bit fearful of the notion of
research. As was expected, they were also expecting feedback from their
first assignment. One participant explained:

Honestly, my expectations were of a mixed type.
Fear - what would the assignment be this time was
a question that overpowered all expectations. I
wanted a clear and detailed explanation of tile
assignment.
Another indicated quite explicitly:

I honestly had no expectations. What I know I did
not want was lectures steeped in theories or
research methods.
Though they had participated in only one previous study school, students
were able to link teaching with research. For example, one explained that
they expected:
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(t)o obtain relevant information on research
methods to prepare me to participate in resenrch
which would build me up as an educator; and also
help in initiating change in the education systelll.
The majority of students were very bubbly about their expectations and
some examples of the feedback are given under:
I expected a venJ fulfilling experience and tlrnt I got.
I am happy that I had a c!zoice and that I didn't

have to do things like standard dem'ntioll Ilnd
margin of error in order to do research.
The
evolution that led to the formulatioll of the
assignment was revealing.
The study school was organised according to my

expectations. Lecturers were well prepared and tile
information was gi'ven in a clear manner (It is
difficult to be lost). All three lecturers are 'pl'rY
helpful.
My expectations of the study school were: (1) to get
clear direction and instructions in relation to tire
second module and assignment, and (2) liaise witll
the facilitators to clarifiJ issues related to tile
Module One. Both of the above were aciliel'ed,

Other students remarked thus:
I expected it to be of a high standard since tile first

study school was. My expectations were met. I was
very excited to begin the second study scllOol. I also
expected the content of this module to help me
develop better professionally and in some way
enhance the teaching learning environment.

When questioned about the extent to which the expectations had been
met, one person clearly disappointed about not receiving feedback on her
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assignment simply said "partially". Other students who were a bit more
accepting of the reason given for the non-completion of marking the
assignments said:
I was really hoping to go home today knowing what
the level of my work was like (l do appreciate the
problem though) I find the study schools very

informative and important and IUl'l'e ne-ucr missed (l
day yet.

With the exception of feedback, and grade
assignment all my expectations were met.

01/

Specialist Options
Following the first two compulsory modules, study school sessions were
conducted according to the specialists options which the students chose at
the end of Module 2. Because Management was a popular option it was
offered twice. The findings have been recorded based on the 5 specialist
options which were offered as follows:

STUDY SCHOOL 3-

•
•
•

The Adult Learner;
Management;
Special and Inclusive Education

STUDY SCHOOL 4

•
•
•

JULY 2000

JANUARY 2001

Education for Employment;
Management;
Guidance and Counselling.
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Study School 3
The Adult Learner

The responses from the 9 students revolved around their expectations of
acquiring" some background knowledge about the adult lfamer", slIpport .fin'
11

writing the assignment and dissertation" and 'feedback 011 tIll' last assigllllll'lIt."
They had no problems with the study school programme and indicatL'd
that they were" quite satisfied" and had received some il1'l'a/wlbll' help"
11

with the dissertation. At this point I need to point out that the word
"quite" means "very" in the context of the Caribbean. One student
indicated the lecturer "touched on even) chapter ill the modI/le" and all
his/her concerns were addressed. Generally students felt that they learnt
a lot from the study school sessions and that

11

tile Satll rday sessicm

(m

writing the dissertation was ven) helpful."

Management (first offering)

The 12 students who responded indicated that they wanted "ml illsight

into the managing of schools", "to be able to asses (their]

011111

strl'ngth ill terllls

of managing", the course to "furnish some techniques that would help [thelll]
to enhance administration and management at [their] school." Based on the
type of responses which were given to questions (1) and (2), it would
seem as though most of the persons who chose this specialist option were
either Principals, Vice Principals or Heads of Departments in schools.
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Like the other groups, they also wanted feedback from their previous
assignment and looked forward to being provided with adequate
guidance on structuring and writing a thesis.

Based on the comments, it would appear that though the topic was pcry
I(

broad", the students expectations had been met. They believed that thl'
programme "prol1ided practical ideas and approac/lt!s to 11Ifl1lag('11It'11 t";

If

till'

sessions were insightful and [they] were gi'l'en adequate material to lI'ork 7l'itll."

Special and Inclusive

Seven of the 12 students who participated in the study school, indicated
that they expected to learn more about teaching children with Special
Educational Needs. Four were concerned with obtaining feedback from
their previously submitted assignment and 1 was hoping to get adequate
support so that they would be able to work on their own over the
following months.

Remarking on the extent to which their expectations have been met, all
the students believed that their expectations had been met. One student
remarked that " ... the study school did not only meet my expectations but

proved to be more rewarding in aspects of policy, writing a thesis mId developing
critical skills." Another stated that liMy distorted 'l'isiOll of Special Education
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... has been changed. My 'eyes have opened' and (l wllo/e'

1U'11'

olltlook 011 51'1'(;0/

and Inclusive education has been obtained." One person felt that perhaps
some more attention could have been given to the gifted and tall·ntL·d
child.

Reflection of St. Lucia
The majority of persons (24) felt that the study school was adequatl' in its
reflection of St. Lucia. Five felt that it was more than adequate. Of these,
4 were from the Special and Inclusive Group and the other was a member
of the management group. Four persons perceived it as inadequate. Of
these, there were two each from the Adult Learner and the Management
groups. See Table 10.1 below.

Table 10.1:

Reflect the Context of St. Lucia - Cross-tabulation with
Specialist Option
--_.- --------_. - ---_.-

Specialist Option

Total

Reflect St Lucia
Adult
Learner
More than adequate
Adequate
Inadequate
Total

7
2

9

Management

1
9
2
12

SIE

4
8

12

5
24
4
33

--.-

The 32 persons who rated the introduction of principal themes felt that it
was either very good or excellent across all three specialist options.
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Table 10.2: Rated Aspects 1 - 3 of Study School
Cross-tabulated with Option
. - . - . - - - - -...... --.-... I·····

Specialj~t Opt~n...s_ .. _..

Aspects of Study School III

Adult
Learner

Management

__
Special &
Inclusive
Education

-.---.~-----

Introduction of principal themes
Very Good
Excellent
Total
Provision of forum for discussion
of identified issues
Very Good
Excellent
Total
Provision of support for
assignment writing
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Total

.

5
4
9

6
6

12

u

__

-------

-- ---- --- -"--"------

...

..

••

Total

.- -- -"

-

. .

..
...

1<)-- -3
._._-_._-_._13-32
11- - . - --_._-----H

.--~---.---.-

-

---~

..

------.--.--_.. _----- - t- .... -

.-- - - - - - - - - - ------._----

2

2

7

10
12

9

1

5
2H
._---_.

-------_. r---·-···

11
12

--

33
--

3
6
9

t---

1
8
3

1
7

12

12

2
18
--'---'-- t--.--...-

.• -.-------_.--,,-._-

4

--_.13
__
33
------- - _

....

----_.

..

Twenty-eight persons rated the discussion of identified issues as
excellent. The remaining 5 felt that it was very good. Thirty-onc persons
felt that the support provided for the writing of assignments was either
excellent or very good. Two persons rated this aspect of the programme
as good. See Table 10.2 above.

There were no negative comments on either the support given in the
preparation of the dissertation outline or the practical suggestions /
methods of planning the dissertation. The majority of persons (31 and 28
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respectively) felt that it was either very good or excellent (See Table 10.:\
below).

Table 10.3: Rated Thesis Aspects 4 - 5 of Study School
Cross-tabulated with Option
'~'--'-'--~-'--------'-

Thesis Aspects of
Study School III

Adult
Learner

-.-.-

_.

-

Specialist O~~n!,___ .. __._.. _.___ .'
Special &
Tot aJ
Inclusive
Management
Education
. "-----

Support for preparation of thesis
outline
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Total

-- --

3
6
9

1
8
3

12

1
----

7 .._---..
4.. _- -- - _... -------_

12

2
1H
.---.--1-- :\

-- -.-----

33

-----

I--

Suggestions for planning thesis

,.-

Good
Very Good
Excellent
Total

5
4
9

3

2

7
2

3

12

12

7

5
15
---_.13
33
-- -

Again the ratings remained positive when asked whether the study
school provided the students with an adequate opportunity to re-define
or identify their own learning objectives; a participative learning
opportunity and sufficient insight / information to allow them to pursue
the subject on their own. Thirty, 32, 31 participants respectively from all
specialist options felt that those aspects of the study-school were either
very good or excellent. The others felt that it was good. (Sce Table 10.4
below)
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Rated Aspects 6 - 8 of Study School
Cross-tabulated with Option
.--

Specialist O~tions
Aspects of Study School III

Adult
Learner

Management

1
8
3

1

4
3
8

12

--

.. -

__ ""-0

..

~--.

..

-

Total

-_ .. .
,-

_._-_ _------_.,"..

-

I)

3

12

._ .. _.. -'

- _.

-

1

-

3
6

3
8

9

12

5
7
12

2
21

~-.--.-.----

---.--

..

-- ---..--

.

I)

._ ..

32
....

----,--

--~

.-------

---

Provided a participative learning
opportunity
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Total

~

..

-----~."

Special &
Inclusive
Education

---

Provided an opportunity to
identify your learning objectives
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Total

.

----.~-

~

Table 10.4:

-

-

1
11
21

33
----- ----_.--

Provision of sufficient insight to
support individual's pursuit of
knowledge
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Total

-

-

8
1
9

8
4
12

- f---------.-- ------_._--

1 --1
23
7
- ---------._- -_.-_ .. _--.
H__
3
32
11
--------.

Thirty students felt that the study was very well organised, rating it as
either very good or excellent. Three persons also felt that it was good.
With regard to professional relevance to teachers/ educators, 32 rated it as
either very good or excellent with 1 person rating it as good. See Table
10.5 below.
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Table 10.5: Rated Aspects 9 - 10 of Study School
Cross-tabulated with Option
_ _ _c

Aspects of Study School III

------

Well- organised Study School

----."-

Good
Very Good
Excellent
Total

----

.---_.- --

______• _ _ _

Specialist OPJi~!'~______. ___ .___
Special & Total
Inclusive
Adult
Management
Education
Learner

1 .-------

2

3

7
4

4

12

9

._--

- _ _ _ _ .-. _ ... 0-'_" _____ .•.

"--

"----

_. _____ -

-"_.
" _ . _ _ _ ·e"

7

-

._.

I_. -

5

~

17
~.-----.-----

n----

33

12

---"

Professional relevance of Study
School for teachers / educators
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Total

1
8
9

-"-'-.

-

-

4

4

1---8

8
12

8
12

24
33
._----

Thirty-two persons responded to question (9). Thirty-one of them
indicated that the assignment was either very appropriate or appropriate
enough.

Only one person indicated their uncertainty by ticking the

'Don't know' option. See Table 10.6 below.

Table 10.6:

Appropriateness of Assignment
.•

Option
Appropriateness of Assignment

Very Appropriate
Appropriate
Don't Know
Total

Adult Learner Management

Total

SIE

5
3
1

7

6

5

5

-

-

9

12

11

-

18
13
1
32

Twenty-six persons indicated that the information provided in the books
and materials would either be helpful or very help in completing the third
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assignment. However, 6 persons weren't sure and indicated that they
did not know. This could have been because they had not reviewed the
course material in-depth or because they had not been able to clearly link
the assignment with the course material. (See Table 10.7 below.)

Table 10.7: Helpfulness of Material
--,---~--

Helpfulness of
material in completing
3rd assignment

O~tion

Adult Learner Management

Very Helpful
Helpful
Don't Know
Total

,--______
SIE

Total

..------11

4

4

2

7

3
6

3
9

1

2

15
6

12

11

32

---

----------

Study School 4
Education and Employment
Seven students responded and indicated among
expected "good tutoring; relet/ant texts", "guidance

011

other things they

writil1g assiglllllclIts"

and "an understanding of the role of Tecll/VOC withi" the gClIcral CdllClltioll

system". Generally the students seemed pleased with the outcomes. Onc
student commented that "every expectation was addressed and

excellently".

sati~fi('d

Another stated that they "obtained a clear perceptio" of what

Tech/Voc entails and developed a greater appreciation for initiati1'£'s tak£'II, along
the lines of tech/voc in our system," Yet another felt " .. . motivated to keep

011

working".
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Management - second offering
The 7 respondents expected to "Izm'e a suitable lllOrk;IIg base ./i-olll lll/,irlI /0

write on anyone of the questions from the assig1llnt'llf

lis/"; "1/(11 '('

illtl'raetil'c

sessions" and " ... be exposed to a lot of the concepts rc/ated to

cdllCtltiollll1

management".

The expectations were met to some extent because the

tutor asked students to choose questions and only those were discussed
11

because of the brevity of time". There were fewer interactive sessions than

expected and one student remarked that though "there were opportu1Iities

for group work, the number of tasks were limited.

/I

Another student had

mixed reactions about the experience and said that though they were"",

satisfied with what was covered, the tutor was a bit inflexible and all tllOri tll ria 11 , "
Two students of the seven who responded ''Jelt motil'aied to read 1II0re" and
felt that the "tutor was quite knowledgeable and did a 11('ry good job at 1IIl'l'tillg

their expectations".

Guidance and Counselling
The 7 students who responded to this questionnaire expected ",., to learn
more about the role of the counsellor and the importance of that [role]"; to
have "an opportunity to discuss issues related to counselling so that
[they] could apply them to work / home life situations"; to participate in
"productive tutorials which would support [them] in approaching the
dissertation" . All the students except one were very pleased wi th the
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sessions.
11

The satisfied 'customers' seemed thrilled, that they were

engaged in an active counselling session with a colleague" and

11

the

sessions were very inspiring and conducted in a professional way discussions and personal experiences were encouraged".

The one

dissatisfied 'customer' wrote that there was " ... poor communication with
the tutor (tutor did not reply properly on assignment) ... very little
support to handle assignment four".

Based on the very positive

comments from the other participants and the very negative comments
regarding local tutorial support, it would appear that this last comment
was referring to the local tutorial support - because that is where support
is provided from in terms of assignment preparation.

When feedback about this complaint from the students was given to
David Thompson, the Sheffield lecturer responsible for teaching on the
course, he said that he was quite surprised. The following explains his
thinking:

I was quite surprised with the outcome of the
counselling and guidance thing because I had dome
something quite unusual in the structure of the
assignment, which was to ask them to go through a
particular piece of counselling in St. Lucia. I had
specified as closely as I could, exactly what was
meant, with 'at length' kinds of questions. All of
them came back perfect and I was amazed that they
all came back so precisely and I thought that it looks
as though [the tutor] had been working with them
in detail to give them this kind of support to do that
because I just could not conceive of a group here [in
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the UK], for example ... being able to follow what 1
had said so dearly with something that tlley were
unfamiliar with as a process and all of them getting
it right the first time.
The lack of perceived support from the local Guidance and Counselling
tutor had devastating effects on some of the students. During one of the
study school visits, to st. Lucia, one student who felt that she had
absolutely no support, went to visit Dr. Armstrong, the Course Director
at the time, to explain her predicament. She had explained both to me
and to him that she was in a state of depression for weeks because she felt
that she had not performed well on the Guidance and Counselling
assignment due to lack of support. When she received her grade from the
Lecturer, Dr. Thompson and realised that she had got 88% for her
submission, she came to arrange a tutorial for her dissertation, which she
had stopped thinking about because she had been so distraught. She then
went on to be the only student from that cohort whose work was awarded
100%. She received a commendation.

Relevance and Usefulness of the Course
I have previously remarked that learning at a distance seems to share
many characteristics with traditional learning. However, there are also
some differences which could prove to be very significant.

While the

goals of education for both delivery styles may be very similar, there are
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some challenges which may become more apparent because of the
physical distance or separation of lecturer from student. Because of this
geographical distance, students may become more insecure about the
quality of his/her work and the amount of progress made. For example,
students may not have a proper sense of how far off they are from
completion of an assignment at an appropriate standard. This for instance
is sometimes evident in the type of correspondence which is received
from students who

require constant validation but for whom under

'normal' circumstances validation of this sort would not be perceived as
being very necessary. This is where, timely responses with regard to
assignment feedback is important; because in the physical absence of the
lecturer, those comments provide the principle source of guidelines for
students.

By looking at the types of difficulties students experience, can infer
something about the characteristics and circumstances of the learners.
Why is it that these people who signed up to do two separate Distance
Learning courses, experienced similar difficulties?

Feedback provides

some insight into the thinking of the students. For example, after the first
study school session with the first cohort of students from St. Lucia, all
aspects of the 'Study School' were rated highly with most of the responses
being rated towards the upper end of the scale as being either excellent or
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very good.

However, some attention should be paid in the "support

provided for assignment writing". Nine persons did not respond and 8
persons rated it as 'good'.

In the Caribbean, 'good' translates into

'average' when options such as 'excellent' and 'very good' have not been
selected. In my view, this could either be a signal that some more support
should be given, or conversely, it may simply be a reflection of the
internal struggles of the students as they were coming to terms with new
concepts and literature, different teaching and learning styles of a 'foreign
institution' .
Since Universities are increasingly being
attracted to the prOVIsIon of distance
education, they seem to be also shifted their
emphasis from "selling (getting people to buy
what producers feel like producing) towards
marketing (finding out what people and
providing it)"
(Rowntree, 2000 online)

When asked about the usefulness of the course overall, though some
students misunderstood and commented on the usefulness of the last
Specialist Option, those who responded about the course in general did so
positively. Quoted under are some of their comments:

Helped me to critically question our education
system in terms of structure, goals vis-a.-vis the
reality in the schools and society, and the ways in
which I can contribute to tIre development of a
dynamic system.
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I developed a critical eye towards the curriculul1l
offered in my school. I re-thought my perceptions of
the function of education and moped towards redefining my role as a teacher in today's schools
within the St. Lucia education system.
It has made me a more critical individual and a more

reflective teacher.
Useful in my understanding of the analysis of policy
documents.
The course has given me a chance to refresh my
knowledge as well as to gain new knowledge in the
field of education.

Based on Table 10.8 below it would appear that the students seemed
minimally less satisfied with this study school. It may have been because
they were becoming tired as the course was drawing to a close or it could
be that the quality of the sessions had fallen. This was reflected in their
responses to the Management Specialist Option. Though it was the same
lecturer who was responsible for the Management Option in study
schools 3 and 4, some students who participated in this specialist option
during study school 4 seemed to be more dissatisfied than those who
participated in the Management Specialist Option during Study School 3.
The lowest rating then was 'Good' with the rest being described as 'Very
Good' or 'Excellent'

It should be pointed out that this was indeed that

lecturer's swansong because it was her last official teaching engagement
with the University before her retirement.
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Table 10.8: Rated Aspects 1 - 3 of Study School
Cross-tabulated with Option
Aspects of Study
School IV
Introduction of
principal themes
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Total
Provision of forum for
discussion of identified
issues
Fair
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Total

S ,ecialist Options
Education for
Employment

Guidance &
Counsel1ing

Total

Management

-

1

-

3
4

3
3

1
6

1
7
13

7

7

7

21

-

-

-

1
2
4

7
7

1
2
5
13

7

-

1
6
7

----

21

Provision of support for
assignment writing
Fair
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Total

1
3
3
7

-

2
3
2

1
2

7

4
7

2
5
7
7

21

Generally the ratings for the support for preparation of the thesis outline
and the suggestions for planning the thesis have been positive. However,
in the Management Specialist Option, a few (3 or 4) students registered
their displeasure by using the 'poor' and 'fair' options. (See Table 10.9
below)
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Table 10.9: Rated Thesis Aspects 4 - 5 of Study School
Cross-tabulated with Option
Thesis Aspects of
Study School III
Support for
preparation of thesis
outline
Poor
Fair
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Total

S f'_ecialist Options
Education for
Employment

3
3
1
7

Management

1
3
2
1
7

Guidance &
Counselling

Total

-

1

-

3
6

1
2
4
7

5
6

21

Suggestions for
planning thesis
Poor
Fair
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Total

-

2
4
1
6

2
1
1
2
1
7

2
2
3
7

2
1
5
8
5

21

The 3 Specialists options were rated positively because the students felt
that the sessions provided them with sufficient insight to support them
as individuals in the pursuit of knowledge. The majority of students felt
that their interaction in their various Specialist Options provided an
opportunity to identify their learning objectives

(19) as well as a

participative learning opportunity (18). (See Table 10.10 below)
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Table 10.10:

Rated Aspects 6 - 8 of Study School
Cross-tabulated with Option
S peciaIist O~tions

Aspects of Study School
III

Provided an opportunity
to identify your learning
objectives
Fair
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Total
Provided a participative
learning opportunity
Fair
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Total
Provision of sufficient
insight to support
individual's pursuit of
knowledge
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Total

Education for
Employment

1
5
1
7

-

Management

1
2
3
1
7

1
6
7

2
1
3
1
7

-

3

4

3
1
7

3
7

Guidance &
Counselling

-

4

3
7

Total

1
3
12
5
21

2
5
7

2
1
6
12
21

2
3
2
7

5
10
6
21

-

-

All respondents felt that the Study School was well organised and was
professionally relevant. (See Table 10.11 below)
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Table 10.11: Rated Aspects 9 - 10 of Study School
Cross-tabulated with Option
S )ecialist Options

Aspects of Study School
III

Total

Education for
Employment

Management

Guidance &
Counselling

3

1
4

1
1

4
7

2
7

5

2
8
11

7

21

1
6
7

4
3
7

1
6
7

6

Well - organised Study
School
Good
Very Good
Excellent
Total
Professional relevance of
Study School for teachers
/ educators
Very Good
Excellent
Total

15
21

All the respondents from Management (7) and Guidance and Counselling

(7) and 4 of those pursuing Education for Employment perceived that the
assignments given were appropriate. However,l person from Education
for Employment felt that it was inappropriate and 2 from that specialism
refrained from responding.
Table 10.12: Appropriateness of Assignment
Option
Appropriateness of Assignment Education for
Management
Employment
Very Appropriate
Appropriate
Not Very Appropriate
No Response
Total

3
1
1
2
7

Guidance &
Counselling

5
2

3
4

7

7

Total

11
7
1
2
21
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Sixteen of the 21 respondents perceived that the material that they
received from the course would have been helpful in completing their
fourth assignment. Five persons ( 4 from Guidance and Counselling and
1 from Education for Employment) indicated that they felt that the
material was not very helpful. (See Table 10.13 below)

Table 10.13: Helpfulness of Material
Helpfulness of
Option
material in completing Education for
Guidance &
Management
4th assignment
Employment
Counselling
Very Helpful
1
1
Helpful
3
5
6
Not very Helpful
4
1
Total
7
7
7

Total

2
14

5
21

One student commented on this aspect and remarked that perhaps
material from modules should be adequately referenced so that students
could use them in their own work. Again this draws attention to the need
for an adequate library and / or library support. Visiting lecturers should
also try as far as possible to be as comprehensive in providing material as
possible.

Discussion
Based on the feedback from the various Specialist Option sessions on
students expectations and the extent to which they were met, one gets a
glimpse of a situation where the quality and appreciation of teaching is
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subject to differing personalities, teaching styles and even perhaps states
of well-being. Faculty members often share the belief that students learn
and develop through exposure to course material. As a result, the content
is considered to be crucially important.

As lecturers, although our

espoused philosophies of teaching and learning may sound radical, many
of us have been accustomed to a traditional learning process where the
teachers who 'knows' presents some ideas to the students who do not.
Many present day academics have

prospered under this

traditional

lecture system yet it may not be a system that works for the majority of
today's students.

Students, like the times are changing dramatically, and we need to be
responsive to those changes.

Sometimes we may have instances where

the teaching and the learning are taking place on two different
wavelengths and there seem to be no obvious connections. As University
lecturers, we need to attempt to understand our clientele and reflect on
how best we can present information to them.

Adult learners bring a great deal of life experience into the classroom and
they often have high expectations. Enquiring about these expectations
before getting into the content would be time well spent because it is then
possible to arrive at a negotiated position with the students.
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I think that caring and empathy are important qualities which contribute
positively to the effectiveness and professionalism of the educator. Poon
Teng Fatt (1998: 616 - 625) put it quite succinctly when he said that:
Great teaching demands a kind of a synergy ... .if
teachers have an abiding concern for their
students' total welfare and a worried concern
for some of their ailing, troubled students, they
will not just leave their students in the
classroom but continually labor to understand
how familial and societal influences have
shaped them and ultimately develop the
synergy between them.

Hamachek (1975: 241) expressed similar sentiments when he suggested
that:
Effective teachers appear to be those who are,
shall we say, "human" in the fullest sense of the
word. They have a sense of humor, are fair,
empathetic, more democratic than autocratic,
and apparently are more able to relate easily to
and naturally to students on either a one-to-one
or group basis.

Research which questions and analyses the perceptions of teachers helps
the researcher to reflect on the implications of the findings for teacher
education programmes.

What these findings seem to suggest is that

teachers need to feel that they are well informed about the subject of
study, especially as they are operating at a post-graduate level.

As

lecturers, it is our duty to provide them with sound intellectual bases and
encourage them to be reflexive in their thinking.
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Doing this with a high level of confidence encourages students to
participate and allow themselves to be immersed in the material.
Through the various activities which we employ during our sessions we
can provide learning spaces where students feel comfortable to explore
various concepts and challenge their own roles within their schools, the
community and society at large.

Communication is another area in which lecturers may fall short.
Sometimes they know their content but experience extreme difficulty in
communicating this to students in a manner which makes sense to the
students.

Bearing this in mind, lecturers should try to present

information to students in a manner that is interesting and dynamic so
their interest is maintained and they begin to grapple with the issues
before them and develop personal meaning out of these experiences.

The concept of taking pupils from the known to the unknown does not
only apply to schoolchildren but it is as applicable to teachers on postgraduate courses as well. New knowledge should be integrated with
previous knowledge in order to encourage the students to actively
participate in the new learning experiences. Lecturers should be able to
balance the presentation of new material, with debate, discussion and
student experiences. On distance education courses, it is not sufficient to
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acknowledge that you are' clueless' about the students' 'local situation'.
It would be worthwhile to engage in a little pre-visit research that looks at

the history of the country, the education system and even some current
events. These can be used as springboards for conversation or further
investigation. This has been made very possible by virtue of the internet.
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Chapter 11: Collaboration,
Perspectives

Partnerships
on

the

and

Alliances:

Development

of

the

Programme
Introduction
In Chapter 2, it was argued that higher education has irreversibly
changed over the past 15 to 20 years. University education has moved
from an elite system to a mass system. The frontiers of higher education
have expanded more rapidly that they have ever done before by
extensively moving across geographical boundaries and accommodating
different forms of partnership and collaboration.

Traditionally, universities have sought to maintain their

autonomy,

establish their own standards and shape their own identities within their
own spaces. Those that belong to the elite sphere, have taken great pains
to ensure that the uniqueness of their special license will continue to
attract students from around the world. However, some of this thinking
has been modified over time as various global forces have impacted on
higher education institutions. The marketisation of education has been
accelerated by economic, social, political, technological and even
educational considerations. Whereas notions of interdependence were
neither possible nor desirable for universities who fought to maintain
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their individuality,

prevailing global conditions have increasingly

pressured many institutions into mergers and collaborations with other
organisations in an effort to maintain economic viability and advance
their appeal.

In an attempt at re-creation, Universities and their Dep<1rtll1ents h,1\'l'
moved towards more hybrid models of operation and the walls

betWL'L'll

departments, programmes and people have become more porous and
perhaps even seamless. As a result, they have engaged in collaborative
ventures, built partnerships and developed strategic alliances.

Thl'se

special relationships, are usually based on some formal agreement and
can be perceived as "active working partnership(s) supported by some
kind of institutional commitment" (Neil, 1981:25). They may be between
two or more higher education institutions and/or involve businesses,
non-profit

organisa tions

or

non-governmental

organisations.

Undoubtedly, these strategic partnerships and alliances have developed
in an effort to maximize the strengths of individual partners while also
creating new opportunities.

This chapter will look at the University's School of Education experiences
of collaboration in Trinidad and St. Lucia and identify the issues and
lessons to be learned from both countries.

One the one hand the

.:tOR

collaboration could be perceived as extending access to the University' for
other countries but on the other hand, it could be perceived within the
context of an economic rationalist agenda where the Univl>rsity sel'ks to
promote access for economic and prestigious gain within a global Illi:lrkd
place.

I will also

look at the views expressed by key Caribbean

stakeholders and their experience of the collaboration.

The Case o/Trinidad & Tobago
The main impetus for the development of the University of Sheffil'ld's
distance education programmes came from teachers in the Caribbean
working collectively through non-governmental and governnwntai
organisations to address the shortage of trained teachers.

The training

opportunities which were provided were based on the teachers' struggle
for social justice and their firm commitment to a collaborative relationship
which supported their empowerment (Namsoo & Armstrong, 1999).

In Trinidad and Tobago, they formed a strategic alliance with their local
Teachers' Union, T&TUTA and lobbied for the Union to form a
partnership with the University of Sheffield in the interest of the
professional development of their members.

In the very early days of

the University's collaboration with the Teachers' Union, few people
believed that the experiment' would work. From the T &TUT A side, no
I
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systems were established to accommodate students either in terms of
payments of fees or records of any type of transactions (academic or
otherwise). From the University's point of view, one got the impression
that the systems in the various departments wen' operating within
vacuum.

,1

Derrick Armstrong, former Programme Director of the

Caribbean Programme at the University of Sheffield, expresses the view
that:

the ll'orld has changed since 1989 7l'hen the
programme ll'17S first establislzed. At tlmt time fell
people cared what we were doing but 110711 we are
entering into a more profound period of struggle
O'l'er the values, practices and Oll fcomes of education
011 the international stage.

1

Such is the effect of globalisation, mass education and commodification.
There is no doubt that a combination of factors such as the reduction in
direct public funding for universities, and the current business rhetoric of
market efficiency, economic rationality and market share, are forcing
universities into the business of selling products and services related to
education to the various 'markets' within the global economy. As such
universities are becoming corporations in their own right. They market
their brands in the same way as do Nike, Coke and McDonalds in order
" ... to occupy a central place in ... popular culture, not just the business
world" (Ritzer, 2000:5).
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Dennis Conrad, in an interview with a former First Vice President of
T& TUT A,

Jennifer Lavia,

speaking about the initial link with the

University of Sheffield emphasised the importance of the collaboriltion as
realistic way of supporting 'the cause'. He says:
The partnership between a teachers' union, [a1
community based organization and a
university, and the focus on teachers shaping
and constructing their own professional
development, emerged as the first of its kind.
The project is evidenced by the commitment of
a people to shape its destiny in a collaborativeconsultative capacity with a highly respected
university. There is a clear policy of mutual
respect and regard for each partner in the
collaboration. The acknowledgement of the
local special educators as experts on the
professional needs of special educators in
Trinidad and Tobago has been realised
through their consultative role in the
development of programme curricular and
local administration.
(Lavia, 1l)9H)
Such was the intensity of purpose among that first pioneering cohort
that some of that momentum and vitality from a shared vision lingers
today in the newly formed Caribbean Institute for Research and
Professional Education (CIRPE) mentioned earlier in Chapters 6 and 9.
This group is by no means 'new'. Rather, it comprises former graduates
of the various courses conducted by the University of Sheffield along with
longstanding supporters in the field of

education who have formed

themselves into a registered body. This collaboration though informal at
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first, went through the stages of adhocism into

Cl

more form,)]]"

negotiated arrangement.

Armstrong, in his analysis of the Caribbean programme, rL'fers to it

,,)S ,I

" ... remarkable experiment". He acknowledges that though it lias " .. .1111..('11
time to get where it is",

it was that combination of

"patifllct'

t1l1d

determination from all invol'l'ed" that made it into a reality. His considered
view is that the Caribbean Institute which is housed in Trinidad, has

" ... tlze key role to play" in strengthening the collaboration across the region
and re-inforcing the support infra-structure.

It also has a role to increase

its output significantly by building on the academic linkages which
already exist and engaging in more research and publication activities.
The challenge is that the Institute " ... is still a fledgling which

fall or be pushed from the nest",

COl/Id

casily

Underpinning all of this is what he

describes as, " ... an ambiguous relationship iJet7l'Cell etillCl7tors ill tile Caribbe{/I/

and t1 first world ullil'ersity".

Decisions taken at the School of Education within the past year, have
suggested that the School of Education sees the emergence of a local
agency as a step in the right direction because it is investing in the human
resources of the country who are successful products of its programme.
Thompson is satisfied that he has seen the programme grow and develop
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... rougJzly in a way that (lie) enl'isioned it growi1lg
- (Pitll greater independence from tlte people ill tlte
CaribbealZ.
The recent del elopllzcllt (~r tlte
Caribbean institute seems perfeelly COllsistcnt (Pith
what wOllld be possible alld approprillte 011 1/
theoretical level tltat is, (a) ill tenllS (~r acadclllic
del l elopment and (b) also ill fenl/s (~f tltl' ChllllSillg
organisational pattern.
1

Armstrong. in expressing his views, is clear

in making a distinction

between the central administrative departments of the University and the
School of Education. He explains that:

" .. . the Uni1'ersity jtse(f may 1I0t, be operatil/g
from altruistic motives (though that dol'S 1101 IIWIlII
tlzat its motil1es are elltirely colIIl//{'rcil711y driz '(,ll),
even less is it operating from a clcar zlIlderstl7lztiing
of w/zat it is that the School of EdllClltioll is tryillg
to achiel1e. This creates lensions ill its OlUtl right".

Thompson, who also served as Dean in the Department of Educational
Studies as it was one called, and has had several dealing with the CentrL'
as it is referred to, shares the view that:

... the central Ul1il1ersity has never really shared the
collaborative model that we were tryillg to work ill
the Caribbean. They always stuck with this notion
of edllcation being a saleable commodity lPhich is
relatively unproblem(ltic and tlwt is (1 great pity ...
People l/ape tried to get arollnd tile limitations of till'
institution, but it has been <'ery d~fficlllt ... they do
not see things in pedagogical terms, they see thillgs
in institutional structure terms.

Jennifer Lavia, current Director of CIRPE, former student on the very first
Certificate-Diploma Course and former First Vice-President of the
41:'

T&TUTA responsible for professional development shared her vic\vs in
an interview.
recalls

/I . . .

As a student on the Certificate Diploma course, Lwi,1

always lU1'l'ing to be in 'battle mode'" either becausc tIll' Vl'nlll'

was less than ideal (with the students having to deal with mosquitoes and
sand flies) or from a financial point of view, " ... kllO!l'illg /11111 YOII

goillg to get a11Y increase in salary at the

el/(f

of if".

,{'L'rt'

1101

More importllllt thdll

those very real issues was the fact that "ll'e did not get tilt' Iype

(~f

slIllport

from the Teachers Union that we wa1lted". This is something that I could
attest to. In fact, this challenge persisted, even when Lavia became thc
First Vice president of the Teachers' Union. She shared her challenges by
explaining that:

.. .tlte programme was not really recognised by lite
Union itself
. at its ('arious lepc/s tfle COII{t'J'ellc't' of
Delegates, tlIe General COllncil /lnd tfle Celltral
Executi'l'e. For 501/1(' reason, it scemed 115 f!lOlIgh
the main bodies did Hot fill! y accept tlzei r ro/cs ll1ld
responsibilities towards recogllising the progm11l1l!('.
That was hard - it was really hard ... alld I felt "{le ry
alone in that - almost as though it was {j persOIwl
and singular mission.
The whole fillancial
structure and the organisational struct/lre mere
really in a mess. What it meant ll'l1S tllat the records
weren't properly kept - tlzere ltJaS 110 proper system
the programme had grown and the system just did
not keep up with that growth.
" "

Armstrong echoes those sentiments from another perspective:

The problems 1l171 1e come with getting teachers
recognition for tlleir professiollal riel lc/oplllfllt.
Professional development does not ill itself adl'llllCl'
the cause of teachers. I thillk tllis is one of the great
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sadnesses of the TTUTA/511~ffield relationship;
namely that the llnions fi1ld it so d~(ficll/t ill
theorising the role of professional df'1 1elopll1ell till
relation to teaclzers' socio-l'collolllic illterests ill
ways that radically challenge the politictll
COllsen)atis1l1 of politicia1lS and the /711 rt'/lIICrtl tic
l'ested interests ill the statlls qllo. Perhaps this is 17
limitation that is endel1lic to trade ulliolls precisely
because their foms is upon narrow se~f-illtl'rcst
rather than upon broader political goals alld socioeconomic reform.

Concerning her relationship with the University, Lavia comp<1res what
happened in the early years with what happened later on.

In 1993/94 I l'isited the Unil'ersity mitl! the ailll of
re-examining the programme - 1 al1pt7ys felt t/Itlt
there was a lack in the Unipersity ill terllls of
getting ready responses to correspondence, reqllests,
and a sense of inefficiency in ter1lls ~f the recording
system. That had impacted Oil izOlP ll'ell the
programme itself was run ning.
In 1995/6, the Unil'ersity had changed the Course
Director in Sheffield I1nd it felt like starting all 07'L'r
again - because myoId suspicions aboll t the lack (~f
recording and the inefficiency with records e/c, WtlS
played Ollt. The new Director callIe /lwl alll/ost l/IId
nothing to go by. In one Se1!se, it 1pas Ilo/a pro/l/I'II/
because a lot of de1)elopment was taking place IPj tlz
the programme - the programme was 1II0'l1illg
fonl1ard. 1 think too, that Slleffield had its 0((l1l
reconsideration going on in terms of tlze reorganising and reconceptllaLisillg of their distallcc
learning unit.

Having been a product of the Caribbean/Sheffield experience, I would
agree with Arrnstrong's point of view, that the programme helped to:

Raise the profile of special educatioll 1111 IDllgSt
teachers in Trinidad and prepare tcachers to lIIake 11
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1l'orthwlzile contributioll to tile edllcatioll of disahil'd
children mzd children with other speciat tetlmillg
needs.
The programme Ilns also pnl"uided IlIl opportullity
for (1 large nl/mber of edllcators to /I[(ri'1' fonl'llrd ill
their thinking abollt ed/lention o1/(1 to see the
potential that they have illdi1)idllolly mill
collecti'l'ely to promote change alld n~lonll j(lr
children. Amo1Zgst these, ill particlIlar, Imp£, b£'1'1l
the leaders of tlle progmmme who 1U11'e cOl/tribllted
so much to tlle ca/lse of educatioll ill their cOl/lIlry,
and now for some in many d~ffere1/ I parts (~f the
world.
I think the university's cOllrses haul' played t7
sigrz~ficmlt role irz teacher edllcatiOlI ill Tri 1lidlld 17//(1

Tobago.
Lavia also thinks that the programme has been a success in Trinidad, Shl'
explains further:

Though it was hard in terms of breakillg tJw
barriers agairzst traditional educatiollal practices
that were common ill the country, I7nd getting
people to accept that it WI7S not 17 progmlllllll' from
the University of the West lndies, the programllle
started out of a need for tfaclzers to be tmillcd in
Special Education. TII.e program //le has emllled ill to
the only programme for the training of teachers ill
Special Education in the country. Accordillg to thl'
projection from the Marge Report, approxilllately
500 teachers were supposed to be tmi /led, The
programme has trained close to 200 tell che rs, ~f /lot
a little more tlzan that. 07)er the life Spl11 I of the
programme, it has accomplished what it IUlS set Ollt
to do.

The fact that the Ministry of Education of Trinidad and Tobago at the
time did not fully accept the programme, meant that people doing the
course were doing it at their own risk.

In spite of this, students

persevered and in 1999, a number new posts were created in the
education system in the area of special education and of the 16 persons
chosen, 15 came from the programme. Lavia describes this:

... as a hallmark in terms of dctcrmillillg ~r tire
programme Iras done what it set 0111 10 do. Fil/l1l1y,
the programme also inflllenced tile estllhlisll1l1t'l1f of
the Special Education eleeli'ue luithill tire Tcnc/Il'rs'
College Curricululll so that as 1111 imporllllll
addition to teacher education.

Lavia thinks that her most important contribution as the former First Vice
President of T&TUTA who served for two terms (6 years) was the

"professionalisillg and stabilising of the progra 1/1 me" .

The programme

provided:

... a model for creativity and imw'l'atiOll ill tcacller
edllca tiOll. In additio1l to that, alld IIlilkillg Sllre
that the programme was succes~fiLl, it 7(1/15
important to develop a special kind of relatiOllship
with the Uni'l'ersity of Sheffield which was 110/
based on colonial types of rellltiollships. It was
based 011 mlltuality - that was parall/Ollllt to lilt' that is what I set out to do. From 1992 the
programme expanded.
Tile empllasis WI1S 011
1
building, creativity, i111101 ati011, stability I1l1d 011
creating meaningful and mutual relatiollships with
tlze Uni"l'ersihj of Slzeffield.

The remote location PhD was launched in Trinidad in July 199H, J few
months before Lavia stepped down as the 1st Vice president of T&TUTA.
Seven persons registered for that programme. Feedback from tutorials
were very positive and students commented on severJI aspects of that
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arm of programme. They felt that " ... tlle presellce o( tlte sllJ1t'rl'isors (tit tlU'

study school)

WI1S

('cry sig1lificant.

Tlleir presence' reflected tile respect IIllti

regard that the Uniz'ersity had for the studell ts tlnd for tire progm 1111111'''.

They also acknowledged the support of the facilitator, Professor Len
Barton

If •••

for the tremendolls sllpport which

1I'I1S

prol Jitied ill

11 IJl'ry

prO/Cllllld

yet humble manner" as well as the Guest Lecture delivered by Wilfred
Carr, the then Head of School. They said, Pro.kssor Cllrr's preselltlltioll
11

(PIlS

thollght pYO'l'oking and a fitting slIrnmary to the set text Becomillg CritiCII/". it
11

was polemic and wide ranging.

The concept of

JWI Jillg /l

glll'st lectllre

IS

inno1'ati1'e and an excellent opportunity to engage i 11 dil'ergclll idclls".

Bernard, Head of the School of Continuing Studies at the University of
the West Indies, shared his experience as a student on the remote location
Ph.D. He described his association with the University of Sheffield .:\s

,1

'spiritual encounter' in terms of how he heard about the programme 'by
word of mouth' and the ground networking to make it happen; and, his
experience on the programme. To him, it has been:

... a novel approach to academic iellming at its
highest level in a way that we are actllally
practising co-operative lenmirlg in a sitllation
where we can't e1'en get started in the prilllary
scl1001 ... it has been fantastic ... sometiling I fccl
must be documented, if ollly for '((1JlI1t it IlI1s been
able to do differently.
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The Case of St. Lucia
The School of Education's experience over the years has shown the
importance of NGOs as mediators, negotiating access to that constructivl'
type of collaboration and contributing to the definition nf the pmaml'tl'rs
of that collaboration in a manner which emphasises mutual respect. This
has been the case in St. Lucia where the St. Lucia Teachers' Union

WllS

instrumental in the negotiations between the governn1l'nt of that country
and the University of Sheffield. Armstrong expresses the view that" ...

the St Lllcia Teachers I Union was certainly the c{/talyst tllld ill particlIlllr its Ill/'/1
President, Virginia Albert."

The students on the course certainly recognised the contributions of the
Teachers' Unions and two of them highlighted the support givl'n by thl'
former President and the General Secretary by praising:

... the ope1l mmmer in which the SLTU illitiated
the programme for all and not a select few; thl'
dynamic encouragement gil'en by the Presidellt
Ms Albert and Mr. In Pierre (General
Secretary); the fact that the SL TU gape letters to

endorse our acceptance for the purpose of.fi·nmlciI11
assistnnce .
... the encollragement given by tlte presidellt to
pursue tire COllrse, throllgh the informatioll
handed down from her experience. Also throllgll
the continuous dialogue witlz the Millistl'r of
Education for recognition of tllis llelP progmlllme.
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The following data provides an overview of students perceptions about
the support that they received from the St. Lucia Teachers' Union, and tlw
Ministry of Education.

In a survey of the first cohort of St. Luci,1l1

students, all 36 persons responded to

'question 21' which sought to

determine the perceived level of support provided by the St. 1.L1ciJ
Teachers' Union.

Only 1 person felt that this organisation was not

very

supportive. See Table 11.1 below.

Table 11.1

SLTU Support'" Gender Crosstabulation
Total

Gender
SLTU Support

Male

Female

Very Supportive

3

14

17

Supportive

4

14

18

1

1

29

36

Not Very Supportive
Total

7

When questioned about the support provided by the Ministry of
Education, 35 persons responded. Four persons felt that the Ministry was
not very supportive, 1 person felt that they were not supportive at all and

1 person did not know whether they were or they weren't. Sec table 11.2
below.
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Table 11.2

MOE Support * Gender Crosstabulation
Count - 1 case missing
Total

Gender

MOE Support

Male

Very Supportive

Female
6

h

16

21

Not Very Supportive

<I

·l

Not Supportive At All

1

1

Don't Know

I

I

2R

:15

Supportive

7

Total

7

When the data collected according to the 'sex' of the respondents and the
perceived support received from the St. Lucia Teachers' Union (SLTU)
and the Ministry of Education (MOE), were cross-tabulated, data
provided by 32 persons were used. All the men (7) and 19 women felt
that both the SLTU and the Ministry of Education was either very
supportive or supportive.

Four (4) females felt that the Ministry of

Education was not very supportive, 1 woman felt that they weren't
supportive at all
supportive or not.

and 1 woman did not know whether they were
Only 1 person felt that the SLTU was not very

supportive, and she also felt that the Ministry of Education was not very
supportive. Though at least four items of data went missing as a result of
the cross-tabulation process, we can still conclude that at least 26 persons
perceived that both the Ministry of Education and the st. Lucia Teachers
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Union have been supportive towards the programme.

See table

11.~

below.

Table 11.3
SEX

,J,

SLTU Support * MOE Support Cross-tabulation

ST. Lucia
Teachers'
Union ,J,
Support

Male
Total

Ministry of Education Support
Don't

To[,d

Not Very
Supportive

Not
Su pporti Vl'
At /\11

Know

3

-

-

-

:1

-

4

-

-

-

4

-

7

-

-

-

7

3

5

2

-

1

11

-

11

1

I

-

13

-

-

1

-

-

1

3

16

4

1

1

25

Very
Supportive

Supportive

Very
Supportive

7
Supportive

Total
Female
Total

Very
Supportive

25
Supportive

Not Very
Supportive

Total

Support from the St. Lucia Teachers' Union
The course participants identified several ways in which the Teachers'
Union had been supportive towards the students on the course. It was
clear that they felt that the Union was committed to teacher improvement
and were confident that it would make the necessary arrangt'ments to
provide support for students in the programme
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Thirty-six open ended comments were received and an overwhelming l-l
were very positive in their perception of the Union's support.

Their

comments were based on their observations as well as their experiences
on the course and they seem to be very appreciative of the Union's
intervention.

The comments are so varied that they art' quokd

extensively below. At least three persons felt that the Union has been
supportive" ... in e1 1ery way and made all

~fforts

to acc01l1l1lodt1te tCl7chers".

The data suggest that the Union provided support every step of the way.
They supported prospective students by first:

.. .initiating the program1lle so that teac/u'rs could
enhance their teacizing skills
The Union on behalf of teachers has Ilegotiated 11'; th
the Ministry to accredit Sheffield Ullipcrsity i1l
order to offer teachers all opportullity to purslle
studies at !wme .
.. .providing al'enues for professional imprOIlflllfllt;
prol'iding initial information abollt tile progrmnllll'.
'" initiating the programme - a commendable 1IIOl'/'
for making higher education geographically I7nd
financially possible / accessible
The Teachers' Union approved of the programme
and worked with organisers to initiate t/lis.
The Union was aware of the diffiwlties its members
face in going abroad to stlldy and also the
Ministn/s policy 011 distance education. They
worked very hard to present to llS a programme tllllt
the Ministnj of Education would accept.
The Union has set the foundation for its teachers to
become educated at al'enj reasonable cost.
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After approval was granted by the Ministry of Education, the students
recognised that the Union continued to share information about the
course at every forum available. They acknowledged that till' SLTU:

. .. pro"l'ided the necessary i l1forma tiOIl
access the programme;

011

hmu to

... accommodated late registration for 1I1l'mbers ami
non-members of the Union
.. .commluzicated informatio1l regularly - COIl(1Cllillg
meetings for all participants - processing 11117terill/s
for participants
.. .advertised the programme through meetings.
They made annOU1lcements at Union rallies.
Announcements have been made 011 tll(' mdio
... sent all t circulars i1lformi I1g teachers of the
availabilihj of tlIe course; encouraged teaclIers at the
Annual General Meeting to enrol for tJl(' course;
informed teachers about dates alld times of the
intenliew.
The officials hfl"ue encouraged me to plirsue this
programme (the advt1lltages of participating lucre
listed and emphasised).
... negotiated the structllre of the progralllme;
served as a secretariat for ti,e executioll of this
exercise; facilitated the programme
The course was officially launched in St. Lucia in July 1999 and the Union
continued to provide support for students by:

... photocopying of relemnt materials which make it
a little more economical for students; liaisillg
between the University and the stllde1/ ts thereby
clitting shipping costs; propiding office space for 11
liaison officer.
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... prol'iding Sllpport for financing this progI'l71l11l/(>
by making letters a7.lailable; ellcouraging persons

who were reluctallt to participate
... sharing of available resources and IIInterials
... assisting the facilitators of the progmll/ll/c
dllring study schools .
... negotiating time off for teachers to Ilttclld stlldy
scllools whene1 1er necessary
... taking a personal interest ill dealing 7Pilll
difficulties stude1lts may experieHce by lIlaki1lg
personal contact wi tll studen ts, dcaling Illi tll
studen ts' anxieties and worki fIg along 7l'i tll the
Ministry of Education - the Unioll lIas bel'lI
instrumental in students' participatioll ill till'
programme

One student, however, at that first study school felt that it was too early
to determine the contribution made by the Teachers' Union and said:

it is too early to adequately assess. HOWl'lll'r, they
Juwe facilitated tile applicatio1l /11/d illtereinu
process
Another felt that the Union should have been able " ... to access a lendi"g
institution to at least facilitate funding".

Support from the Ministry of Education

When asked about the ways in which they perceived the Ministry of
Education as being supportive towards the students in the course, there
were 29 responses.

The students recognised that the Ministry of Education's support by in
the

sanctioning of the programme.

They believed that tlwre was

dialogue between the University team, the

Teachers' Union and the

Ministry of Education and this dialogue enabled the group to

Programme

fl

realih/,.

n ...

Jl/ake fill'

They also felt that the Ministry of Education

endorsed the programme by granting 'time off for January study schools
when teachers would have been back at work after the Christmas break.

The students made reference to the Opening Ceremony at which officials
of the Ministry of Education " ... encollraged (them) to make full lIse of this

'new' and innovative opportunity to further their d(1)elopment in this areu",
The students also felt that it was important to have

n,.,

the presellce

(~(

Ministnj Officials at opening ceremony where they endorsed the introductiol1 /
commencement of programme". The following is a sample of the comments
made by students about the Ministry of Education. They:

... hm1e promised to accept / recognise the degrc{'
obtained throllglz tltis course / while they adpised l(S
against some others.
... ha'ue expressed their satisfaction wi tit the
programmes offered.
... have publicly voiced their npproml III the
opening ceremony of the Study School
... had been working along with tlze Union, alld by
all indications have expressed tl!eir faith in the
programme.
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... Iw'ue sen/ed as aduisors and lllme gll'CII
accrcditation to the programme.
... Ilfme endorsed the progrmlll/Il' fllld asked Jll"
modules to be made as fl cOlllplllsory pllrl o(
the programme.

spec~fic

... will recognise the
Masters from Sheffield.

cert~fiCflte

/ dip/oll/t7 or

Two of the course participants were very sceptical about the support
given by the Ministry of Education. One said that there was" ... (It'ry IiI tit"

promotion of the programme" and they" .. .don't Imoll'

(~/'.ti{tllrc

slIpport".

Another participant acknowledged her hesitation in recognising the
support of the ministry by saying, Tani not really SlIfC, exccpl 11II1t ',fi't'l tlinl
11

they 'had' retarded the progress i11 the .first place".

In terms of effectiveness, Armstrong thinks that the prograrnme in St
Lucia has been more effective than that in Trinidad.

For the most part, this is becallse of tile (01ll1llitl/lfllt
of the St LlIcin governme1lt to proj{'SSio17n/
development for teachers. This is not withollt its
problems but the political climate is so differe1lt tllat
there does seem to be a greater hlferesf amo1lgst all
parties in the potential of educatio1l liS 1111 agent (~r
social change.

Comparison of the Cases
I think that the case of St. Lucia is an excellent example of the way in
which the NGO could facilitate higher education and negotiate with the
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Ministry of Education to raise the professional standJrd of teachers'
knowledge and understanding.

Relationships like these highlight the importance of entering into genuinl'
collaborations with local agents who have a vested interest in education<ll
development within their own countries, to ensure that 10«11 politiC<ll,
economic and development agendas are met, rather than simply

<1

commercial intention of promoting the courses. There are elements of
trust and conditions for maintaining this trust.
benefits for

It

seeks to provide

all partners especially in the prevailing situation where

institutions of learning are faced with the same challenges of rising costs
and access to fewer resources as a result. Derrick Armstrong thinks that:

The strengths of the programme lie lI1ail/ly ill tile
collaboratiz'e relationships upon 71'Izicll it Ilas hl'l'll
built. This has led to the de'l)cioplII(,llt of 11 ulliqlle'
and cJ1I111engillg programme.

It is of importance to note that the very first collaboration that was madp

between the University and Trinidad was with individuals. It turned out
be an experiment. They had the 'Aha!' experience and decided to pursue
it. As a result, this mushroomed into a continued investment in the local
people of the region which transcends the boundaries of any form(ll
organisation.

Through networking with educators in the Trinidad and

Tobago and St. Lucia, the University has been able to build J cadre of
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professionals who in their capacity as local tutors, support the
University's capacity to provide depth and breadth of knowledge
especially in relation to the affairs of the Caribbean.

As a result of this on-going commitment to professional devdopnwnt,
opportunities have been provided for educators to publish their research
in the Sheffield Publication of Teachers' Voices in the Caribbean, thus
sharing their knowledge throughout the region. This relationship v,'ith
individuals has helped to raise the profile of local educators, while
building a critical mass of scholars within the region.

These' simplistic'

collaborations trade on the respect for the personhood of the individuals
involved and

have been instrumental in the fostering of otl1l'r

relationships.

One such link is with the Sir Arthur Lewis Community College of St.
Lucia. A link with one of our local tutors has resulted in a wider research
collaboration between the College's Research Unit and the University.
This collaborative effort secured funding from the UK's Department for
International Development (DFID) to look at Special Educational policy
and practices in six countries of the Eastern Caribbean States.
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Armstrong

in

reflecting on the current situation

11l

the Caribbean

expresses the view that:

olle of the exciting things abollt the progrt1ll1l1/t' is
the way it is both allowi1lg mu! forcillg those (~r liS
inmiz'ed to contribute to that debate hoth thro/lgh
Ollr practice and, more ambitiolls!y, tlirollgh tIlt'
impact of our work.
I believe that part of ll'fll1t our 1Pork is abollt is
redefining the meaning of Il IIIzil'ersity ill the 21s1
century in ways that challenge post cololliill
histories and barriers.
In this respect, what we do at l/Omc i 1/ 5lt(~ffield, ill
the UK, is jllst as important becallse to be e[kctin'
in meeting the challenge ll'e lltH'e to lcarn frol1l ollr
post colonial engagements abollt iIom we take 011 fhe
politically COllserl'ative forces that rpollld take
globalised edllcation in a l'l'ry differellt direction.

Collaboration: A Way of

Supporting and Respectillg the

Learners
In spite of the many successes achieved by the University'S involvement
in the Caribbean, there have also been many issues and challenges which
it has faced in developing its work in that region. It would be naIve to

think otherwise. In particular, issues arise from such collaborations.

First changes within the international market place create competing
pressures within the mission of the university itself. Secondly, the rapid
growth of distance education through globalisation has produced the

possibility of mass higher education. Yet, the globalisation of educational
crl'a tt'S

provision through distance learning systems of delivery

conditions that could support a new-age colonialism with new forms of
control.

In my interview with Armstrong, he explained his vil''v\' further

by saying that:

Globalisation is n powe~f/ll and tlirt,t7tt'lIillg
influence. I just think it is better to fight for (/1/
alternative that brillgs people together ill an
equi table, critical mzd collabora ti7'c rcla tio/lsJz ip
than it is to bun) one's head in the sand 1ll1dfight tl
losing battle for the presen'atioll of (perhaJls
dllbious) social a1ld cultural orders throllgh
isolationism.

The third issue that the notion of collaboration confronts

1S

that of

knowledge as a saleable commodity which can be traded on the
international scale as a result of the contraction of the world through
improved systems of telecommunication.

Yet, there is always the

temptation for developing countries to rely on the 'knowledge' created in
the First World thus promoting post-colonial dependencies. Armstrong
and Namsoo (2000:210) have argued the case for the University of
Sheffield by explaining that:
by contrast, the University of
Sheffield's programmes have been built
upon
local
collaborations
and
contextualised curricula, reflecting ongoing debates about the changing
character of universities in the 21 si
century.

4:'1

Nevertheless they acknowledge that," ... the globalisation of knowledge
may reinforce patterns of behaviour born of the history of coloni<11ism
which have given rise to 'ways of thinking' that frequently lock people
into a dependency syndrome" (ibid: 211).

If the underpinning aim of the courses

IS

to promote a demon.) tic

curriculum and pedagogy, then there might be on the pMt of the
planners and deliverers of programmes:
a recognition of the different social
positionings and cultural repertoires in the
classrooms, and the power relations between
them.
Michael Apple (1996::n)
Where this occurs, involvement in distance education can have a positive
impact on first world educators, encouraging support for critical
engagement with the challenges and difficulties arising from coloni.:1!
histories and globalisation within an education community. Moreover, in
these circumstances, the 'not invented here' factor which is often
identified as a stumbling block to collaboration (Mugridge,
1985) can be effectively challenged.

198~;

Moran and Mugridge

Bynner,

(199~:

5)

recognise that among the factors that:
... militate against the success of even the
most carefully
designed
collaborative
arrangements [is] the tradition of institutional
autonomy among universities. ... Several
writers have alluded to the common mistrust
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of teaching methods and academic standards
elsewhere.

In the Sheffield programme, staff development plans are in pl,Kc' ,md
together with regular meetings and on-line discussions, they ensurc' th.lt
all concerned parties are engaged in the developml>nt of tlK'

phil()soph~'

and practices of the programme. Certainly, more could be dOlw to boost
this aspect of the programme, but work has started and plans arc afoot to
develop it further.

There are several ways in which collaborations could be strengtlWIll'd in
the Caribbean.

Some focus on the administrative and organisational

aspects of education while others pertain to curriculum and pedagogy, It
is important that the Caribbean Institute for Research and Professional
Education position itself to play a more active role in the debates on
education and research taking place within the region, The University
through the continuation of its courses could use the proposed Ed. D,
programme as a vehicle to pursue a deeper understanding of education in
the post-colonial world.

This programme provides an opportunity to critique Euro-centric notions
of curriculum and pedagogy. This would involve a breaking down of the
'cultures of silence' that have historically dominated colonial

and

postcolonial education. On the one hand, this is what Freire refl'rs tu as
the 'culture of dependency' in which voices from developing countries
are silenced by the historical weight of their own oppression. On tIll'
other hand, the 'culture of silence' represents a cultul'l' of uncritic11 eurocentricism through which educators in the first world are Iwld captivl' by
their own histories of colonial domination and intellectual arrogc.mcl'.
Underpinning this, there has to be an understanding that gl'l1Uilll'
collaborations break down barriers by crossing the historical, cultul'dl dnd
intellectual borders that impose distances and separate learners.

Challenging the culture of dependency through border crossing dl'll1llIlds
a step away from 'banking' education and the use of the tools of
concientization, dialogue and praxis to elicit from educators, their iSS1Jl'S,
concerns, thoughts and ideas on education within tlll'ir region.
Challenging the culture of uncritical curo-cl.'ntricism Lkmands

th<1t

notions of first world superiority are rejected and that the 'culture of
silence', through which its assumptions are embedded in the world as
'knowledge', are overthrown.

CHAPTER 12: Future Concerns - Planning For Success

The Future - Caribbeanisation
Caribbeanisation is a consciousness building
process which allows us to look within and see how
we can develop indigenous-type materials to meet
our everyday needs. It in part suggests that we
create some of our own theories and apply Ollr own
areas of research with a greater sense of scholarship.
(Bernard, 1999)
Caribbeanisation as defined by Bernard, in an interview with me in 1999 is
the dream of a few inspired Caribbean people who believe that
collectively, we do have the expertise to develop our own educational
theories and systems in order to develop a more informed population. As
a Caribbean educator, who as a student experienced the devastating
effects of colonialism, I must admit that I would appreciate a more
student-centered approach to education and in this instance, distance
education.

However, I recognise that this is not always possible or feasible for several
reasons - some of which are economic while others may be political. For
example, larger class sizes and greater control from the centre would
mean that the courses become more economically feasible and be more
politically acceptable to the central University management team of a
traditional university such as

Sheffield who may have entered the
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distance education arena because

it represented

progress,

more

international recognition, and increased profits (Verduin & Clark, 1991).
Rumble (1986), recognised that some universities unlike the Open
University of the UK, whose sole responsibility is open learning, operate
as mixed mode institutions where both distance and conventional
education occur. The University of Sheffield is one such example.

At this University, several departments offer distance education courses.
However, each department administers its own programme. This mixed
mode approach may have the advantage of being able to draw upon the
resources of the resident faculty and services, but a disadvantage is that
some faculty and administrators may consider distance education to be
less effective and less important than campus-based instruction.

The

School of Education for example conducts distance education courses in 5
overseas locations

(Hong Kong, Singapore, Dubai, Trinidad and

st.

Lucia) and may have to close at least two because its expenses in those
locations are far too high. Although the main objective of the School of
Education is not to make a profit on its distance learning programmes,
they must be realistically cost-effective so that all operational costs can be
comfortably met.
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This highlights the importance of entering into genuine collaborations
with local agents who have a vested interest in educational development
within their own countries.

Future of Teacher Professional Development in Trinidad and
Tobago
In June 2000, one student who were participated in the M.Ed. in
Educational Studies felt that the " .. programme benefits all educators who seek

to improve our education system.

All tutors are excellent and the course was

well developed and delivered".

Another described it as "relevant, well

organised." Though they were not asked about the viability of the course
for the future, their comments suggest that they were so very satisfied
because the course met their needs that it would no doubt meet the needs
of other educators in the system. Students indicated that:
The content, structure and met/lOdologtJ was well

suited to adult education and the payment plan
allowed for working parents to finance studies.
All in all I am happy that I chose to pursue this
course of study.
I would recommend this
programme to other teachers willingly.

Future of Teacher Professional Development in St. Lucia
I sought the views of the teachers on the programme about the feasibility
of the programmes that were being offered and whether they felt that the
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programme now offered by the University of Sheffield had a role to play
in the future of teacher professional development in St. Lucia. In spite of
the few hiccups which some had experienced in terms of inadequate
library support and challenges with the presentation of some aspects of
the Specialist Modules, the students were very supportive in their
comments about the course. In their words,
It presents an opportunity for St. Lucian teachers to

become more qualified. Because of the quality of
training, teachers in St. Lucia will have acquired
skills and developed personalities which will
motivate them to bring about new changes.

One student attested to the afford ability and financial viability of the
programme and praised the structure because it provides on-going
support for students.

This is the only affordable programme that will take
a teacher beyond the degree programme. It is also
the best structured distance learning programme.
The frequent tutorials and study schools give the
programme a clear advantage.
It enables teachers who are not able to finance their
studies othenl'ise an opportunity to do so at a

reasonable fee; it enables teachers to improve on
their academic standards.
Of significance is the economic factor. Of greater
importance is the courses offered which are relevant
to the profession; that of teacher as a researcher,
exploring the many issues in the education system
which is not limited to personal gratification bllt the
entire system; policy makers, colleagues and other
key stakeholders.
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There was a comment which suggested that there was a shortage of
professional post-graduate courses available for teachers on the island and
that upgrading one's skills was necessary in these times. The comment is
quoted below:

After a teacher has acquired a first degree, there are
not many courses being offered, so that those
persons can keep up with whatever changes.
The programme also seemed to have positively affected not only the
confidence levels of the participants but also their ability to be reflective
practitioners. They alluded to the positive impact that the participants in
the programme had been having on the teaching profession nationally.

We have all been working hard to achieve ollr goals.
We have developed more confidence.
It is a form of educational advancement. It is a form

of empowerment. You can develop insiglits into the
education system and one can become more critical
and reflective, thus in the process improving the
education system.
One has a different perspective on education and
teacher professionalism.
At least it creates an awareness of what teaching
and learning is all about. Staff behave quite
professionally and this does have an i-mpact 011
teachers here in St. Lucia.

Recognising that research is vitally important to education and that it
could impact significantly on the education system was an important
acknowledgement for them. They shared the following comments:
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It has encouraged a deeper desire to want to do

research and study in general.
Our teachers are donnant. They are not rejlectil'e
of their profession and neither are they engaged in
on-going learning and research. Suc/z a course is a
wake-up call that I think many are eagerly waiting
for ... to make themselves more proactive.
About the programme itself they said,

The Sheffield Programme offers a global 1'iew of
teacher professionalism.
has offered teachers an opportunity for
professional development locally.

It

They have provided teachers with venJ worthwhile
information in dealing with their lives as teachers
as well as in dealing with their students and other
stakeholders.

One teacher declared that professional development is the key to the
reforming and restructuring of education and another suggested that:

all teachers should have some sort of training i1l
counselling skills. Also, I believe the entire course
will go a long way in changing attitudes of teachers
towards teaching.

Teachers clearly feel that the course is supporting the country in national
development, especially in the field of education.

The course allows you to study/research your own
area. I like to refer to it as site specific. It allows
you to develop yourself and the education system in
your area.
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Role of the Course in the Caribbean

Fewer persons responded about their perceived role of the course in the
Caribbean. However, those who did respond felt that it would have a
similar effect in other Caribbean islands to that which they described for
St. Lucia, namely: development of teachers' skills in tlze context of Caribbeall

culture and educational experiences. One teacher explained that "the COllrse
work took into consideration the Caribbean viewpoint and tlze tutors encollraged
this."

As a result, "it has helped teachers to reflect on the Caribbea1l

perspectives." Others believed that:
This programme will over time develop a cadre of
professional teachers that will lead tile future
direction of education policy and theories in the
Caribbean.
Yes, it can help teachers to strive for a le1'el that is
comparable to that of the developed countries.
Teachers in the Caribbean are starved for knowledge
in education. If there is an avenue open where
teachers do not have to lea've their homeland, they
will grasp at it.
Teachers (particularly me) have been better able to
understand their demanding roles as well as the
education system in which they work; this is
necessary in empowering teachers to make the
changes that is most needed in the system.

Challenges of Communication
If distance education is to be successful in such an environment, there
must be both effective communication systems in place along with
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organizational and administrative structures which support this mode of
operation.

Because modern-day practices of distance learning have

practically collapsed the notions of space and time, it is important that
systems are developed to ensure that the various administrative stakeholders (heads of departments, administrators, lecturers, secretaries) are
included in the information loop and updated at appropriate times. In
that same light, systems should be established so that students can be
contacted fairly easily and that general information and instructions can
be delivered on time. Basically, information should be able to flow within
a system where all persons and departments involved are aware of the
common goals, activities and procedures.

This should also include a

built-in mechanism for constructive and appropriate feedback whenever
this is necessary (Verduin and Clark, 1991).

Administrative Challenges of Distance Education
One problem that I have encountered while being involved

In

the

programme relates to administration. Kaye and Rumble (1981) refer to
some of the problems experienced by traditional educational institutions
when they begin to introduce distance learning programmes. A major
issue lies in resolving the management conflict between distance
education and traditional academic programmes. Distance learning
programmes often require the management and structure of a business
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enterprise, while traditional academic courses reqUIre a completely
different style of governance. These differences lIoften find expression in
a conflict between academic 'freedom of action' and the necessity for
maintaining effective production mechanisms 11 (Kay and Rumble,
1981:179) necessary for distance education course

development and

distribution.

For example, at Sheffield, the financial regulations seem extremely rigid
and do not make allowances for simple situations like: the payment of
laundry bills, when lecturers have been out teaching for two weeks; or
taxis when drivers do not give receipts or, the purchase of street food
where no receipts are available. These regulations have been developed
for UK situations where persons travel to various meetings or conferences
and are not expected to stay more than a couple of days.

When on teaching or research trips abroad, you are expected to pay
expenses out of your own pocket with the expectation of some reimbursement upon your return.

This however, is at your own risk

because of fluctuating foreign exchange interest rates.

No consideration

has been given to the granting of a per diem in advance of the expedition.
It is expected that lecturers will be solvent and be able to accommodate,

sometimes substantial outlays to support the University's work overseas.
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If a personal credit card is used, then staff are responsible for any interest

which may accrue as a result of the use of their card on University
business.

No where in the Financial Regulations is there mention of provisions for
the teaching of distance learning courses overseas or, worse yet, in
developing countries where high tech systems have mostly not been
implemented.

Distance education courses in developing countries frequently face
difficulties because of the under-development of the infra-structure
necessary to properly support such programmes.

There have been

instances where Course Directors have had to pay for equipment rental
and photocopying from their personal funds because the financial
regulations do not accommodate such transactions. Their systems arc
basically to deal with UK transactions and of course they have their
preferred buyer and purchase order systems which may work well for the
UK context but only hinder operations in developing countries. One has
to be seriously interested in the professional advancement of teachers, if
one has to continue performing as a Course Director in the Caribbean
because one can often be found 'out-of-pocket '.
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Staff from the region who are employed by the University to support
distance learning students frequently find themselves 'out of pocket'
because of unpaid expenses and salaries that can take up to three months
to arrive from the time when a claim has been submitted. It is almost as if
the distance learning courses and the central financial administration of
the University are dancing to the beat of different drums.

Reflecting on the challenges, it would be fair to state that creativity and
originality are in direct conflict with institutionalisation.

Yet these

challenges must be resolved and the boundaries of thinking about
situations expanded if the University is to move forward into a new
learning age.

While some may be eager to pursue a meeting of the

minds, others, who may be steeped in traditional methods of teaching
and learning and traditional systems of managing academia, may resist
any integration process at all costs. Negative attitudes and rigidity of
mind are often the major institutional barriers to progress.

Networking
Undoubtedly electronic networking is an important tool for distance
education, but a proper people network is as equally important if one
needs to get a new idea accepted and implemented. In every organisation
there are the primary forces

of power and

politics at

play.
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Understanding where the various power bases are, and being able to
establish adequate communication networks which incorporate these
bases are often an integral step to implementing innovative ideas. Very
often these are

dependent on personal contacts and on who knows

whom. One cannot under-estimate the importance of building supportive
relationships.

Although there may be clear strategies for implementing innovations,
educational change is socially complex and is often at the

mercy of

organizational culture. What is clear is that there must have been some
shared vision for distance education programmes in the School of
Education at the University of Sheffield because they now account for the
majority of School's teaching programme.

Shale (1985: 11) suggests that it is important to understand the practices
which are imbedded within traditional universities. For example, do they
allow for change and innovation?

Universities

which specialise in

distance and open learning usually have a different view of education.
They may perceive it as fluid in nature easily packaged and transportable
while traditional universities are regarded as institutions where there is
due process, academic staff, and research. In education, what really
matters is whether the education that that is being delivered can be rated
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internationally as 'academically excellent'.

I believe that courses run at

a distance can be just as personally rewarding and can achieve
comparable academic excellence as is the case with courses run via the
traditional setting. What is crucial is that the necessary structures are in
place to support that type of learning.

From my research, I would conclude by recommending nine basic rules of
engagement which should be actioned out, if courses in distance learning
in small island developing states are to be professionally managed and
academically successful:
~

Recognising that technology is not a panacea for distance
learning.

~

Any equipment that is available for use must be reliable.

~

There should be a high degree of sensitivity to cultural
diversities when designing the course.

~

The instructional design should be student-friendly and
unambiguous.

~

Distance learning instructors and tutors should be exposed to
pedagogical training.

~

A supportive management/ administrative system is absolutely
essential.

~

Attention must be given to learner support services.
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~

A culture of research must be developed through the
programme.

~

There should be an on-going evaluation of 'quality' over the life
of the programme.

Recognising that technology is not a panacea for distance learning.
Too often, distance education is equated with state-of-the-art technology.
This is not absolutely necessary.

Clark (1983) claims that media are

simply vehicles that are used to deliver instruction to the learner, much in
the same way that a delivery van would be used to deliver vegetables to
the supermarket. This transportation does not affect the nutritional value
of the produce, it simply delivers it.

Clark (1983) admits that though the

new media are advertised as being operationally superior and possessing
very attractive features, 50 years of research has shown that there are no
real learning benefits to be derived from the installation of these. He
suggests that because the technology has revolutionised industry,
advertisers use that lead to lure potential consumers into believing that
the machines can do wonders so that higher expectations are set up for
what the technology can deliver.

While the new technological developments are exciting and innovative
and appear to promise increased accessibility to information at cheaper
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rates, sometimes this in itself is a fallacy.

Hidden costs are built in

everywhere. This new and improved technology may be entirely feasible
for the developed countries where the economic power resides but, the
fact is, an entire distance learning system need not be built mainly on the
technology of tomorrow today. It would be entirely possible with some
economic rationalisation to devise a simpler and more practical solution
by using less complicated and readily available technology. One of the
top priorities in the area of education for many developing countries is to
ensure that the education that is provided is cost-effective and is
meaningful for the needs of the country as a whole and not just those of
the students enabled on the course.

I agree with Perraton (1993:3) when he suggests that 'distance education'
is a misnomer.

Like him I believe that

The most effective [distance learning teacher
education] programmes include an element of
face-to-face teaching as well as using
correspondence and mass media.
Open
Universities, for example, encourage or require
students to attend occasional evening sessions
or short residential courses.
Colleges of
education teaching students at a distance
sometimes include a one-term residential
course as part of a programme of distance
education.

The selection of a distance learning system should be the result of a
careful planned process that evaluates the learning needs and objectives
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of the people to be taught. This would include sharing ideas with key
stakeholders in the area. For example, in St. Lucia discussions were held
with the Teachers' Union as well as the Ministry of Education.

The

system should then be designed to best address those needs and
objectives.

Any equipment that is available for use must be reliable.
When choosing equipment for distance learning projects, it is important
to consider not only the performance of the item, but also its compatibility
and inter-operability with the equipment in the other countries which are
being served. Other considerations would be the upgrading capability of
the equipment. This is a particular challenge with technology because at
the moment it is evolving at such a rapid rate.

Equipment become

obsolete within as little time as six months. There must also be adequate
technical support available as part of the package otherwise providers
and students will be left with only useless hardware with faulty or no
connections.

There should be a high degree of sensitivity to cultural diversities
when designing the course.
Calder (1999) points out that there is some recognition of a range of
challenges which are faced by those who are making attempts to design
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and institute suitable open and distance education practice. It would
appear that sufficient consideration has not been given to the important
and deep-seated differences in culture and ethos which are present
among various organisations, institutions of academia, countries. Added
to this there are a myriad of training philosophies, teaching and learning
values and traditions which abound within different cultural groups. It is
a tragic flaw made by designers and administrators of distance learning
courses to not sufficiently recognise these and in their short-sightedness
attempt to transplant models of distance learning into one culture when it
was clearly designed within and for another culture.

Robinson (1999:45) has recognised that distance educators need " ... to
understand more fully the cultural contexts of learners and to build better
bridges into and out of cultures of learning." In these times when there is
a proliferation of distance learning programmes world-wide, distance
education should be more than just a symbol of globalisation like the
ubiquitous 'cup of coffee', there should be some recognition and valuing
of the very different demands of distance teaching from conventional
face-to-face teaching. Calder (1999) argues that a lack of valuing can place
unrealistic demands on the staff and the organisational systems of the
provider institution.
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The instructional design should be student-friendly and unambiguous.
It is important to ensure that the staff who are charged with the

responsibility of designing and developing distance teaching materials
should have some background in distance education.

This should

certainly help them to identify and articulate possible challenges which
may arise as well as areas of support which the students as well as the
teachers may require (Abdul1ah 1998). Calder (1999) argues that staff
development in this area is essential.

The design of instruction for distance learning should pay special
attention to the needs of the distant learners. Design issues will address
the challenges of interaction with remote learners, effective visual graphic
support materials, and comprehensive evaluation procedures.

Also at the onset of the course, course providers should initiate a frank
discussion to set rules, guidelines, and standards. Once procedures have
been negotiated they should be consistently upheld. This will ensure
some measure of consistency in the students' learning experiences
throughout the course.
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Distance learning instructors and tutors should be exposed to
pedagogical training.
Distance learning instructors must develop instructional strategies that
ensure effective learning in the distance learning environment.

While

curriculum is important, the pedagogy that is used in distance education
courses will determine whether the course will succeed or be an abysmal
failure. It might be useful to take a holistic view and like John Dewey aim
for a fusion between curriculum and pedagogy using pedagogy as a
catalyst to engineer that fusion rather than simply as an instrument of
theory.

It is important to initiate

and continue dialogue around the

meaning and appropriateness of pedagogies for distance learning.

It might be instructive to consider the link between scholarship and

pedagogy rather than treating them as being very different. In distance
learning, if scholarship as research was perceived as 'learning' (Rawlins,
1996), then it would be clear that both scholarship and pedagogy would
serve to inform and sustain each other. Like Rawlins (1996: 190), I agree
that research is about lieD-learning ... about others and with others" and
would advocate that educators take the time to recognise and promote
the reflexive relationship between teaching and research, because both
must be considered as processes of 'co-learning'. Rawlins (1996: 190)
explains that:
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... closely related, is the learning of teaching,
how we learn to teach by engaging in teaching
with students and paying attention to their
responses, their teachings about our teachings,
their learning of our learning. In all these
learnings of teaching, our students help us to
learn to teach and hopefully teach to learn.
Teaching is co-learning.
In this way teaching becomes a pathway that celebrates our potentialities
and diminishes the fragmentation between theory and praxis.

A supportive management / administrative system is absolutely
essential.
Distance Education projects are partnerships because they can only
become successful if the various integrated components work together
towards a common goal (Schlosser & Anderson, 1994:4). This partnership
becomes even more significant when institutions are operating as dualmode entities, because it is important that there is a supportive
management / administrative system in place. Care must be taken that
planning is not based upon the systems of the traditional programmes but
should have an operational strategy of its own which could be linked to
the traditional programmes but which must be shared among the various
distance learning stakeholders.

It is strongly advised that there are sufficient linkages with the strategic

and operational plan of the department or organisation as well as with
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the finance department. Planning, should also take into consideration the
political climate within which the institution has to operate both at home
and abroad, and the availability, as well as limitations, of resources and
funds (Rumble, 1986). Prices should be set so they are affordable for the
target group. It makes no sense pricing yourself out of the market or
conversely running a programme with heavy cost over-runs.

These precautions are necessary to ensure that the strategies which are to
be put into place for programme development and promotion,
instructional development, inter-institutional coordination, and resource
allocation will be effective. There are also personnel issues, with clerical,
technical, and educational support staff forming a vital link between the
teaching team and the students.

Attention must be given to learner support services
Learner support has been identified by Simpson (2000); Tait and Mills
(1999); Rowntree (1992) Cookson (1990) as an important factor if one is
endeavouring to measure the quality of the service provided to the
learners.

Learner support issues such as promotion and registration,

academic advising, distribution of course materials, access to library
resources,

11

office

hours"

with

instructors! tutors,

feedback

on

assignments, and onsite learning facilitators are important in the lives of
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students and in retrospect they do make reference to these when referring
to the levels of support that they received during the course.

If course materials are sent by mail, then it is incumbent on the provider

institution to ensure they are dispatched at least three weeks before
classes begin. To help students keep materials organised, consideration
should be given to binding the syllabus, handouts, and other readings
prior to distribution.

To function effectively, students must quickly become comfortable with
the nature of teaching and learning at a distance. Efforts should be made
to adapt the delivery system to best motivate and meet the needs of the
students, in terms of both content and preferred learning styles.

Students could be assisted in becoming both familiar and comfortable
with the mode of delivery and any technology which may be involved.
Every effort should be made to make students aware of and comfortable
with new patterns of communication which are to be used in the course
(Holmberg,1985). There should be continuous dialogue about the types
of personal, organisational and technical and professional challenges
which they should be aware of as students participating in a part-time
distance learning course. There should also be a special focus given to
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joint problem solving, as opposed to the ascribing of blame for the
occasional challenge that may arise.

A person's history and cultural background are important because they
help to position that person in the world. It would therefore be advisable
to learn about students' backgrounds and experiences and also for
lecturers to discuss their background and interests, because both are valid
and equally important. It is also an appropriate way to 'break the ice', If
it is at all possible, some research should be done on the various
communication styles which are associated with various cultural
backgrounds.

Sensitivities to these are important because humour is

culturally specific and may not be perceived in the same light by all the
participants. Students may also have different language skills, and that
could lead to intricate levels of misunderstanding.

While everyone does not possess the discipline and high levels of
motivation that distance learning requires, the support systems that are
provided by the University of Sheffield for the Caribbean suit the culture,
learning styles and the state of the development of the region. As a result
students feel supported and make every effort to complete.

This

programme which began as a tiny course trying to meet the needs of its
clients within their natural setting, continued to develop over the past 15
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years with that basic philosophy of cultural respect and appreciation at
the very heart of all the ensuing actions.

Students are required to take an active role in the course in which they are
enrolled, by independently taking responsibility for their learning.
However, as designers of programmes and instructors we also need to be
aware of students' needs in meeting standard university deadlines despite
the time lag often involved in rural mail delivery services.

While some things can be pointed out by students through the use of
feedback from questionnaires or interviews or focus groups sessions,
there are some things which can only be developed by the distance
education administrators and tutors after reflecting on the various
situations and encounters. After all, students can't miss what they have
never had, nor can they expect things which they never envisaged were
possible.

A culture of research must be developed through the programme

In developing countries, distance education programmes with their
related delivery systems are often called upon to support national
educational priorities and the current political system. Besides, expecting
that the programme will promote good' citizenship, sometimes the senior
I
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civil servants will make specific requests of the course administrators to
promote a certain thrust as in the case of St. Lucia when there was a
specific request to develop the research skills of the students.

There should be an on-going evaluation of 'quality' over the life of the
programme.
Education programmes should be designed to meet specified aims and
objectives which become pivotal to the debate which focuses on the
evaluation of 'quality'.

Quality teaching is as relevant an issue in a

distance learning programme as it is for teaching in a traditional
classroom setting.

As such, I would advocate that there should be a

compulsory, systematic, on-going evaluation over the life of the
programme in relation to quality. However, important factors to be
included in any review are the cost and availability of resources. Rash
judgements should be avoided because, it is also very easy to amplify the
negative and down-play the positive elements as well as the inherent
potential.

With changing societies like those within the Caribbean,

distance education educators and administrators need to become
sensitive to the changes, reflect upon the implications of these and
develop a response to them which is both considered and thoughtful.
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In this discourse on the evaluation of 'quality' however, one has to
consider the differences between the aims and objectives set out by the
distance learning providers and those of the course participants.

There

are two scenarios which could play themselves one. One, in which the
course, based on the measurement of outcomes according to its aims and
objectives is successful but leaves the learners feeling dissatisfied or
worse yet, disenfranchised. The other scenario, is where the learner may
feel totally satisfied with the programme, because it meets their needs but
fails when it is assessed by measuring the officially specified aims and
objectives.

Because the student population of a course may be extremely diverse,
students may participate in a course for a wide variety of reasons. One
consideration for providers is whether, their aim is to satisfy all or most of
their participants all of the time or some of the time. The second
consideration revolves around about whether quality assurance expects
providers to satisfy all learners all the time, most of the learners most of
the time, or some of the learners some of the time. Now it become
complicated if the aim is to satisfy most of the people most of the time
because a few of the people will inevitably become disgruntled and cry 'a
lack of equity'. Learners are not a homogeneous bunch and as such each
will begin a programme with differing skills and abilities. The aim is to
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provide everyone with a chance to arrive at the ultimate goal - the
successful completion of the course. If this is to be done successfull y,
there should be a range of learning support which can be provided in
addition to the prescribed curriculum that all students could access
though they may be ultimately directed to those who have had negative
experiences of learning or who may have fewer resources themselves. In
the eyes of all, the provision needs to be seen as equitable.

The world-wide expansion of distance learning and global knowledge
networks has opened up new opportunities and new challenges for
Universities and well as learners. In all of this there is an important need
for viable world-wide knowledge networks that challenge the market
driven programmes of distance education that are mushrooming. The
University of Sheffield, through its lecturers, local tutors, and students are
well placed to use the experience garnered to theorise globalisation in
ways that further open up alternative forms of working together and
engaging with education in critical and progressive ways.

Concluding Thoughts
From my perspective, the University does not appear to have undergone
much change over the past fifteen years. I am sure that it will be forced
to change if it expects to operate within a global market in the future.
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Such is the nature of globalisation and marketisation. It is quite possible,
however, that long standing traditions will prevail, and it is by no means
a foregone conclusion that the University will be 'led by the nose' of
marketisation in its future development. This however, will not diminish
the fact that marketisation will have a dramatic impact on education
provision in the future.

In spite of all the challenges, I would like to see the University's
intervention in the Caribbean grow. I would like to see a development of
the programme which focuses both on a cadre of leaders in educational
thinking (through the PhD/EdD programmes) and upon continuing the
work already started with a broad cross section of teachers. I also think
the School of Education has to make a commitment to development
education as one of its research priorities.

In practice, this will only

happen as a bottom-up initiative.
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CONCLUSION: A Return to the Questions

As I come to the end of this thesis, I cannot help but reflect on the
elements which must come together to ensure success.

The one that

seems to resonate most with me is 'long term commitment', because it is
that firm determination which is necessary for the achievement of
sustainable results.

In this final chapter, I want to draw this thesis to a

conclusion by returning to the research questions and responding to them
individually.

Question 1:
Is there a future for teacher professional development in the Caribbean

using a distance learning mode?

This research has shown that distance learning can address the need for the
professional development of educators and opens up opportunities that are
not available locally. However, care needs to be taken in establishing such
programmes to ensure that the culture and professional experiences of the
people are respected in the process of programme development.

The

provision of induction programmes and investigative research cannot be
over-emphasised. One also has to acknowledge that learners who have
been taught in the traditional face-to-face lecture mode would experience a
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paradigm shift when they are first exposed to mixed modes of distance
learning because this approach focuses on developing the self-directcdness
of learners.

Students and local support staff alike must be supported

through such 'new' approaches. There is also a need to develop effective
support systems to guide and facilitate learning. This has been dealt with
in detail in Chapters 8, 9 and 12.

Question 2:
Can collaborative relationships based on distance education paradigms
ever develop to ensure that as far as possible the host country accepts the
challenge of 'ownership' of such programmes?

Yes, but only if there is a radical philosophy of education to point the
direction for future developments in Caribbean education. Breaking the
'culture of silence', we as educators, should be concerned with
understanding and also with contesting the role of education through the
notion of collaboration. Collaboration in this sense means much more
than co-operation and sharing. It is about challenging our own histories
and constructing our own futures. It had been argued in this thesis that
the collaboration between the University of Sheffield and its partners in
the region has provided a model for critical engagement with educational
issues.
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Distance learning is about crossing cultural, historic and economIC
borders. This can only be successfully accomplished by subjecting to
critique the intersections between those colonial histories and postcolonial futures. It can't be simply about 'banking' knowledge from onc
setting into another.

Question 3:
How appropriate is it to import distance learning models from developed
Western Countries like the UK, especially when those countries were
until quite recently colonial powers who built tlzeir nation on the slavery
of others?

The simple answer is - it isn't, However, it is clear from the evidence
reviewed in this thesis that the intention was never to export a model
from the UK or vice versa to import a UK model to the Caribbean. It was,
and continues to be based on establishing relationships with other
educators that celebrate their contribution to education within their
indigenous settings.

The significance of the early days lay in the

exchange of ideas and was reflective of a people who were developing
articulated responses to human rights and social justice for educators and
for students with special educational needs.
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Importation of educational ideas and values has not characterised the
programme developed by the University of Sheffield. In both its major
locations (Trinidad and St. Lucia) the programme has been introduced
and developed through the initiatives of teachers in those countries and
their organisations. Therefore, the programme cannot be understood as
an importation. It is fundamentally concerned with alliances which are
not inspired by the desire to cross geographical borders but rather to
cross the borders of experience. They have not been founded upon the
imperatives of marketisation.

They are not about the institutional

penetration of one (under-developed) country by another (developed)
country. The history of this programme, as is evident from the research
findings of this thesis, bears testimony to the fact that the Sheffield
programme is NOT the University of Sheffield. As Clough (1995) wrote,
"Is We course! Mistah Moderatah, Dis course, We!"

The collaboration challenges the identity and mission of the University
every bit as much as it challenges the' culture of silence' which has been
imposed through centuries of colonial education. Universities in the UK
face an uncertain future as both their role and their funding have come
under scrutiny.

Universities are both more constrained by the 'audit

society' and empowered by their new entrepreneurial role in the market
place of information and knowledge consumption.

What has been
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happening in the Caribbean, under the name of the University has not
been driven entirely, or even principally, by the University's own mission
and goals. Yet, changes in the traditional role of Universities in the UK
have opened a 'window of opportunity' for radical educators who have
believed in the importance of collaboration across distance as a means of
mutual empowerment. A consequence of this has been the development
of a practical philosophy which reconceptualises the 'political' character
of the University, not as the producer of knowledge for consumption but
as a partner in critical enquiry and transformative action.

Question 4:
To what extent has the programme been able to develop a curriculum
which is appropriate for the needs of educators in the social and cultural
contexts of the Caribbean?

This has been achieved to some extent but it remains an on-going
challenge. The curriculum is not a static thing to be applied; it is dynamic
and is created through engagements across borders, intellectual as well as
geographical, critical as well as experiential. Examples of this process
have been highlighted in this research. For instance, from the earliest days
of the work with special educators in Trinidad and Tobago the
curriculum was developed in collaboration with 'The Association of
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Special Education in Trinidad and Tobago' around needs and concerns of
teachers in that country. The work of the St Lucia Masters students in
writing a history of education in that island as part of the methodology of
their own curriculum is now feeding into the substantive elements of the
educational studies curriculum.

Similarly the research work that has been undertaken in collaboration
with the Sir Arthur Lewis Community College on the regional Education
Reform Strategy has provided a basis for curriculum development
around the themes which include 'education for all', 'national, regional
and

international

policy formation',

and, 'special

and

inclusive

education'. These innovations have been important not just because they
have taken place in the Caribbean but rather because the cross cultural
debates that are necessitated by this type of programme have also
challenged traditional notions of curriculum development as tied into
models of the transmission of existing knowledge.

Question 5:
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In what ways has the programme through its pedagogy been able to

engage with the needs of the educators in the social and cultural contexts
of the Caribbean?

Curriculum innovation cannot be separated from innovation in respect of
pedagogy.

The pedagogical challenge is not simply in interpreting

pedagogy as something that is about the technicalities of 'good' teaching
and learning. It is more of a political concept. It is about praxis, and
concientization. It is about breaking through that culture of silence into a
culture that promotes open and honest dialogue which respects the
personhood of the other.

Pedagogy is political because the historical

context in which teaching and learning takes place is burdened with
multiple

understandings

of

colonialism

in

the

Caribbean.

Understandably, there are particular connotations of that heritage for
post-colonial relations between developed and developing countries.

I think that in a region such as the Caribbean, pedagogy needs to be
interpreted and developed within a political context. Only then can there
be recognition of pedagogy as a political concept. For the most part, this
aspect of pedagogy is not addressed in the pedagogical literature of
distance learning. Yet, if the countries and the education system are to
move forward, it must be addressed.

The University of Sheffield's
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programmes in the Caribbean have been making inroads towards this
end.

Two such examples of such engagement are through the Social

Histories project in St. Lucia and the School Teachers and Action Research
(STAR) project in Trinidad. Both use innovative approaches to deal with
the historical issues, empowering teachers and positioning practical
research at the centre of their educational practice. In the process, they
are constructing their own education through their own practice. They
are in fact creating education through research and that is pedagogically
empowering. This approach moves away from notions of transmission
teaching which intrinsically is a pedagogy of denial of voice. It cannot be
anything else but oppression in that context because it stifles expression.

At the moment, there are limited opportunities for pedagogical critique
within the region and there is a limited appreciation of the subtle and
fragile relationship between curriculum and pedagogy. The curriculum
may change but unless the pedagogy changes with it, there will be NO
change. The thrust needs to be focused on further developing a pedagogy
of participative critique where people construct their own identities and
frame their own futures.
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Question 6:
How effective are the programmes of distance education implemented by
the University of Sheffield in the Caribbean?

The concept of effectiveness cannot be judged simply at face value.
Effectiveness is itself a political term which is value laden and can only be
understood in terms of outcomes that are valued. The issue is, whose
values are we talking about?

Retrospectively, one can say that it has been effective based on the feed
back from students. It continues to be effective because the programme
continues to recruit and develop. There is a demand for it; and, it has also
been effective because it has survived against the odds, the intricacies of
which have been explained in Chapters 3 and 4.

The University of

Sheffield, together with the Local tutorial and administrative staff, are
providing opportunities to educators which are positive at many levels.
The courses are economical, promotes sound educational practice and are
geographically accessible. The courses have provided people with tools for
self-empowerment and a forum for active debates and engagement with
current issues pertinent to the Caribbean identity within the world arena.
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Final statements
The commitment of the university to distance education in the Caribbean
provides a context within which different individuals (in both the UK and
in Trinidad and Tobago and elsewhere in the Caribbean) have been abk'
to engage with educational development in their own different ways. It is
difficult to say whether this has led to the needs of teachers being
addressed. But I would argue that these needs do not exist in isolation
from the programme. In one sense, if the test is that of whether or not the
programmes recruit; yes they do, so there is a demand. But the question
remains' A demand for what?' Teachers will have a view of this when
they

join the

programme:

professional

development;

promotion

opportunities; salary increments; personal learning; better, more effective
ways of engaging with and supporting the learning of pupils in their
charge; and so on. In addition to all of the above, and equally important,
however, is their exposure to, and participation in, radical thinking about
the role, purposes and future of education in the region.
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- SECTION ONE Introduction to the Course Guide
The purpose of the Course Guide is to provide information about the general
nature of the course, the procedures that you and we shall follow, and the
different stages of your study. We have tried to include all that is relevant, but if
you believe we have left something useful out, please let us know!
The Certificate/Diploma/MEd course for which you have registered is an
advanced qualification in education. It is intended for teachers and others
concerned with education who have already acquired an initial qualification and
some teaching experience. The Course goes beyond the initial stage of training
in two ways. First, it aims to provide further and more detailed analyses of
teaching and learning in order to advance your understanding of the job you do.
Secondly, it seeks, not only to influence your thinking, but also to influence your
behaviour, to make you a more effective worker within the field of education.
Now, these aims have determined the ways in which the Course has been
developed, particularly in the manner in which the various Modules have been
written and the forms of work and assessment designed. The Modules and
supplementary reading will provide you with much detailed information and it
is necessary that you complete the required reading and, of course, understand
what you read. But our major priority is not to provide you with information
that can be simply repeated. We want you to relate that information to your
own practice. This is why throughout the Course there are opportunities for you
to consider the relevance of what you have just read to your own situation.
Sometimes, these opportunities will consist of your thinking and making brief
notes on your own practice; at other times we ask you to make some
observations and record them, and occaSionally you are asked to carry out a
small-scale study. Finally, you will complete your study for the MEd degree by
submitting a research-based dissertation. You will receive detailed guidance for
this.
We hope that this course will help you to think independently about education,
to develop your abilities to share ideas with colleagues and work more
effectively with them, and to evaluate what you do. We are very much aware
that to help you succeed in these aims, you must receive clear guidance. You
must be sure about what is expected of you and gain adequate feedback after
completion of your assignments. This Course Guide is designed to show what
resources you can rely upon during your study and how we are to maintain
good communications with each other. You should read it carefully and keep it
in a safe place as a source of reference throughout the Course.
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- SECTION TWO The Nature of the Certificate/Diploma/MEd Programme

The Certificate!
Diploma/MEd
qualification

The qualification you receive upon successful completion of
the work of the Course will be identical to that gained by
students studying at Sheffield. There will be no additional
specification on the Degree Certificate to distinguish it from
other Certificate/Diploma/MEd qualifications gained at
this University. The Certificate is awarded to those students
who satisfactorily complete assignments for 2 taught
modules. The Diploma is awarded to those students who
satisfactorily complete assignments for the 4 taught
modules but who do not wish to continue with the
dissertation. Students who satisfactorily complete both the
taught and dissertation elements of the course will be
awarded a Master's degree.

A Modular
Course

The Course is modular in nature. Candidates for the
Certificate study 2 modules ("Foundations of Educational
Studies" and "Methods of Educational Enquiry"). Students
who continue on to the Diploma will take a further two
modules from a range of options. Masters students will
then complete a dissertation study. Further details about
the modules are given in Section 6 and guidance for the
dissertation in Section 8.

Extension of
Study

The Course is designed in such a way that the Certificate
will be completed in one year and the Diploma/ Masters in
two years. In special circumstances, the Course Regulations
allow you to take longer than 2 years to complete the
Course. This is primarily intended for candidates who,
through unforeseen circumstances, such as illness, are
unable to finish all their work by the set times. An
extension of one year is possible if agreed by the Course
Director. Any further period of extension would be
dependent upon a special case being made to the Faculty of
Social Sciences at the University of Sheffield.
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- SECTION THREE Forms of Study

Academic Plan
and Course
Materials

Included in this Course Guide is an Academic Plan, which
illustrates the programme for the course together with
approximate dates for submission of work (these will be
given in detail at the first summer school).
You will also receive the Modules themselves. These
Module packs are the backbone of the Course, presenting
reviews of literature and considering the issues that arise.
In addition you will receive a folder of readings, and key
textbooks. However you will be expected to read widely
beyond the core materials provided by the University and
you will be expected to make full use of the library facilities
available to you in St Lucia.

Hours of Study

You should, probably, aim to study for 6 to 8 hours a week,
although, as people differ in the time they need to assimilate
information, this can only be an approximation. This study
time includes reading your unit and supplementary
materials and making any notes.

Tutorials and
Study Schools

Throughout your period of study there will be regular
tutorials and study schools. The purpose of these tutorials,
led by your local tutor, is to clarify and explain further,
when necessary, the ideas associated with the Units, to
discuss as a group your different experiences, and to
prepare for the assignments which will count as the
assessment for the Modules. When you are working on
your dissertation you will be guided both by your local
tutor and a Sheffield University tutor.
There will be two study schools in each year of the course.
The first school is held over one week in July during the
school holidays. The second will take place in January and
will be held over two evenings and a weekend. These
schools are to be regarded as extension of your tutorials.
They will provide direct contact with Sheffield staff:
• to explain and further clarify the work contained in the
Modules
• to discuss key issues and share experiences
• to engage in exercises which expand upon the work of
the Course
• to provide help and guidance with aSSignments and the
Dissertation
• to provide feedback on work submitted
• to raise any matters, administrative or academic,
relating to your successful completion of the Course.
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- SECTION FOUR Assessment

Course
Philosophy

Professional development programmes in the UK have
moved away form exclusive reliance upon traditional
examinations, and along with other prestigious UK courses
at universities such as Bristol, Cambridge, Durham, East
Anglia, Exeter, Hull, Liverpool, Nottingham, Southampton
and Sussex, assessment is largely through course work and
research project.

a

This is because:
traditional examinations alone do not assist the
development of the skills which the courses aim to foster.
Our Course, in particular, aims to develop skills of analysis
and investigation and to change the behaviour of course
members at their place of work. Repetition of acquired
information in any context of a written examination does
not assist these aims and, indeed, may contradict them.
Moreover, our course philosophy entails the objective of
developing problem-solving skills in learners; assessment
by course and project work is compatible with this
objective. In short, you will learn more of lasting value if
your assessment is made part of your learning;

b the Course aims to build upon your experience and
knowledge. We assume that you should share this with us
and your colleagues. We seek to make explicit this process
of learning together;
c

in general the Course aims at developing the critical and
investigative skills necessary for research and the
understanding of research;

d you will receive early feedback about your performance
and you will not have to wait for 2 years to find out how
successful you are going to be!
This form of assessment does not present an easy option.
Your work will be carefully graded. You are permitted to
fail one assignment on first submission; you may repeat
this, after receiving guidance, and re-submit it.
Assignments

There is an assignment for each Module. Each aSSignment
should normally be between 5000 and 6000 words in
length, and, preferably, typed or word-processed.

Presentation

In writing your assignment, it is important to have a clear
objective in mind, state this at the beginning of your report,
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and after consideration of it, return to it explicitly as a
conclusion. This may seem obvious to you, but you would
be surprised at the number of essays which appear to have
no definite purpose and, therefore, come to no clear
conclusion! A piece of writing extending to 6000 words
will require careful organisation. Think about the general
framework before you start to write, and use sub-headings
to identify the different sections.
For those students proceeding to the Masters, in addition to
the 4 assignments, you will be assessed through your
writing-up of an account of an investigation. This will be
approximately 20,000 words in length. This project is also
known as a dissertation or thesis. The choice of area of
investigation is yours; you will be asked at the end of your
First Year to think about the subject of your project, and
you will then be able to discuss this further with your local
tutor and Sheffield staff. Further details are given in
Section 8.

References

All the sources (journal papers, books etc) that you refer to
in the text should be listed at the end of the assignment. If
you cite or quote references from any source you should
provide the reader with sufficient information to locate it
and check it out. List references alphabetically by author's
name, followed by year of publication in parentheses.
Thus, if you make use of Smith's work without directly
quoting from the work, you should write "Smith (1985) has
argued that ... ." If you quote directly what Smith has said
then at the end of the quotation you should put (Smith,
1985, p.13). This system of referencing is know as the
Haroard System, and full details of it are contained in
Section 7.

Grading of

You will receive detailed comments on your assignments
which will also be graded on the University's 16 point
scale. Grades are given on a scale from Eight (bare pass) to
Sixteen. This is a common scale for all postgraduate taught
courses at the University of Sheffield. Grade criteria
descriptions can be found in Appendix I and will be
discussed at the first Study School.

Assignments

The purposed of our grading your assignments is to give
you feedback on the general level of your work. Of course,
you will also receive detailed comments upon your
aSSignments. The University does not issue any transcript
of grades obtained during a course in addition to the
degree/ diploma certificate; however, should you wish to
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receive a transcript of modules studied and grades
obtained, the Department of Educational Studies will
provide one for you.
Allocation of grades is the responsibility of the University
of Sheffield. If you believe that an assignment has been
unfairly graded, you can ask (through the Course Director)
for the opinions of a further reader. The judgement of that
reader will be final, subject only to the validation of the
Board of Examiners.
Plagiarism

If you 'plagiarise' you take on the writing of someone else

and present it as your own. Such 'copying' is not as
dishonest as it sounds and many of you, understandably,
will be tempted to do this. You may read something and
think you could not explain it or write about is in such an
effect way. You may be right! However, remember why
you are writing. Education demands the application of
theories and ideas in relation to your own individual work
contexts. What you do need to do is to show that you have
grasped the ideas of different authors and can relate them
to your own context.
- SECTION FIVE Communications and Procedures
Point of
Contact
Tutors

If there are any questions or problems associated with the

arrangements for your course of study the Course Director, Dr
Derrick Armstrong, is your point of contact.
You will have a Local Tutor, who will conduct tutorials,
comment upon your assignments, and assist at the summer
schools. The local tutors are an important link. They are all
experienced educators and many of them former MEd students
who have recently completed the Sheffield degree. In addition
you will have a Sheffield University tutor, who will mark your
work and be available for advice. Your Dissertation Supervisor
will be identified once you have decided the area of investigation
(See section 8).

Academic
Plan

At the beginning of the course we will give you an academic plan
which will include such matters as timetable, tutorial dates and
details of study schools.

Copies of
Work

You will send two copies of your aSSignments to the Distance
Learning Unit at the School of Education, University of Sheffield
for comments and marking. We will return one copy to you
along with detailed comments. The other will be retained by
ourselves. Two copies of your Dissertation should, Similarly, be
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submitted by the due date to Sheffield.
Board of
Examiners

When your Dissertation has been assessed, it is considered along
with all your assignments at a Board of Examiners, consisting of
all University of Sheffield staff involved with the Course, and an
External Examiner. This Board makes recommendations to the
Board of the Faculty of Social Sciences. You will be notified of
your results by post as early as possible.

Hyouhave
difficulties

The School of Education and the Examiners are well aware that
some course members may have serious problems during their
study which make it difficult or even impossible for them to
satisfy the demands of the course. A sympathetic view is
invariably taken of genuine difficulties but it is most important
that these are brought to the attention of the Director and your
tutors at the earliest possible stage. Very often ways can be
found to ease difficulties.

Graduation

On successful completion of the Certificate, Diploma or MEd
course, you will be given the opportunity to attend a Degree
Congregation ceremony in Sheffield, if you so wish. However,
bearing in mind the distance and costs involved, you may opt
not to attend. The University may organise a function in the
Caribbean for such graduates.
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- SECTION SIX Modules and Module Outlines
Module
Outlines

The Certificate/Diploma/MEd course is primarily designed for
teachers and others involved in the education service. It
provides opportunities for course members to reflect on their
practice as educators and to examine issues relating to the
process of teaching and learning. Specialised options are
available to enable course members to pursue their own
particular interests and concerns.
Foundations of Educational Studies
This Module provides an introduction to recent research on
teaching, learning and the curriculum. It draws on a range of
perspectives from Sociology, Psychology and Philosophy to
provide a useful platform for further study. PartiCipants are
encouraged to reflect on their current understandings of teaching
and learning processes, undertake practical investigations and
engage critically with the literature
Methods of Educational Enquiry
This module will introduce students to principles and techniques
of practical educational research and will provide guidance on
planning and carrying out small projects in students' own
institutions and organisations. Different styles of research are
discussed and the strengths and weaknesses of each are
considered. Particular attention is paid to the importance of
planning projects, keeping records, making notes, analysing
information and reporting results. Practice is given in the design
and use of data collecting instruments such as questionnaires,
interviews, diaries and observation schedules. This is an
essentially practical module. The expectation is that on successful
completion of the module, students will be in a position to plan,
carry out and report on individually-devised projects which, it is
hoped, will be of practical use in their work.
Specialist Options (two options to be taken from the following
list of Modules which may be available depending on student
interest)
Child Development and Education
The study of child development has many significant
implications for teaching. This Module examines recent
advances in our understanding of intellectual and social-personal
development in order to consider their relevance to educational
practice. Cognitive, moral and social development, and their
interaction, prOvides the focus for the whole Module.
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Module
Outlines

Design and Development of the Curriculum
This Module reviews different perspectives on the meaning of
'curriculum' and traces major areas of debate concerning how
and what children should be taught. An action research
framework is adopted to examine the process of curriculum
design and development and to encourage students to carry out
a small-scale investigation in their own institutions.
Early Education
The Early Education Module considers the education of young
children from birth to the early years in school. Students may
choose the focus of their studies from a number of contemporary
issues including child development; the history of childhood;
early intervention studies; curriculum; children's learning;
assessment of children's learning; parental roles in children's
learning special educational needs; equality of opportunity and
children's rights. Chosen topics will be investigated through
supported small-scale research studies using a variety of research
methods.
Schools, Teachers, Management and Change
The aim of this Module is to provide an understanding of the
process of educational development and change and of the role
of teachers in managing this process. In order to pursue this aim
it focuses on a range of topicS. These will include:
• Educational change and social change
• Schools as agents of educational change
• Teaching as a profession
• The management of educational change
• Action research and educational change
Literacy, Learning and Education
This Module looks at how children and also adults develop and
use the skills of reading and writing and examines the social
contexts of learning. Consideration is given to the place given to
developing literacy in the school curriculum and traces the major
areas of debate concerning how and what should be taught. In
doing so it also examines the wider social, political and cultural
frameworks in which literacy can be analysed.
Information Technology in Education
This Module considers the impact of IT on classrooom practice.
A consideration of how various forms of software and hardware
can be integrated into the curriculum and the implications they
have for styles of teaching and learning will be made. This
Module begins from a theoretical base but moves quickly to a
practical approach involving teachers in using and exploring
appropriate applications of IT within their own setting.
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Module
Outlines

The Adult Learner
This Module looks at the general conditions for effective learning
for people after school age, with particular reference to how their
interests and ways of learning are heavily influenced by their
family groups, work groups and personal histories. In addition,
we will discuss how learning occurs naturally for adults, their
aims and expectations when they come to particular colleges as
adults to learn, and the relationships between the courses they
take and their vocational and personal development.
The Module also considers the adult learner through the eyes of
the adult educator, asking how adults are best taught and
assessed, what are the best principles of curriculum design for
adults, and how college-based learning can transfer to the
outside world.
Guidance and Counselling in Education
This module looks at the stresses on children and families as
the young people grow up in the new century, and at the
ways parents, schools and the wider community can provide
a stable supportive world for them. It will also consider the
special counselling and guidance methods sometimes
necessary when young people develop minor mental health
problems or come into conflict with adult society. Most
parents and teachers intuitively understand much of what
young people need, and the module will carefully consider
the usual family and school situations and the ways they
may need to change to help young people grow into
responsible and effective adults.
Comparative Perspectives on Special & Inclusive
Education
Too often our conception of, and poliCies relating to, special
education are based on narrow, ethnocentric assumptions.
This module will use specific case studies of other societies
in order to raise questions and seriously examine our
existing values, policies and practices.
Education of Employment
This Module will explore the nature, role and purpose of
education for employment.
At a policy level, the
relationship between education and economy will be
analysed. In the light of rapid changes in work practices and
the impact of economic globalization the Module will
consider how an education curriculum, appropriate for the
21 st century, might be constructed.
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Tutorial staff will provide guidance on the selection of a
suitable topic for investigation and advise throughout the
execution of the project.
- SECTION EIGHT -

The Dissertation
The Dissertation is a major part of the MEd and for students is
often the most challenging and rewarding part of the course. A
very wide variety of study is possible, including empirical
studies involving one or more of a range of research
methodologies, theoretical reviews, and historical, literary or
philosophical investigations. Almost always studies have direct
relevance to students' professional concerns, and in many cases
a topic is chosen which is also a concern of the course member's
own institution or employing authority.

Choice of
Topic

Because we believe that it is important that the topic you choose
is one that motivates you, we ask you to play a major role in the
selection of the topic of the project. Of course, you will be
provided with assistance in your tutorials, study schools, and
through correspondence with your Sheffield tutor. You should
remember that the completed work will be housed in the
University Library and you should aim, therefore, at the
production of a piece of work that educationalists will find
interesting and relevant.

Appointment Once you have indicated a possible area (or areas) of study, you
of
will be given assistance in the identification of supervisors. The
Supervisors
procedure for this will be as follows. The Director of the MEd
will take overall responsibility for the identification of
appropriate supervisors and will set aside time as study schools
for the discussion of dissertations with individual course
members. You will be asked to write a 400 word outline of your
proposal and, once this has been approved, the Director of the
MEd Programme will arrange for your supervisors, the local
tutor and one Sheffield tutor, to be appointed. You will be
informed of their names.

Relations
with
authorities
and
colleagues

In all cases where the dissertation is based upon investigation
within an institution (school, college, etc), permission must be
obtained from the appropriate authority. It is your
responsibility to seek that permission, although, when
necessary, the Director of the MEd Programme will write in
support of your study. No institution or person should be
named; fictitious names may sometimes be a convenient way of
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preserving anonymity. Sometimes those involved in a project,
eg the employing authority, colleagues may ask to see a copy of
the dissertation. You should consider this request
sympathetically, especially if feedback of your work can be of
value to those concerned. Sometimes it is sufficient to make an
abstract; on other occasions more is needed.
Submission

Completed dissertations must be typed and should be
submitted by the end of the Second Year. Your Academic Plan
will provide the exact submission date. The Board of Examiners
meets when all dissertations have been assessed. This means
that if there should be some delay in submission of your
dissertation, it might miss the relevant meetings of the Board
and Faculty and the award of your degree will be delayed.

Presentation

Dissertations are intended to be documents available for study
through the University Library. Therefore a high standard of
presentation is required.
- SECTION NINE Academic Plan

YEAR ONE
First Intensive Study School Ouly 1999)

Foundations of Educational Studies
ASSIGNMENT ONE

Submission 20 November 1999

Second Intensive Study School Oanuary 20(0)

Methods of Educational Enquiry

Local Tutorials January - May
ASSIGNMENT TWO - Submission 20 May 2000

YEARlWO
Third Intensive Study School Ouly 20(0)

Specialist Option (1)
Dissertation
ASSIGNMENT THREE - Submission 18 November 2000
Fourth Intensive Study School Oanuary 20(1)

Specialist Option (2)
Dissertation
ASSIGNMENT FOUR - Submission 19 May 2001
Dissertation Submission - 31 August 2001
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RESEARCH PROJECT:
Distance Educatioll and Teacher
Professional Development in 1he Cllribbean •
A Case Study of Programme Development
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Purpos e of th e St udy
Amo ng oth e r th in gs th e research

*

wi l l seek to :

[ r ace and aoc um ent the development of eve nt s wh iCh led t o the Unlv ersi ty
of She ffi e l d's collaborat i ve effort with t he Teachers ' Uni on of Tr i nl dad and
Tobago to provi de courses in Teac her Profess i ona l Deve l opm e nt in Trln i aaa
and Tobago.

It wiLL a l so attemot to answer the fol l owing Quest i ons :

*

Is th ere a fut ure for teac her profess i onal deve lo pme nt in the Car i boean us i ng
a oi stance l ea rnin g mode '

*

Can collaborat iv e re l at i onships based on distance educat l on parad gms eve r
de ve l op to ensure that the host country accepts th e challenge of ownerSh i p 0
suc n programmes '

*"

Wha- cond i t i ons would need to be met for Cari bbea n educators to proviae
prog r ammes of t heir own ?

*

Is th e r e a need for a rad i cal phi l oso phy of educat i on to point the direction
for fu t ure deve lo pments i n Caribbean educat ion'

*

How does one balance th e i nfluences of globa l i sat ion wi th the need for a
rao · cal philosophy?

METHODOLOGICAL APPROACHES
Th e pro j ect will ado pt a case-study met hod ology and wi ll rev i ew the intrO duCtlOn
and incr eased demand for teacher professional deve l opment in the Caribbean
throug h di s t ance education programmes offered by the Univers i ty of Sheff i eld .
An ec l ectic case-study approach to data collection wi t 1 be ado pted to support
th e researcher i n id ent i fying the i nteractiv it y of the var ious processes at work
and to i dent if y poss i ble pr Oj ect i ons for the future .
Th e quest i onnaires as we ll as the i nterv i ews are specifically designed to obta in
an insight in to :
~

the exper i ences of :
~

.,

~
~
~

o i stance learners .
past and present support staff i n the UK and

the

Caribbean,
a'
past an d present adm inistrators in the UK ana t he
Caribbean:
t he ir e xp ectat ·ons of t he programme :
the extent to whi ch the ir expectat ions have bee n or are be ' ng met : and
t heir pro ject i ons for the future .
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ETHICAL SA FEGUARDS
1.

Pote nt i a l oarti c i pants can choose whe t he r or no t they wa nt to become
i nvolved in t ' e researc h. having been gi ven i nformati on on the meth od s and
li ke l y uses of the research .

2.

Part i c i pan ts can withdr aw at any t im e and f or any reason .

3.

Th e sources of inf or mation will remain con f i dent i al where inf ormant s
i denti fy di sc l osure as a concer n fol l ow in g di scuss i ons with th e res ear cher .

4.

Those who co nsent to be i ng interviewed wi ll be giv en the oppor tunit y to
rev i ew the t , anscripts to dete rmine the l eve l of accuracy be fore they are
used as part of the data .

5.

Perm i ssion fo r use of the i nformat i on will be sought f rom the pa rtici pa nts .

6.

Names of pe rson s who respond vi a ques ti onna ir es or inte rv ie ws will not be
i dentified ' n the f i nal thesis unles s the i r i nfor med conse nt has bee n
gi ven .
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I wi sh to t hank all th ose wh o have bee n i nvolved in this pro ject . It i s
on l y through your part i c i pat i on and support that any progress ca n be made
towards the continued development of adequate pro fessio na l developmen t
programmes in the Car i bb ean.

,rill" rp./'o ,,/I ,

I;.."u.w o

Novembe r. 99
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Appendix 3
UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD
M.Ed. Educational Studies (St. Lucia) 1999 - 2001
SECTION A

1.

Gender a. Male

2.

Age
a. 18 - 24

PERSONAL DATA

()

b. Female

( )

()

b. 25 - 30

()

c :\0-:\5

()

e. 40 - 45

()

f. 46 - 50

()

h. 56 - 60

()

i. 61 - 65

()
d. 36 -40

()
g. 51- 55

()
j. Other ........... ( )

3. Why did you enrol on the programme?
(Tick as many as are applicable)
a. to get a promotion
( )
b. to gain qualifications ( )
c. to gain more professional knowledge
()
d. to meet other people ( )
e. other ................................................................................................................... .
4.

What are your expectations of the programme?

SECTIONB

STUDY SCHOOL EXPERIENCE

5.

Did you encounter any Significant problems with the programme during the
study school?
a. Yes ()
b. No ()
c. Don't know ( )

6.

If 'Yes', please explain further:

.........................................................................................................
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7.

On a scale ofT to '5' with '5' being EXCELLENT and'l' being POOR, pleas{l
rate the following aspects of the programme:

Study School
Introduced principal themes
[ 5]
[ 5]
Provided a forum for discussion
of identified issues
Provided support for aSSignment writing[ 5]
Provided you with an adequate
[ 5]
opportunity to re-define
or identify your own learning objectives
Provided you with a partidpative
[ 5]
learning opportunity
Provided sufficient insight/ information
[ 5]
to allow you to
pursue the subject on your own
The study school was well organised
[ 5]
- things went smoothly
Course Style and Organisation
I received full information on course
aims, and assessment procedures at
the onset of the course
I received Course Units and other
reading material
at the beginning of the programme
Lecturers and other staff seemed
to work as a team

[~]

[2]
[2]

[1 ]
[1 ]

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1 ]

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1]

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1]

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1]

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1]

[ 5]

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1]

[ 5]

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1]

[ 5]

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1]

[4]
[4]

[~]

8.

Is there a Module that you wanted to do but was not offered?
a. Yes ( )
b. No ( )

9.

Please explain further:

10.

Was the study school of the academic standard that you expected?
a. More than adequate () b. Adequate
( )
c. Inadequate ( )
d. Don't know ( )

11.

Did the study school adequately reflect the context of St. Lucia?
b. Adequate ()
c. Inadequate ( )
a. More than adequate ( )
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12.

Did the study school adequately reflect the context of the Caribbean?
a. More than adequate ( )
b. Adequate ()
Co Inadequate ( )

LIBRARIES

13.

Will you have access to a library while you are on the programme?
a. Yes ()
b. No ()
Co Don't know ()

14.

U 'yes', which library will you use?

a .............................................................. b ............................................................. .
c .............................................................. d ..............................................................
e. ............................................................. f. ........................................................... ..
15.

16.

Do you envisage having any difficulties accessing libraries?
h. Occasionally
( )
Co Seldom
a. Regularly ()
d. Never
( )

()

Please explain further:

17. What other strategies will you adopt in order to access learning material.. ?

ASSIGNMENTS

18. How appropriate are the aSSignments to the work that you are engaged in?
a. Very appropriate
( )
b. Appropriate ( )
Co Not very appropriate( )
d. Don't know ( )
19. Is there a relationship between the Course Material and your first assignment?
a. Yes ()
b. No ()
c. Don't know ( )
20.

Will the information provided in the Course Material be helpful in answering
your first assignment?
b. Helpful
( )
c. Not very helpful
( )d.
a. Very helpful ()
Don't know
()
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SUPPORT SYSTEMS
21. Do you feel that the Teachers' Union has been supportive to the students in th('
Programme?
b. Supportive ()
a. Very supportive
( )
d. Not supportive at all ( )
c. Not very supportive ( )

22.

If the answer to the above was 'a', 'b' or 'c', in what ways has the Tedchers'
Union been supportive towards the students in the Programme?

23.

Do you feel that the Ministry of Eduration has been supportive of the students
in the Programme?
a. Very supportive
( )
b. Supportive ()
c. Not very supportive ( )
d. Not supportive at all ( )

24.

If the answer to the above was 'a', 'b' or 'c', in what ways has the Ministry of
Education been supportive of the students in the Programme?

FUTURE PROJECTIONS

25.

Do you feel that the programmes now offered by the University of Sheffield
have a role to play in the future of teacher professional development in St.
Lucia?
a.
Yes
( )
Co Don't know ( )
b. No ()
d. Too early to say ( )
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26.

Please explain further:

27.

Do you feel that the programmes now offered by the University of Sheffield
have a role to play in the future of teacher professional development in the
Caribbean?
a.
Yes
()
b. No ()
c. Don't know ( )
d. Too early to say ( )

28.

Please explain further:

29.

Are there any recommendations that you would like to make for the future
development and management of the course?

30.

Is there any other issue which was not covered in this questionnaire but you feel
that it is important to share?

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. It is greatly appreciated.
Ann Cheryl Namsoo (July, 99)
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UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD
Certificatt/Diploma/Masters in Educational Studies
(St. Lucia) 1999 - 2001
Evaluation - Methods of Educational Enquiry
1.

What were your expectations of the study school?

2.

In what ways have those expectations been met?

4.

Did you encounter any significant problems with the programme during the
study school?
a. Yes ()
b. No ()
c. Don't know ( )

5.

If 'Yes', please explain further:

6.

Was the study school of the academic standard that you expected?
a. More than adequate () b. Adequate
( )
Co Inadequatl~ ()
d. Don't know ( )

7.

Did the study school adequately reflect the context of St. Luda?
b. Adequate ()
Co Inadequate ( )
a. More than adequate ( )

8.

Did the study school adequately reflect the context of the Caribbean?
a. More than adequate ( )
b. Adequate ()
c. Inadequate ( )
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9. On a scale of '1' to '5' with '5' being EXCELLENT and '1' being POOR, please rate
the following aspects of the Study School:
[ 5]
Introduced prindpal themes
Provided a forum for discussion
[ 5]
of identified issues
Provided support for assignment
writing
[ 5]
Provided you with an adequate
opportunity to re-define
[ 5]
or identify your own learning objectives
Provided you with a partidpative
[ 5]
learning opportunity
Provided sufficient insight/information
[ 5]
to allow you to
pursue the subject on your own
The study school was well organised
- things went smoothly
[ 5]
The study school was profesSionally
relevant to you as a teacher/educator [ 5]

[4]
[4]

[3]
[3]

[2]
[2]

[1 ]
[1 ]

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1 ]

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1]

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1]

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1]

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1]

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1]

10. How appropriate is the assignment to the work that you are engaged in ?
b. Appropriate ( )
a. Very appropriate
()
c. Not very appropriate( )
d. Don't know ( )
11. Is there a relationship between the books and material and your aSSignment?
a. Yes ()
b. No ()
c. Don't know ( )
12.

13.

Will the information provided in the books and material be helpful in
completing your first assignment?
a. Very helpful ()
b. Helpful
( )
c. Not very helpful
d. Don't know ( )

()

Any other comments?

Thank you for taking the time to share your views with us.
Ann Cheryl Namsoo

01/11/200
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UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD
CertificatejDiplomajMasters in Educational Studies (St. Luda)
1999 - 2001
Evaluation - Specialist Options 2

1.

What were your expectation" of the last study school?

3.

In what ways have those expectations been met?

4.

What option did you pursue during that study school?

a.

Education for Employment

()

c.

Guidance & Counselling

( )

b.

Management

()

5.

Did you encounter any significant problems with the prop,ramme during that
study school?
a. Yes ()
b. No ()
c. Don't know ( )

6.

If 'Yes', please explain further:
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6.

Was the study school of the academic standard that you expected?
a. More than adequate () b. Adequate
( )
c. Inadequate ()
d. Don't know ( )

7.

Did the study S<.'hool adequately reflect the context ofSt. Lucia?
c. Inadequate ( )
a. More than adequate ( )
b. Adequate ( )
d. Don't know ( )

8.

On a scale ofT to '5' with '5' being EXCELLENT and '1' being POOR, plpdsP
rate the following aspects of the Study School:
Introduced prindpal themes

[ 5]

[4]

[3]

[2]

(1]

Provided a forum for discussion
of identified issues

[ 5]

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1 ]

Provided support for assignment
writing

[ 5]

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1]

Supported you in the preparation of
your dissertation outline

[ 5]

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1 ]

[ 5]

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1]

Provided you with an adequate
opportunity to re-define
[ 5]
or identify your own learning objectives

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1 ]

[ 5]

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1]

Provided suffident insip)lt/information
to allow you to
[ 5]
pursue the subject on your own

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1]

Provided you with practical
suggestions/ methods
of planning your dissertation

Provided you with a partidpative
learning opportunity

9.

The study school was well organised
- things went smoothly

[ 5]

(4]

[3]

[2]

[1]

The study school was professionally
relevant to you as a teacher/educator

[ 5]

[4]

[3]

[2]

[1]

How appropriate was the asSignment to the work that you are engaged in?
( )
b. Appropriate ( )
a. Very appropriate
d. Don't know ( )
c. Not very appropriate( )
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10.

Do you think that the information provided in the books and materials has been
helpful in completing your fourth assignment?
a. Very helpful ()
b. Helpful
( )
c Not very helpful
( )
d. Don't know ( )

11.

How useful has this course been to you?

12.

Please comment on the following:
a. effectiveness of the module tutorials done by Caribbean Tutors.

b.

effectiveness of the dissertation tutorials done by Caribbean Tutors.

c.

the available library services.
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FUTURE PROJECTIONS
13.

Do you feel that the programmes now offered by the University of Sheffipld
have a role to play in the future of teacher professional development in Sl.
Lucid?
r. Don't know ( )
Yes
b. No ()
a.
()

14.

Please explain furthl:'r:

15.

Do you feel that the programmes now offered by the University of Sheffield
have a role to play in the future of teacher professional development in the
Caribbean?
Co Don't know ( )
b. No ( )
Yes
a.
()

16.

Please explain further:

17. Are there any recommendations that you would like to make for the future
development and management of the course?
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18.

Is there any other issue which was not covered in this questionnaire but you feel
that it is important to share?

Thank you for taking the time to share your views with us.
Ann Cheryl Namsoo

24 April 2001
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Appendix 4
UNIVERSITY OF SHEFFIELD
Certificate/Diploma/Masters in Educational Studies
(St Lucia) 1999 - 2001
Module 2:

MrnTHODSOFEDUCATIONALENQillRY

PROJECT:

A Sodal History of Education in St Lucia - Life-Historical PerspectiV('s

Group ProjKt:
Assignment Title:

Critically review your group research project and reflect upon
the experience of the research process in which you engaged.
(5,000 words)

ASSIGNMENT GUIDELINES

The purpose of this assignment is to prOvide you with an opportunity to reflect upon the
process of research as well as the issues and challenges that researchers face in designing,
conducting, analysing and disseminating research. The group project (5,000 - 7,000
words) on which you have been working (which will not itself be assessed) is a real life

experience of research. It is a prerequisite for this assignment because it constitutes the
subject of your critical reflections. It is expected that the various projects will no doubt
differ in some essential respects. However, the important concern here is the quality of
your reflection on the process that was adopted. In this review you should evaluate your
group project, reflecting critically upon:

»

the teamwork involved in designing and condUcting the researcll - the i"sues
and challenges face by the group at different stages and how these were
resolved.

»

how you dealt with the issue of personal values. Critically reflect upon the ways
in which these affected the research in both positive and negative ways.

»

the aims and objectives of the project

»

the research questions that your group arrived at and the rationale for this
decision.
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»

the research methods used in the study - their strengths and limitations.

»

ethical issues that arose during the project and how these were dealt with.

»

the prindples and methods of data analysis and how these were linked to your
research questions and methods of data collection. Consider how effectively you
used triangulation techniques within your research.

»

your proposals for disseminating the research and iLs potential value for other
educational stakeholders

»

the outcomes of your project and upon the strengths and limitations of your
analysis.

»

the philosophical perspective underpinning the research (e.g. positivism,
phenomenological, critical theory, etc) and what the implications of this
perspective were for your research design and analysis.

»

your role as a researcher. How did your own biography, personal experience
and values influence your approach to the research and your interpretation of

the data your group collected? In what ways has your involvement in thi...
research project impact upon your professional practice as an educator?

DEADLINFS

For aSSignment - as identified in your Course Booklet
For the group project - Friday 30th June, 2000.
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